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for everything in . .

COMPLETELY

REBUILT, RE -SCREENED, RE -ALUMINISED

TELEVISION TUBES

SUFFOLK & MIDLAND LEAD THE WAY!
Regular buyers of Suffolk and Midland Tubes have learnt to rely on their outstanding quality.

Every tube guaranteed 12 months with proved PERFORMANCE & RELIABILITY

SUFFOLK TUBES LTD -
1/3 UPPER RICHMOND ROAD

PUTNEY, LONDON, S.W.I5
Tel: Vandyke 4304 5267

MIDLAND TUBES LTD
477/483 OLDHAM ROAD

MANCHESTER 10
Tel: Collyhurst 4412

THE LARGEST INDEPENDENT REBUILDERS IN THE U.K.

FRE TO AMBIHOUS ENGINEERS
- THE LATEST EDITION OF ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES

Have you sent for your copy?
ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES
is a highly informative 156 -page guide to
the best paid engineering posts. It tells
you how you can quickly prepare at home
for a recognised engineering qualification
and outlines a wonderful range of modem
Home Study Courses in all branches of
Engineering. This unique book also gives
full details of the Practical Radio & Elec-
tronics Courses, administered by our
Specialist Electronics Training Division-
the B.I.E. T. School of Electronics, explains
the benefits of our Employment Dept. and
shows you how to qualify for five years
promotion in one year.

We definitely Guarantee
"NO PASS NO FEE"
Whatever your age or experience, you cannot afford
to miss reading this famous book. If you are
earning less than 425 a week, send for your
copy of "ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES"
today-FREE.

WHICH IS YOUR
PET SUBJECT?

Mechanical Eng..
Electrical Eng..

Civil Engineering,
Radio Engineering,

Automobile Eng..
Aeronautical Eng.,
Production Eng.,
Building. Plastics,
Draughtsmanship.

Television, etc.

GET SOME
LETTERS AFTER

YOUR NAME!
A.M.I.Mech.E.

A.M.I.C.E.
A.M.I.Prod.E.

A.M.I.M.I.
A.1.0.13.

B.Sc.

City & Guilds
Gen. Cert. of Education

Etc.. etc.

PRAC
EQUIPTICALMENT

Basic Practical and Theore-
tic Courses for beginners in
Radio, T.V.. Electronics, Etc.,
A.M.Brit.I.R.E. City & Guilds

Radio Amateurs' Exam.
R.T.E.B. Certificate
P.M.G. Certificate
Practical Radio

Radio & Television Servicing
Practical Electronics

Electronics Engineering
Au to ma tion

INCLUDING
TOOLS!

The specialist Elec-
tronics Division of
B.I.E.T
NOW offers you a
real laboratory train-
ing at home with
practical equipment.
Ask for details

B  I  E T
SCHOOL OF
ELECTRONICS

POST COUPON NOW f
Please send me your FREE 156.page

"ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES'

(Write if you prefer not to cut page)

NAME

ADDRESS

BRITISH INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING 111

TECHNOLOGY
(Dept. SE/20), 29 Wright's Lane, London, W.8 SUBJECT OR EXAM

THAT INTERESTS ME

THE B.I.E.T. IS THE LEADING ORGANISATION OF ITS KIND IN THE WORLD
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7iirtam Rooth

980 Pages -153 Sections
1,600 Illustrations
Plus-Case of 19

How -to -Make Charts
(Large size 16r x 11}".) Construc-
tional details, plans and easy -to -follow
data for making-Table Lamp,
Aquarium, Bookshelf, 1-11-Fi Amplifier,
Garden Furniture, Writing Table,\ Doll's House and Furniture, etc.

gias Away

NEWNES

PRACTICAL HANDYMAN
Newnes complete handyman set shows you how to repair,

redecorate and how to make, quickly and expertly-and save
money at the same time. In simple language it takes

you step by step, and with how -it -is -done illus-
trations, through a thousand and one
do-it-yourself activities. Tools and
their uses, estimating, materials,
renovation and construction-it tells
you everything you want to know;
gives you the professional touch!

Thousands have proved this for them-
selves ... now here is the opportunity
to have experts at your to
save pounds year after year.

MAKE USE OF IT(1%

FREE for 7 days
Everything You Need to Save Money. Includes-Electric Ring Circuits.
Repairing electric appliances. French polishing. Veneering, graining,
marquetry. Soldering and Brazing. Power tools. Build a Garden and
Tool Shed. Paths and Drives. Painting. Decorating. Paperhanging.
Plastering. Glazing. Water Systems. Drainage. Roofing. Gutters.
Trellis. Fences and Gates. Making flush doors. Home Insulation. Loft
ladder. Damp wall treatment. Bricklaying. Concrete work-mixes,
pebble dash, ornamental. Dry rot. Woodworm. Floors. Shelves.
Laying carpet. Re -upholstering. Contemporary furniture. Making

THE FAMOUS ECLIPSE 44
bookcase, table, first -aid cabinet, firescreen, etc. Householder Law,
and much more besides.

4 -in -I Tool SEND TO -DAY -NO OBLIGATION TO BUY

o )

A first-rate handyman
pocket tool with die-cast
handle shaped for com-

fort. It houses 4 high-
grade steel blades. Each
can be set at four dif-
ferent angles. It will

(I I cut board, carpet,
(2) saw wood and

metal. (3) scribe
and mark out
timber, and (4)
slot screw -heads,
etc. Useful every-
where.

Sold et 13r6d.
But Yours FREE!

To: George Newnes Ltd.,
15-17 Long Acre,
London W.C.2.
Please send Newnes
PRACTICAL HANDY-
MAN without obliga-
tion to buy. In 8 days I
will return it or post only
6/- deposit, then I0/ -
monthly for 12 months,
paying 126/- in all. Cash
in 8 days I26/-. You wi'l
send the FREE 4 -IN -
ONE TOOL on receipt
of deposit or full cash.

If you are under 21 your father must fill up the coupon. .
If married woman your husband must fill it up.

Full name
(BLOCK CAPITALS) (Mr., Mrs., Miss)

Address
Tick J whew et,Pliccbi

The address on left Is-

My Property

Rented untumisPed

Parents' Rome

Furnished Seam,

Temporary Address

Occupation

Signature
(Mr., Mrs., Miss) (HA)05 /627
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AN OUTSTANDING NEW PAPER DIELECTRIC CAPACITOR
DESIGNED FOR THE

HIGHER TEMPERATURE RANGES "
Temperature rating: -40 C to 85 C

6-) TCC .1- Clean, rigid, plastic moulding

ri

rO

Withstands excessive vibration

Impervious to moisture

Capacitance available up to 0.33/,F
Voltage range up to 1000 at 85 C, 1,500 at7O'C
Cap. Tolerance at 011,F 25

Power Factor less than 01 at 1000c at 20°C

For full technical details
send for T.C.C.
Bulletin No. 89R.
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70

65

60

THE TELEGRAPH CONDENSER CO. LTD., (Head Office & Works) North Acton, W.3. Tel ACOrn 0061

(also at) Ghosaington, Surrey Bathgato. Scotland Telex. 261383

FREE TUBE EQUIVALENTS CHART

will be sent on receipt of S.A.E.
BRAND NEW THROUGHOUT

excepting glass

I2in. L4.10.0 14in. £5. 5.0
15-17in. £5.15.0 19-21in. L7.15.0

23in. ... L12.10.0

New Silver Screen and Aluminising. All makes
Mullard, Mazda, Emiscope, Cossor, Brimar.
'micron, etc.

REBUILT MULLARD AND MAZDA
TUBES

L3. 0.0 14in .. L4. 0.0
L4.10.0 2I1n. ... L6.10.0

'Les Fully GUARANTEED 12 MONTHS.
same day. Cash with Order. Carriage
ance 10 -.

.s of Tungsram and R.F.T. Valves.

S.T.S. Ltd.
ID STREET, CARSHALTON,

SURREY
phone: WALLINGTON 9665

YOUR CAREER in

TELEVISION P
Big opportunities and big money await the qualifit,
man in every field of Electronics today-both in tin
U.K. and throughout the world. We offer the fine-.
home study training for all subjects in radio, television
etc., especially for the CITY & GUILDS EXAMS. (Tech
nicians' Certificates); the Grail. Brit. I.R.E. Exam.; th)
RADIO AMATEURS' LICENCE, P.M.G. Certificates; I hr

R.T.E.B. Servicing Certificates; etc. Also courses It,
'television; Transistors; Radar; Computers; Sen..,
mechamsnis; Mathematics and Practical Transist.,
Radio course with equipment. We have OVER 20 YEARS'
experience in teaching radio subjects and an unbrok. I
record of exam. successes. We arc the only privately
run British home study college specialising in electron))
subjects only. Fullest details will be gladly sent with....
any obligation.

To: BRITISH NATIONAL RADIO SCHOOL, Dept. 2

RADIO HOUSE, READING. Berks.

Please send FREE BROCHURE no.

NAME Block

ADDRESS Caps.

Please
5.64

BRITISH NATIONAL RADIO SCHOOL
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Editorial and Advertisement E -
if it wasn't for people like readers of PRACTICAL TELE-E= Offices: = VISION he would soon be looking around for a job. His

EPRACTICAL TELEVISION
== 5: implication was, of course, that much of the work that came his== g way was due to the result of amateur "failures" or caused directly
E- George Newnes Ltd., Tower House = by the bungling attempts of absolute novices.

Southampton Street, W.C.I. :.; This sweeping conception of the abilities of the amateur
P. © George Newnes Ltd., 1964 g. enthusiast is not uncommon, and the subject is occasionally
E
E

7,..F--- aired in print. In the U.S.A. the controversy often becomes veryPhone: Temple Bar 4363.
a heated, especially in the pages of technical magazines. The prob-=

Telegrams: Newnes, Rand, London. E lem, of course, is more acute in that country because, firstly, the
g SUBSCRIPTION RATE g. business of servicing is on a different basis to that in this country
= including postage for one year = and, secondly, because the do-it-yourself cult has inspired=
E To any part of the World £1.9.0 I proportionately more laymen to tackle their own TV servicing.

In the U.S.A., servicing is a business first; here it is, usually, a
E. a service first. In the U.S.A. servicing is divorced from selling;
== E here it is usually an adjunct of a retail business.= Contents Ei= = However, we feel that critics of amateur enthusiasts often do

N ',. i,
V = them an injustice. It is useless to deny that there are amateur==

=
= dabblers, whose enthusiasm (and optimism!) is not matched by== Page = their technical ability. But on the other hand, there are certainly= == Editorial ... ... m =... 339 one or two professional service engineers at large who bring

T.Ietopics ... ... ... ... 340E little credit to their calling!
A Rotatable Aerial ... ... 342E To be fair, these critics should remember that a large numberE Reconditioning Television Re- E= ceivers ... ... ... ... 344 E of PRACTICAL TELEVISION readers are themselves from the

E Changing Cathode Ray Tubes... 346E servicing fraternity and others are engaged in the electronics
E On The Air ... ... ... 350 E- industry. Even those to whom TV is simply a hobby cannot be DX -TV ... ... ... ... 351 E indiscriminately graded as sub -standard! There are severalE A Sound/Vision Transmitter ... 353 E reasons for this.F. . Stock Faults ... ... ... 360 ..E For instance, the information published each month inServicing Television Receivers 365 E
= Und h the Dipole... ... 368 =- PRACTICAL TELEVISION is often a good deal more explicit and
= I10° Scanning Circuits ... ... 370 = practical than can be obtained from the trade press or maker's
E A TV Baby Alarm ... ... 372 E service manuals. Service engineers are dismally aware of the
E Your Problems Solved ... 376E decreasing space devoted to their interests in the trade publica-
-z- Test Case ... ... ... ... 380 -__ tions. And service manuals are often too severely specialised toE a= be of use except to the laboratory -standard workshop.
E The Editor will be pleased to consider E The keen amateur also scores by having to use more careful= articles of a practical nature suitable =
= for publication in "Practical Television". = diagnosis, to revert to basic principles. Not for him the simple= Such articles should be written on one =
= side of the paper only, and should con- = expedient of popping in a new valve from a well -stocked shelf.= lain the name and address of the sender. =
= Whilst the Editor does not hold himself = He tests before buying a replacement-he has to!
= responsible for the manuscripts. every effort E.E will be made to return them if a stamped E. One great advantage of the professional is his familiarity with
= and addressed envelope is enclosed. All = "stock faults", gained through handling sheer numbers of vir-= correspondence Intended for the Editor == should be addressed to The Editor. = tually-identical sets. The amateur works from basic principles,= "Practical Television". George Newnes == Ltd.. Tower House. Southampton Street. = takes longer, but presumably learns more on the way.= London. W.C.2. =E Owing to the rapid progress in the E Readers of this magazine gain from the experience of contri-= design of radio and television apparatus = butors who are themselves professional technicians-such as= and to our efforts to keep our readers =
= in touch with the latest developments. = the new series beginning in this issue on "Stock Faults".
--,. we give no warranty that apparatus :#.-
= described in our columns is not the sub- = In this way we hope that we are helping to bridge the gulf= teat of letters patent. IS= Copyright in all drawings, photo- = between the two camps and provide a magazine not for theE graphs and articles published in == "Practical Television" is specifically = professional, not for the amateur, but for anyone who takes an
= reserved throughout the countries = intelligent interest in the subject of television. Away with these= signatory to the Berne Convention and =

iE. the U.S.A. Reproductions or imitations = class distinctions!E of any of these are therefore expressly
= forbidden.= .- 1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111i1111111111111111111111111111111111111ffi

:7101111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111IW: Our next Issue dated June will be published on May 22nd.
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TELETOP C
Tuesday Nights for Education on BBC -2
THE form of presentation of the

regular BBC -2 educational
feature " Tuesday Term ", which
was seen for the first time on
April 21st, was decided upon
only six months ago, at the begin-
ning of November last year. In
one way it was a revolutionary
decision as for the first time in
Britain, television transmissions

at peak viewing times were to be
used for serious, educational pro-
grammes instead of using off-
peak viewing times during the
morning or afternoon, as had
always been the case with schools'
programmes, etc., previously.

Although this new series will
appear every Tuesaay evening on
the new u.h.f. service and will

A BBC film camera unit at work in a Junior schoo rre acing material
for the new "Tuesday Term" series, Mathematics '64.

BRITISH STUDIO EQUIPMENT FOR IRAN
'UV studio equipment for the government of Iran has been supplied

by EMI Electronics Limited, under a contract negotiated in con-
junction with Ampex International of Switzerland.

The Teheran studio has been equipped with EMI image orthicon
television cameras and associated equipment. Included in the supply
of the studio installations were transistor modular sound equipment,
vision mixing consoles and several studio monitors. Equipment for an
outside broadcast vehicle was also supplied by EMI as part of the
agreement.

Ampex International supplied videotape recording equipment.

continue throughout the year
without a break, the production
teams who will be involved
expect to fmd scope for improving
the presentation as the series
progesses and experience is
gained in this, the first large-scale
attempt in the U.K. at broad-
casting educational programmes
over a national television network.

" Tuesday Term " will be tele-
vised between 7.30 p.m. and
9.45 p.m. with normally four
separate programme subjects each
week. Each subject will continue
for a number of programme
instalments and some of the titles
which have already been
announced are Mathematics '64,
Men and Money and Power in
British Politics.

The primary aim of the series
is to provide people already in
professions with the opportunity
to refresh themselves on estab-
lished information and to learn
systematically of the most up-to-
date developments and tech-
niques in a variety of subjects.
However the interests of the
home viewer have been borne in
mind in the preparation of the
programmes, so that each may
help to provide a new knowledge
or understanding of the topics
involved.

The programmes have largely
been prepared in collaboration
with recognised authorities and
institutions in the educational
world and a working party exists
under the Chairmanship of Mr.
John Fulton, Vice-chancellor of
the University of Sussex, in an
advisory capacity for the series.
A special study -guide to accom-
pany " Tuesday Term " is to be
published every four weeks, to be
issued on a subscription basis.
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NEW CLOSED-
CIRCUIT TV
EQUIPMENT

rIIRANSISTOR and printed- circuit techniques have
combined in a new closed circuit
television system, recently intro-
duced by AEI's Electronics
Group, to help make the equip-
ment one of the simplest and
inexpensive installations avail-
able to the numerous industrial
and public authorities with whom
CCTV is finding increased
acceptance for a variety of
applications. In its basic form,
this new system comprises a
camera and a control monitor,
though this can be extended for
multi -channel networks where
necessary.

The high definition pictures
which this system provides are
controlled from the monitor
when the basic set-up is used, or
from a distribution unit for
multi -channel work. In the
latter case viewing monitors can
take the form of conventional
domestic receivers or video
receivers.

One important feature of the
new system is its portability.
Both the camera and the 14in.
monitor have relatively small
dimensions and together they
have a combined weight of only
341b.

The equipment has a power
consumption of 45W which can
be supplied by a variety of
sources from 250V mains to a
24V supply of two car batteries.

PIPED TELEVISION
AT IDEAL HOME

EXHIBITION
AT 4ondon's Ideal Home Exhi-

bition, held recently at
Olympia, the British Relay
Organisation exhibited on their
stand a fully equipped relay
station of the type used in many
towns and cities to " pipe " tele-
vision and radio programmes
direct to receivers in as many as
20,000 homes.

The stand (see illustration
-right) was not just a static
exhibit however, as during the
period of the show the equipment
was working to relay BBC -2 test
transmissions and the regular
TV programmes to receivers on
the stand and in the lounges and
offices throughout Olympia.

EDUCATIONAL TV CONFERENCE
A ONE -DAY conference on the Role of Television in Education

was held during March in Norwich, Norfolk. This conference,
which was organised by the East Anglia Region of the Independent
Television Authority, was attended and addressed by educationalists
and technicians actively interested in television aids to teaching.

The morning session of the conference was devoted to Television
in Higher Education with Mr. Peter Laslett, Chairman of the
Cambridge University Television Comniitee, as the principal speaker.
(The recent series of " Dawn University " programmes which were
transmitted over the ITA network, was the product of Mr. Laslett's
Committee). The second session, in the afternoon, covered Television
in Schools and was addressed primarily by Dr. Lincoln Ralphs,

Chief Education Officer of
Norfolk County Council.

At both sessions, the principal
speaker was supported by a
panel of experts, including Pro-
fessor Stanley T. Donner of
Stamford University, U.S.A.,
and Mr. G. C. Allen of the
Ministry of Education.

Under the Chairmanship of
Mr. F. Thistlewaite (Vice -Chan-
cellor of the University of East
Anglia) the conference was well
attended by representatives of
educational bodies in East Anglia,
of Anglia Television, the BBC,
the G.P.O., the Marconi Com-
pany and the Pye Group, as well
as a number of teachers front
local schools.

British Relay Acquire Antiference,
THE issued share capital of Antiference Installations Limited, has

been acquired by British Relay Limited-a firm actively engaged
in " piped " television systems-who have announced they will con-
tinue the business of Antiference as part of its Special Services
Division, providing master aerial systems for TV and radio in multi-
storey flats, hotels, etc.

It has also been announced that it is intended to change the name
of Antiference Installations Limited to British Relay (Installations)
Limited.

CCTV at Harrow
AT a recent public address

exhibition at Harrow, in
Middlesex, EMI Electfonics
closed-circuit TV cameras linked
two exhibition halls to a studio
where various demonstrations of
p.a. equipment were given. The
demonstrations were televised by
EMI type 8 cameras and relayed
over the link to television
receivers in the halls.

A dozen 15 -minute pro-
grammes of demonstrations were
transmitted during the two days
of the exhibition.
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A ROTATABLE AERIAL
for improved DX reception

BY I. C. EWENS

WITH the interest recently aroused over the
reception of Continental television pro-
grammes in this country many people will,

no doubt, wish to be in a position to obtain the
very best results when conditions exist for putting
a usable signal down in their area.

As has been recently learned from articles pub-
lished in PRACTICAL TELEVISION little modifica-
tion is required to the dual standard sets to
render them capable of receiving 625 line v.h.f.

Fig. 1-Showing how a swing through 180'
enables the aerial to line up on transmitters all

over the continent.

transmissions, and this leaves the aerial as perhaps
the weakest link in the chain of reception.

The aerial described in this article has been
designed, built, erected and successfully operated
by the author. There is, however, plenty of room
for improvement, and no doubt readers will be
able to add many refinements to what is really a
very elementary rotatable array built in order to
prove the advantages of rotation.

The aerial was designed to operate over the
Band III spectrum in favour of Band I, as the
reduced size and weight were an advantage in
overcoming the initial problems of construction.
However, long distance reception is more likely
to be obtained on the lower frequencies of Band
I and details are given to enable the enthusiast
to build an antenna resonant in the middle of
this band.

Height not a Vital Factor

It was decided to mount the array on a twenty
foot pole, and it is interesting to note that in the
case of DX signals height is not of great importance
w.th d.rectional arrays as the signals are reflected
downwards. As will be seen from Fig. 1 what-
ever part of the country the receiver is situated
in the aerial will only need to be rotated through
180 degrees to line up 'with any transmitter on
the continent; this obviously simplifies construction
cons.derably.

Reflection of v.h.f. radio waves takes place in
the atmosphere at varying heights, and thus the
aerial will need to be tilted up and down on its
axis as shown in Fig. 2. Ideally the aerial should
be so arranged that its polarisation could be
changed, however this is not considered of para-
mount importance as in all probability the signals
after having travelled many hundreds of miles will
be neither one thing nor the other. Horizontal
polarisation was chosen as the majority of con-
tinental stations use this mode of transmission.

The array must have good directional proper-
ties for there are many continental stations using
the same channels, and co -channel interference has
to be seen to be believed! This desired directivity
is easily achieved by the addition of directors.k
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In efforts to keep costs to a minimum no ex-
pense must be spared in the interests of safety,
not only to your own property and family but
also to your next door neighbours.
Material Required

The method of construction of the support
carrying the aerial is illustrated in Fig. 3, and the
materials required are as follows:

Timber: 1 3ft. 6in. length of 2in. by 3M.
1 3ft. length of 2in. by 3M.
3 3M. hinges
1 2in. gate post hinge
3 2in. diameter bolts-length dependent

on the diameter of the supporting
pole.

Screws or nuts and bolts for fitting.

Rope or
wire guys
for tilting

aerial,

Supporting
post

Fig. 2-Illustrating how the aerial tilts up and down
on its axis.

Bolts should be used to support the hinges
numbered 1, 2 and 3, but some difficulty may be
experienced in obtaining them because of their
narrow gauge. The wood screws employed by the
writer for this purpose were 3in. long and 12
gauge, the same screws being used to support the
gate -post hinge. Pilot holes should be drilled to
avoid the wood splitting.

Construction of the aerial is made quite simple
by the use of a 2in. x lZin. batten as the boom
carrying the elements, its length being dependent
on the number of directors it is intended to use.

Other materials required are Ain. or 2in.
diameter alloy or aluminium tubing, and if old
aerial elements can be obtained so much the
better. Screws, putty and lengths of plastic clothes
line complete the requirements.
The Aerial Elements

A folded dipole is used to match the impedance
of 7512 coaxial feeder cable and it is suggested that
eight elements be used, details of element spacing
and size are given in Fig. 4 and tables 1 and 2.
The data given is for a frequency approximately
in the middle of each board. These measurements

3-0

Timber
struts
3" wide
2.thick Gate post

hinge

0

II

3 hinges
3' long

1/24 dia.ta eholes

Securing bolts

20 long
supporting

post,
as used for

clothes lines
etc.,

Fig. 3a (above)-A front elevation of the aerial
support.

Fig. 3b (below)-A plan view of the support.

ecuring bolt Gate post
Pole hinge

Hinge 180 rotation
on hinge

become quite critical at high frequencies so keep
as near to them as possible.

In order to assemble the aerial, drill holes (as
indicated in Fig. 4) to accept the elements, then
secure them by drilling through the batten and
element for the fixing screw.

In order to attach the aerial to the support, find
-continued o:i page 352
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RECONDITIONING
TELEVISION

RECEIVERS
for resale
By F. Walker

THIS article is primarily intended for those who
run small workshops in which general service
work is carried out and in which second-hand

 TV receivers are brought up to a satisfactory
working condition with a view to subsequent re-
sale. The article will also be of interest to television
enthusiasts who wish to recondition their own or
friends' receivers. It is not intended for the beginner
or the less informed.

Looked at from a businessman's viewpoint, the
main idea is to show a profit after the receiver has
been bought, serviced, and sold. And the amount of
money that can reasonably be spent on the receiver
is determined by the initial buying -in price and the
estimated price it will fetch when sold.

As an example, if a set is bought for five pounds,
another five pounds can be spent during recon-
ditioning, if the estimated selling price is fifteen
pounds. Note that the profit of five pounds in this
case is for the work spent on the necessary repairs.
Thus labour charges are not taken into account here
since the labour payment can only be covered by
the profit on the sale of the set; that is, if a fair and
honest business is being conducted.

Here, the maximum amount that can be spent
when buying the set is the sum of five pounds. If
the buyer thinks the set might fetch twenty pounds
on resale he can afford to spend rather more than
five pounds.

One problem is how the buyer is to know that
the set will only require five pounds spending on it
to bring it up to good operational order? Quite
simply it is the job of the buyer to examine the set
in question and make sure it will not cost too much
to repair, all the time being mindful of the price
asked and the price it is expected to fetch when
sold. Be wise and overestimate the cost of the repair
rather than underestimate, because unforeseen
things might go wrong with the set after it has had
new components fitted; also damage could occur in
transit, and such damage would have to be put
right before resale, with additional costs.

When the set is being examined, note down the
following points (these are in order of importance).

(a) Is the cabinet unmarked? If it is in poor
condition it could put off an intending buyer (that
is, the final purchaser) and consequently lose a sale.
The external appearance of a TV receiver is the
most important factor of all since it is the first
thing the customer will see when you show it to
him. No one can expect a second-hand TV to be
perfect, but it is up to the buyer to separate the
lemons from the cream -puffs.

Later on mention will be made about renovating
cabinets that are not too badly marked. Don't
forget, however, that a set offered at a ridiculously
low price because it has a bad cabinet may still be
a worthwhile proposition if the chassis and tube
are in good order.

(b) Is the picture tube good? This can be easily
checked by visual examination. The symptoms of a
failing tube are classic, i.e. lack of high -lights,
sometimes with loss of focus. If the set has had a
booster transformer or some other part fitted to
improve the emission of the c.r.t., then the set is
certainly a candidate for a reconditioned tube. In
such circumstances the buying -in price will have to
be low to make the set a worthwhile proposition. It
is definitely unwise to attempt to resell a set with
a boosted tube since the heater will almost inevi-
tably blow or fuse in a short while, and the
customer will think rightly or wrongly that he has
been " done ".

(c) Has the set been in the hands of a meddler?
There are many fiddlers and dabblers who really do
not know what they are doing, and it quite often
involves considerable time and money to correct
their misguided attempts to fix a faulty receiver,
apart from any original fault that may be present.

For instance, all the vision i.f. transformers may
have been peaked to counteract poor sensitivity,
when the trouble was really a low emission valve
in the tuner. You can easily recognise the dabbler's
set: smeary pictures, sound on vision, vision buzz
on sound, missing back and chassis screws, missing
e.h.t. and valve cans, pieces of badly soldered wire
all over ion -trap magnets from
over -tightening, etc., etc., these are some of his
hallmarks.

(d) How old is the set? There is no sense buying
10, 12 and 14in. receivers. They are obsolete.
Equally, the old BBC -only sets are out as far
as we are concerned. It is a matter of opinion, of
course, but generally speaking, sets over five years
old are best avoided as most valves and components
will be in a poor state anyhow.

Also console receivers seem to be less " saleable "
than table models, and probably this is why no
manufacturer sells console models nowadays. After
all, just screw in four contemporary legs to a table
model and it becomes a consolette which is
adequate for most people wanting a floor -standing
model.

(e) What make is it? And this is a vexed
question! All experienced servicemen will know
just what is meant by that. There are some makes
to be avoided like the plague, but unfortunately
they cannot be mentioned. One make was known to
have an almost consistently troublesome frame
circuit, suffering from persistent and very annoying
frame jitter no matter how the hold control was
adjusted. Another always seemed to be full of bad
or totally unsoldered joints. Yet another had to
have a replacement line output transformer fitted
just to replace the e.h.t. rectifier, because the trans-
former was oil -filled (and this is a comparatively
recent set). Obviously the experience of the buyer
counts heavily in this field.

There are different ways of obtaining suitable
sets for reconditioning, (e.g. " for sale " adverts in
the local paper) but probably the best way is to
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become friendly with one or two retail television
shops. They take a large number of second-hand
TV's in part -exchange for new models, and most
will be quite happy to get back the price they have
allowed in the part exchange deal, especially if you
offer cash.

The shops aren't usually interested in selling
these older sets in the showrooms because all the
space is taken up with new models, and they regard
second-hand sales as bad for their own particular
business anyhow.

As a rough guide, the average allowance for the
old set in part -exchange is in the region of five
pounds, but this is only a general figure. 21in. sets
will be worth rather more. 23in. and 19in. receivers
are a comparatively recent development and it is
unlikely these types will become available to recon-
dition for a year or two.

The subject of buying -in has been aired; we
come now to the actual reconditioning process itself.
It must be borne in mind that the set will be offered
for resale with a guarantee (one month is a fair
period) so we must be careful to ensure all faulty
parts in the set are properly replaced and a pro-
fessional repair is carried out.

Obviously the set should work properly imme-
diately on installation at the customer's home. If
it does not, or faults keep appearing, the customer
will be annoyed, and he will almost certainly pass
the word among his friends that you are unreliable.
A few such remarks could rapidly dirty your repu-
tation for quite a long time and it is prudent to
remember always to give the customer a good
impression of your unfailing reliability and
efficiency.

Concerning cathode ray tubes, it goes without
saying that the replacement tube in a reconditioned
receiver, if such receiver is to have another tube,
should itself be reconditioned. There seems little
point in using new tubes as replacements, especially
from the profit angle, unless new tubes can be
obtained at the same price as the regunned types.
The regunned tubes are just as good as the new
(all working parts are renewed, including the
phosphors) and some are even better, being
guaranteed longer-some in fact for eighteen
months.

The serviceman may have on hand one or two
fairly good used tubes salvaged from burnt -out
sets etc., and if these are definitely known to be in
a reasonable working condition there is no reason
why they should not be used as replacements.

The chassis should be made free of all faults;
no explanation is required for the service man since
this is his job, and it is not proposed to go into the
method of chassis repair as this subject is way out-, side the scope of this article. In any case, if you
can't repair TV's you shouldn't be reading this!

When the set has been bought, the buyer will
quite naturally have assured himself that the
cabinet is in a fair state or is at least capable of
being renovated. A useful product for removing
the light scratches all sets have somewhere or other
is " Scratchoff ", a well-known scratch -removing
polish. It is manufactured by Messrs. A. C. Farnell
Ltd., Hereford House, Vicar Lane, Leeds, 2, and it
costs 3/- per tube retail. No applicators are needed
as it has a wick at the top of the polythene case.
The majority of minor scratches will be effectively

eradicated by this product, but it must be realised
that it won't fill dents and chips, neither will it
remove deep score marks or cigarette burns.

Cabinets with this more serious damage will have
to be stripped and recellulosed or relacquered.
Most small service workshops will not have
adequate facilities for this kind of work; the best
plan under these circumstances is to send the
cabinet to a professional spray shop (completely
stripped of all parts, including loudspeakers) where
proper equipment and controlled drying conditions
will be available.

The cost of a cabinet repolish will be in the
region of one or two pounds (for a table model);
there is no call for spending more on this job,
principally because we have to have profit margins
in mind. There will be certain cases, however,
where more expenditure would be justified, mainly
late models with polyester finishes.

When the set has been renovated completely it
ought to be soak tested for a day or so to be quite
sure no unforeseen fault develops and to see that
intermittent troubles do not rear their ugly heads.
It is imperative to be as careful as possible that the
set will not go wrong whilst in the customer's
home, the idea being to sell the set and never go
back to it for at least a year or so. Watch this point
and keep an unsullied reputation. The guarantee
can be worded something like this:

Joe Bloggs, Radio and Television Engineers
Telephone: Anyplace 54321

Guarantee
For television

receiver type ABC123, serial no. XYZ123-
321.

This receiver is guaranteed for aperiod of
one calendar month from date of purchase
against faulty workmanship in our recon-
ditioning processes, provided that:
(a) Notification is made to us of purchase

within seven (7) days of the date of 'that
purchase.

(b) The mains voltage selector in the
receiver is correctly set to suit the mains
voltage supply to which the receiver is
connected.

(c) No unauthorised person or the pur-
chaser himself tampers with the interior
of the receiver, excepting the above
mentioned mains voltage selector and
the subsidiary controls.

If clauses (a) (b) (c) are violated 'the"
guarantee at once becomes invalid.

The guarantee does not cover fire, theft, .

damage in transit, flooding and lightning.

After considering financial aspects, buying only
sets suitable for reconditioning, actual recondition-
ing itself, and writing or typing a proper guarantee,
there remains the most important aspect of all; i.e.
the question of selling it. This selling business
deserves more thought and ingenuity than all the
processes and operations described. After all, the
work spent on the set comes to naught if you can't
sell it.

Fortunately there are various well tried methods;
drinking men can pass the word around in their

-continued on page 347
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CONTINUED FROM PAGE 315 OF THE APRIL ISSUE

CHANGING uLLA\

PART 2: EKCO, DYNATRON
AND FERRANTI MODELS

AS mentioned in the first article of this series,
the number of different models produced by
the Ekco Group has increased annually over

the period under review. Fortunately the basic
chassis has changed very little, and apart from
small variations due to cabinet design, detailed
instructions for a handful of basic types will enable
the majority of readers to change their tubes with-
out difficulty.
- Some models, usually 23in. consoles of limited
issue, have been omitted, and readers wishing to
check upon the drill for replacing tubes in these
should take advantage of our queries service.

To find the instructions applicable to your own
model simply look it up in the index and refer to
its Basic Type in the text, together with the
additional notes indicated in the next column.

After removing channel
selector knob, fine tuner
control and escutcheon,
the control panel containing
on off switch, volume control,
contrast, and brightness
Control withdraws complete

with chassis

Escutcheon fixed Control
by screw or clip panel

nanoFine
tuner

control

Channel selector
knob

-u-

By H. Peters

D)

Basic Type TP308

Unplug receiver and lay it face downwards on
a cloth. Remove two rear feet and two screws
between them and the front feet. Undo the two
screws at the top of the case behind the control
panel, lift the case up a little, unplug the loud-
speaker and lift the case right off. Remove the
screen mask (two screws at the bottom) and the
top section (three screws and the Channel Selector
and Fine Tuner knobs).

Disconnect the e.h.t. and base connections to
the tube and remove the ion trap magnet. Remove
the picture positioning assembly and loosen the
scancoils. Unclamp the tube and mask and with-
draw forward, taking care not to damage the
scancoils, which should  be eased off gradually.

Lever locking to cabinet top

Clip Chassip
wingnut

Chassis clip

Sound/Vision
I F strip

Focus control

Frame timebase
and sync. panel

00 0
Picture centering

lever II ti

Mains
dropper

rectifier

7 F,-1
Width control

T
Chassis fixing bolts

E.HT
unit

Fig. I-The basic chassis arrangement of the models covered by this month's or

Chassis
wingnut
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After reassembly ensure that the ion trap magnet
is adjusted for maximum brightness regardless of
picture positioning.

Basic Type T344

Unplug the set and take off back and bottom
covers. Remove the Channel Selector and Fine
Tuner knobs. The Channel Selector knob is held
by two grubscrews accessible via a small hole in
the Fine Tuner shank just inside the cabinet. The
Fine Tuner knob pulls off. Remove the side control
escutcheon (one screw) and clip the control panel
to the chassis side. Unplug the speaker and remove
the 2B.A. screws fastening the cabinet to the
chassis bottom. The chassis will then slide out
backwards.

Remove the base connector and e.h.t. connector
from the tube, slacken the brass clamp behind the
scancoils (if fitted) and slacken the nuts on the
sides of the band clamping the c.r.t. bowl. With-
draw tube, checking that the scancoils remain
undamaged. Clean and replace in reverse order.

NOTE 1.-Some sets have concentric extensions
between the Channel Selector and Fine Tuner
knobs and the tuner. These and their support
bracket need to be removed after the Channel
Selector and Fine Tuner knobs.

NOTE 2.-The window and frame on the 17in.
Table models is held by five screws inside the
cabinet. It can be removed with the chassis in
situ, but the work is a lot easier if the chassis is
withdrawn first.

NOTE 3.-The window on 17in. Consoles slides
down through a slot in the bottom after two wing -
nuts have been slackened and the metal plate slid
clear of the window slots. Do this with the set
face down on a cloth.

NOTE 4.-The window on 21in. sets is
removed by pulling out the p.v.c. strip at either
side and removing the six screws holding the
window to the cabinet.

NOTE 4a.-On 21in. Table sets with side
mounted speakers, the speaker needs unplugging
and removing before the chassis can be withdrawn.

Basic Type T368

Unplug the set and remove back and base
covers by giving a quarter turn to each of the four
polythene plugs. Remove Channel Selector and
Fine Tuner knobs as per T344.

The tuner escutcheon is released by pulling out
the phosphor bronze clip through the set bottom.
Loosen the two wingnuts at the back of the
chassis and move the locking lever at the top of
the chassis to the right. The cabinet then lifts off
forwards and upwards. The tube is then removed
as per T344, paragraph 2.

NOTE 5.-The window removes after its side
clamps have been released. These are held by
screws hidden by the plastic trim, which is
secured by a woodscrew and spring clip beneath
the cabinet base. Do this with the set face down
on a cloth.

NOTE 5a.-Window removal is by taking out
the three bronze screws on the gilt strip each side
of the cabinet front. This exposes the two window
clamps which are removed, thus releasing the
window.

INDEX FOR PART 2

Model
Basic
Type

Extra
Notes Identification*

Nearest
Ferranti

TP308 TP308 6 14" P. TPI009
T342 T344 4 & 4a 21" T. T1034
1344 T344 2 17" T. T1023
T344F T344 2 17" T. F. T1023F
T345 T344 2 17" T. v.h.f. T1024
T346 T344 I & 3 17" C. v.h.f. TC1025
TP347 TP347 6 17" P. TPI026
T348 T344 4 & 4a 21" T. T1027
T348F T344 4 & 4a 21" T. F. T1027F
T356 T344 4 & 4a 21" T. v.h.f. T1034
T368 T368 5 17" T. T1046
1368F T368 5 17" T. F. T1046F
TC369 TC369 - 21" C. TC1047
T370 T368 5 17' T. v.h.f. T1048
1371 T368 5 21" T. T1049
T37I F T368 5 21" T. F. T1049F
T372 T368 5 21" T. v.h.f. T1050
TP373 TP347 6 17" P. v.h.f.
TC374 TC369 - 21" C. v.h.f. TC1052
T377 T368 5a 19" T. T1055
T377F T368 Sa 19" T. F. T1055F
T380 T380 8 19" T. T1057

T1061
T380F T380 8 19" T. F. T I057F

TIO6IF
T38I 1380 8 19' T. v.h.f. T1058
TC382 T380 7 & 8 19" C.
TC382F T380 7 & 8 19" C. F.
TC383 T380 7 & 8 19" C. v.h.f.
TC386 T380 7, 8, 19" C. M/T. TC1063

& 10
rC386F T380 7, 8, 19" C. M/T. F. TC1063F

& 10
1C388 1 T380 7 & 9 23" C.
1C388 Ff
1C390 T380 7, 9, 23" C. M,T. T1068

& 10
rC390F T380 7, 9, 23" C. M/T. F. T1068F

& 10
1402 T402 I 1 & 12 19" T. 405/625 T1075
1C403 T402 II & 12 19" C. 405,625.

M/T.
rC404 T402 1 I & 12 23" C. 405/625.
rC406 T402 II & 12 23" C. 405,625.

M/T.
F407 T407 II & 12 19" T. 405/625. T1084
r407F T407 II & 12 19" T. F. 405'625. T1084F
rC408 T407 II & 12 19" C. 405, 625. F. TCI085
EC408F TC1085F
E409 T407 11 & 12 23" T. 405/625. F. T1086
I -409F T I086F
EC410 T407 II & 12 23" C. 405/625. F. T1087
FC410 F T1087F
F415
r4 1 5F

T407 II & 12 19" T. 405/625. F.

E418 T4I8 II & 12 19"T.F. T1093
I -418F TI093F
I -418T T418 II & 12 19" T. F. u.h.f. T1093T
r418TF tuner T1093TF

N.B.-Where the receiver model number is suffixed
/P this indicates that a printed panel has been
fitted in place of conventional wiring in the
i.f. section.

* Key to model identification: P=Portable, T=Table,
C=Console, F=Fringe area, MiT= Motor tuned.
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Basic TypeTC369

Unplug set and remove back and base. Remove
Channel Selector and Fine Tuner knobs with
extension spindles, as per T344, paragraph 1 and
Note 1. Remove the side escutcheon (one wing -
nut). Slacken the two wingnuts securing the
chassis bottom. Move the locking lever at the top
to the right and withdraw the chassis backwards
and downwards through the cabinet. Proceed with
c.r.t. removal as per T368.

Window removal: Remove the two tambour
door stops inside the cabinet and push the doors

Fig. 2-The arrowed line indicates the critical
for tubes held to the cabinet front.

further back than usual. Remove the 4B.A. screws
thus revealed. This will release the curved window
and its clamps.

Basic Type TP347

Unplug and lay face down on a cloth and
remove the four plastic feet. Hinge up the back
cover, remove the wrap -round side, erect the set
and hinge up the front cover. Remove c.r.t. base
and e.h.t. connectors, slacken scancoil assembly
and unclamp front of the tube, which will with-
draw forward complete with window and plastic
mask.

NOTE 6.-To remove the window, unbox as
above, slacken cord around plastic mask and prise
window out of mask.

Basic Type T380

Unplug the set and remove the Channel Selector
knob. This is held by a spring loaded key which
may be released by setting the u.h.f. position to
11 o'clock, and pressing down on the spring with
a knife blade inserted behind the Channel Selector
knob at the top.

Invert the set on to a soft cloth and remove its
feet, which are screwed into the feet mounting
brackets. Then remove the feet mounting brackets
(four self -tapping screws) which allow the base
cover rail and base to be removed. Remove the
back, unplug the loudspeaker and remove the
control panel, which is held to the cabinet by
wingnuts. The chassis is held into the cabinet by

four screws at the bottom and one at the top.
These should all be removed and the chassis slid
out of the cabinet.

Lay the chassis face down, remove c.r.t. base
and anode connections, remove the magnet
assembly from the tube neck, noting order in
which parts are fitted. Remove the plastic disc
from the end of the scancoils, slacken the bolts
from the side of the tube bowl and lift chassis
and scancoils clear of the tube. When reas-
sembling, make sure that the spring clip is in good
contact with the c.r.t. aquadag, and that the
magnet assembly is pushed well forward with the
scancoils.

NOTE 7.-On consoles, proceed as above, but
remove legs and leg mounting brackets instead of
feet and feet mounting brackets.

NOTE 8.-Window Removal: Prise out the
styling strips above and below the screen and
remove the four screws thus revealed.

NOTE 9.-Window Removal: Remove three
4B.A. screws below, bottom window clamp. Lift
window forward at bottom and slide it out of the
top clamp.

NOTE 10.-Push-button Unit: This is held by
two 4B.A. screws which should be removed at the
same time as the Control Panel wingnuts.

Basic Type 7402
Unplug set and remove back. Remove Channel

Selector knob (two grubscrews inside the cabinet).
Lay cabinet face down and remove legs if fitted.
Remove the two 213.A. screws at the top edge of
the chassis and hinge it down. Take out the two
wingnuts holding the control panel to the cabinet

ey Locating
slot

Channel Spring
selector knob

Fig. 3-The channel selector knob of the T380 group
of receivers. The key should be pressed down with a

knife blade to release the knob.

and unplug the loudspeaker. Remove the tube base
holder, unplug the scancoils and e.h.t. lead.

The chassis may now be lifted clear of its
mounting brackets, leaving the tube assembly
attached to the cabinet. This is then removed after
undoing the four clamps around the tube strap.
Remove the scanning assembly after slackening
the clamping screws around the tube neck,
remembering the order of the various parts for
reassembly, unclamp the tube from the window.
Clean all parts before reassembling in reverse
order.

Basic Type T407
Unplug the set and remove back, remove

Channel Selector knob, as per T380, undo control
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panel from chassis and take out u.h.f. tuner if
fitted. Unclip and take out the loudspeaker. Hinge
the chassis outwards from the right after removing
top and bottom right-hand corner screws. (The
polythene strap and switch linkage from tuner to
chassis should have first been disconnected if it
is fitted up-usually it is not.)

Remove the circlip at the top left corner of the
chassis and the 4B.A. nut and washer from the
lower I.h. chassis mounting block. Remove c.r.t.
base, e.h.t. and scancoil leads and the black lead
from the tuner to the i.f. panel. The chassis may
now be lifted out. Remove and replace c.r.t. as
per paragraph 2 of Model T402.

Basic Type T4I8
Unplug and remove back. Remove 405 Channel

Selector knob as per T380 but with u.h.f. point at
7 o'clock. Pull off the fine tuner extension spindle.
Remove control panel and v.h.f. tuner (four 2B.A.
nuts). Unclip and remove loudspeaker.

Remove c.r.t. base, e.h.t. lead and scancoil plugs
and unscrew the chassis fixing screws at the top
(two) and bottom (four) of the chassis and lift out
the chassis. Lay set face down and remove c.r.t.
cradle and tube as per paragraph 2 of Model T402.

NOTE 11.-From T402 onwards the tube
assembly is mounted to the cabinet as opposed
to the chassis as hitherto. It is perfectly possible
for the manufacturer to fit a twin panel tube in
later production of these models. If this happens,
proceed as for the basic model up to and including
the removal of the scancoils. The c.r.t. is then
changed over, making sure that the chassis clamps
seat comfortably and firmly over the corner lugs
of the tube's bonded panel.

NOTE 12.-Where c.r.t.'s are mounted to the
cabinet, the measurement from the front of the
tube face to the clamping band (see Fig. 2) is

important. Measure the old tube in its clamp
before unclamping, and make sure the new tube
is mounted similarly.

Dynatron Receivers

These receivers employ a similar chassis to the
current Ekco range of the same year, and the basic
principles in c.r.t. tube changing, window removal,
etc., are similar. More ornate cabinets are usually
provided, and this involves the provision of modi-
fied control panel assemblies, etc., but it is
generally possible to replace the tube by using the
instructions for the relevant Ekco set. Near
equivalents are as follows:

TV36 and TV37 (Belvedere)
TV36F and TV37F
TV38 and 'TV40
TV45 and TV46
TV45F and TV46F
TV46V
TV48
TV49F
TV52 and TV53
TV56 (Richmond)

T344
T344F
T345
T368
T368F
T370
TC379
T371
TC368
TC390

Ferranti Models

As with the Dynatron range, the main difference
between the Ferranti and Ekco models of the same
year is cabinet styling. With minor exceptions, the
equivalent Ferranti model given in the right-hand
column of the index should lead the reader directly
to the correct instructions to enable the tube to be
replaced. It does not follow that the chassis is
electronically identical, although in many cases
it is.

Next month Part 3; Pye models

RECONDITIONING TELEVISION RECEIVERS

-continued from page 345

" local ". Working men can do the same around
their works. Adverts can be placed in the local
newspaper. Some reject -stock dealers will be happy
to place your sets in their windows for a small
commission. Auction and sale rooms are always
available (the fee in this case will be some 15%).
All these methods and many more can be employed
by the man who does not have a shop of his own.

Miscellaneous hints and tips
1 If the c.r.t. mask in the receiver is so dirty it

can't be cleaned properly, it can be re -sprayed very
effectively indeed by using a " Holts " aerosol can
of grey matt primer, available from Messrs.
Halfords' motor accessory stores.

2 " Windowlene " is an excellent preparation for
cleaning armour -plate face glasses and c.r.t. screens.

3 The best way to clean the receiver chassis and
cabinet is to use a vacuum cleaner arranged to suck
as normal, and a new lin. paint brush to disturb the
dirt so that it goes up the nozzle.

4 " Min " cream furniture polish gives a good
cabinet shine.

5 Dirt in fluted control knobs can be removed

quickly and easily by using a fine -wire scratch
brush in an electric drill.

6 A record of the model and serial numbers
should be retained in case the set should be stolen.

7 Reconditioned tubes whose neck diameter
seems somehow a little oversize can be eased into
the scan coils with " Vaseline " petroleum jelly.

8 It is almost essential to have a van or car with
a large boot to transport the TV receivers.

9 " Electro-lube " fluid is just about the best
available for cleaning noisy volume control sliders.

10 Don't throw away those old tubes-some re -
gunning firms allow 15s. if you send them back for
reconditioning.

11 And don't leave those old tubes lying about;
put them in cardboard boxes-they can cause
serious injury if they implode.

12 Replace any missing back or bottom cover
screws. It sounds an unimportant point, but you
could be involved in a legal claim if someone is
killed by electrocution from one of your sets.

13 Make sure the set has adequate sensitivity. It
may be going into a weak signal area.

14 Don't use second-hand valves as replacements,
they always seem to go wrong in another set.

15 Never attempt to re -polish a cabinet if you
haven't the experience and equipment. The results
are nearly always disastrous.

16 Don't expect to make fantastic profits!
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TiN
STATION SET-UP FOR A DEMONSTRATION TRANSMISSION

AN ambitious station layout which was used
recently by G3LGJ/T in an amateur TV
demonstration programme transmission from

his home QTH to the Slade Radio Society, four
miles away, is shown in the block diagram Fig. 1
below. The equipment used was described in
general terms in the introductory article on amateur
television transmitting which appeared in last
November's issue.

Two rooms were used, one as a studio and the
other housing the transmitters, operators and
equipment. Quite a large amount of space was
occupied.

A sound mixer in the studio supplied a low
impedance sound feed to the transmitter of studio
sound and taped effects. The high-level sound
input feed on the sound transmitter was used for
this feed and enabled the transmitter operator to
fade his own microphone and bring up studio
sound and vice versa.

Three cameras were used, one together with an
8mm tine projector provided a telecine source, the
other two as subject cameras, one of which dualed

as a caption camera. Each camera fed its own
monitor for previewing, etc., and the outputs of
the vision distribution amplifiers (v.d.a.) were
connected to a three push-button camera cutting
switch to provide a single vision feed to the
transmitter. Note that the vision distribution
amplifier outputs are always terminated by 75t1
at the end of their respective cable runs, indepen-
dent of switching.

At the transmitter the operator had a single
monitor which could be switched to view either
the incoming vision feed or the r.f. output of the
transmitter.

Many amateur TV programme schemes have
been successfully planned and operated by BATC
members over the last few years. The larger
studio -type layouts can only be assembled using
equipment loaned by several TV amateurs. Of
course equipment is not all that is required for
these events-all the associated operators must pull
their weight-and there is no doubt that operation
of the equipment is half the enjoyment of amateur
television.

70cm.
Aerial 1

Monitor
phones

Microphone
Audio Sound feed Sound

Amplifier Transmitter 11/

Cine
Projector Camera

.....

Caption
board Camera cutting

push button
switch.

STUDIO

Fig. I-Block diagram of the station equipment.
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A MONTHLY FEATURE
FOR DX ENTHUSIASTS

by Charles Rafarel

THIS month we will first of all continue with
the problem of station identification. Many
beginners will have heard of the " old hands "

whose logs of stations in Bands I and III alone are
in excess of 100 different stations and they may well
be wondering how this is achieved when the total
of available channels is only slightly in excess of 50.

These high scores are possible for three main
reasons. One that we have already mentioned is
the possibility of reception of a DX station on a
certain channel when a nearer co -channel trans-
mitter is not operating.

is " Floating Images ", a term
which needs a few words of explanation for the
newcomer. Suppose, for example, under good
ionospheric Sporadic E conditions we are receiving
a good signal from Ostrava, Czechoslovakia, on
channel OIRTI when suddenly, without any
reduction in strength of the Ostrava testcard, a
second somewhat weaker testcard appears, travel-
ling forwards across the screen from left to right
and then from right to left.

This second image under good conditions will
be quite complete and perfectly " locked " but it
will move as a whole across the screen and it may
well be sufficiently clearly defined for us to identify
it as, say, the testcard of Budapest, Hungary. So
we have in fact received two countries at the same
time!

It can also happen, due to changes in propaga-
tion, that the second testcard received becomes
stationary on the screen and the original one
becomes the " floater ". This principle of two
stations on the same channel need not only apply
to two different countries-it can also apply to two
different co -channel stations in the same country;
for example, RAI, Monte Nerone, Italy, and RAI,
Monte Caccia, Italy, both on channel IA, are often
received in this way.

This method is also applicable to tropospheric
reception in Bands I and III as well as Sporadic E/
Ionospheric. It is also possible to receive more
than two stations on any one channel, for example,
the main image and two floaters have been received
here from RAI Italy on channel IA in the form of
Monte Nerone, Monte Caccia and Monte Camma-
rata. In this case all three were transmitting the
same testcard.

So watch your screen carefully-there may be
even more than two pictures on at the same time!.

The third factor of help is to make use of the
directional - properties of the aerial array. If the
receiver is tuned to a certain channel it may be
possible to receive different pictures from different
directions by rotating the aerial. As these signals
emanate from different transmitters, reference to
the aerial direction can give us a lead as to the
transmitter's direction. Readers are referred to the
article by I. C. Ewens elsewhere in this issue.

Trouble
A phenomenon recently brought to my notice by

a Belgian DX/TV colleague may be of particular
interest to British DX/TV experimenters who live
near the coast.

A number of Belgian viewers in coastal areas rely
on the Belgian/French TV service from Brussels
Wavre channel E8, Band III, some 100 miles
distant, and, while reasonable reception is normally
possible, at times the signal strength fell well below
acceptable level for days at a time, even during
apparently good propagation conditions (i.e. high
barometric pressure and dry weather).

At last one DX/TV amateur found the explana-
tion. It was due to the prevailing wind bringing
in salt deposit from the sea which lodged on the
aerial arrays-the use of a hosepipe on the aerial
cleared the trouble! Less enlightened domestic
viewers found their pictures improved after a
shower of rain.

I myself live in a seaside area and in future I
shall pay attention to this point before assuming
that the receiver has suddenly gone " low " or that
propagation is not, at least in parts, predictable, and
I shall be " watering " my aerial arrays! Other
readers in seaside areas might note this possibility.

Setting Up Line Holds
I have spoken previously about setting up a

receiver on a certain channel and leaving the
receiver running so that if and when short duration
Sporadic E signals arrive we are ready to see them
without having to wait for the receiver to " warm
up". Here are a few tips on how to adjust the line

-continued on next page
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-continued from previous page

hold for both 625 and 819 -line reception, in the
absence of Continental reception, by reference to
the BBC and ITA testcard.

With a locked testcard image on 405 lines and
the receiver switched for positive modulation,
advance the line hold control to increase line
frequency. At 625 lines you will see two centre
circles of the testcard with the perimeters just
touching each other, and at this point there will be
a fairly' wide grey vertical bend down the picture.
Continue advancing the line hold very slightly until
the locked image just breaks to the right; you will
then be adjusted to 625 lines and you can switch to.
negative image by means of your changeover
switch.

For 819 lines proceed as before but increase for
line speed until you see two locked semicircles
(parts of the original centre circle of the testcard).

The two semicircles, one at each side of the screen
with the curved portions pointing horizontally
inwards, are about half of the width of the screen
apart. When set up in this condition the receiver
is adjusted for 819 lines positive image.

D X News
Yugoslavia is at last listed as having a Band I TV

transmitter. The station is at Kapoanik, near
Belgrade, and operates on channel E3CCIR, 100kW
e.r.p., and it has already been received here.

We have had a most interesting letter from Mr.
M. McNamara,of Dublin, who reports an interfer-
ing signal on his " local," Telefis Eireann, Dublin,
channel B7. This consists of a testcard bearing a
Union Jack motif. In my opiniOn this could be a
" pirate " and I am in touch with Telefis Eireann
about it, but no reply to date! Has anyone else
picked up this one? We should be pleased to hear
about it.

Rotatable Aerial
-continued from page 343

its approximate point of balance and attach the gate-
post hinge with bolts so that when it is free it closes
to lie flat and not open and point skywards. Plug
the ends of the elements with putty to stop water
entering and to prevent the tubing vibrating in
the wind. In the interest of safety attach a length
of plastic clothes line to the boom of the aerial
and also to the supporting pole, so should the
unforeseen happen and the, aerial break at the

TABLE 2
BAND III ELEMENT SIZES AND SPACING

Element Lengths Element Spacing

Reflector 3Iin.
Dipole 28in.
Director I 27+in.
Director 2 26' -in.
Director 3 254 -in.
Director 4 24' -in.
Director 5 231in.
Director 6 22in.

Reflector-Dipole 151in.
Dipole-Director 9+ in.
Director-Director 9+in.

Material: lin. dia. alloy or aluminium tubing.

1 Horizontal
folded
dipole

Horizontal
reflector

..V-

To
inner---..
core
of

coax

--...-. -.. ---. -

Boom
'To

outer
braid

of
coax

= _
Securing screw through element

3/ dia. hole through boom to take element

joint it will be prevented from
reaching the ground.

Only two control lines are
necessary to control the two-way
movement of the aerial. Though
very simple and extremely effec-
tive, it is, of course, open to
improvement. There is no reason
why a system of pulleys and
wheels could not be adopted for
remote control of this aerial.

Fig. 4-Assembly details of the array.

TABLE I
BAND I ELEMENT SIZES AND SPACING

Element Lengths Element Spacing

Reflector 108in.
Dipole IOIin.
Director I 96in.
Director 2 944 -in.
Director 3 92in.

Reflector-Dipole 54in.
Dipole-Director 32in.
Director-Director 32in.

Material: fin. dia. alloy or aluminium tubing.

Two electric motors could be employed, in fact
endless possibilities exist and there is much scope
for the amateur designer.

JOIN THE PRACTICAL GROUP
PRACTICAL WIRELESS

Every Month
PRACTICAL MOTORIST

Every Month
PRACTICAL HOUSEHOLDER

Every Month

2 '-

I '9

I'6
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for70cm ham band

A Switchable
SOUND/VISION TRANSMITTER

CAUTION
Before r.f. transmission of pictures can be
contemplated, the operator will require an
Amateur Television Licence. This licence can
be obtained by a British subject who has
passed the Radio Amateur's Examination.
No morse test is required. For further
particulars on this subject write to the Radio
Se'rvices Dept., General Post Office, Head-
quarters Building, St. Martins -le -Grand,
London, E.C.I.

By B. W. Smith, G3LGJ/T
This is a low power transmitter suitable for the newly licensed TV ham.
The input to the final stage is 25W.

The G.P.O. licensing conditions require amateur TV stations to transmit
their callsigns by c.w. or phone as well as by the video signal, although
not necessarily simultaneously. Therefore the equipment to be described
in this present series has been designed for sound or vision operation. The
mode of operation is selected by a sound, vision switch.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 311 OF THE APRIL ISSUE

LAST month's article dealt with the construc-
tion of the two chassis. In this connection
it only remains now to provide diagrams

showing the component layout and wiring.
Fig. of the main chassis.

This diagram should be studied in conjunction with
the top view given in Fig. 3 last month. As will be
noted from the remarks in the caption Fig. 9 is
not entirely complete wiring -wise but it is only
necessary to refer to the circuit diagrams (Fig. 1

and Fig. 8) in order to complete all the connections.
The vision modulator chassis layout is given in

Fig. 10. This diagram, together with the circuit
diagram Fig. 2 and the details in the text in last
month's article, adequately covers the construction
of this second chassis.

TESTING AND TUNING UP THE TRANS-
MITTER
The r.f. section of the transmitter must be

checked and put into operation first. All valves
can be inserted in both the modulators and in the
r.f. section, but h.t. should not be connected to the
modulators.

Temporarily disconnect the screen supply volt-
age of V2 and V3, this is necessary to avoid over
dissipating these valves during initial lining -up. A
suitable quartz crystal must also be plugged into
circuit, say, for example, 8Mc/s. Switch Si to
phone operation, since it is impossible to tune up
the r.f. stages using vision modulation. Connect
the h.t. to the r.f. section and switch MI to first
position, i.e. to read V1B grid current, Adjust VC1
until a reading is obtained from MI, this current
should be brought to its maximum value by tuning
LI and VCI to their optimum settings. The grid
current obtained into V1B should be about 2.5mA.

If a communications receiver covering 24Mc/s
is available it is worthwhile checking the trans-
mitter signal on 24Mc/s with the b.f.o. The b.f.o.

heterodyne note must be quite clean and stable
even when VC1 is adjusted. Switch Ml to the
second position to check V2 grid current. Adjust
VC2 with an insulated screwdriver for maximum,
the capacity effect of the screwdriver can cause
this current to change when the screwdriver is
removed, but it is essential that maximum drive
should be obtained, so that a little trial and error
may be necessary. V2 grid current should be about
2mA.

The screen resistor of V2 can now be reconnec-
ted, and Ml switched to the third position to read
V3 grid drive current. Adjust VC3 for maximum
reading of MI. The grid coil of V3 is resonated
by V3 grid capacity and will need to be tuned. This
can be done by stretching or compressing L5
using an insulated prod. Compressing L5 increases
its inductance. L5 and VC3 should be adjusted
until further improvement in MI reading is
impossible. Grid current of V2 should now be
about 2.5mA.

The aerial can now be connected to the trans-
mitter output. The aerial r.f. output loop L7 is
coupled to the shorted end of the L6 lines, with
about lin. overlap and as close to L6 as possible.

Monitoring the r.f. output it rather difficult at
these frequencies, however, a 6.3V, 0.04A lamp
bulb provides an extremely useful indication.
Connect the centre contact of the bulb to the
central connector of the aerial socket using about
lin. of stiff wire. The capacitance between the lamp
screw connection and earth is sufficient to complete
the circuit.

Re -connect the screen resistor of the
QQV03/20A. M2 should now read about 70mA of
anode current. Slowly adjust VC4 until the lamp
glows, VC4 and L7 can now be adjusted until the
maximum bulb brightness is obtained, indicating
maximum r.f. power to the aerial.
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If no indication of r.f. power is obtained,
disconnect the aerial and use a 6.3V 0.04A bulb in
the manner already described, on one of the anode
lines of V3 at their mid -point. Warning: Do not
forget that there are 300V on the lines. After
rotating VC4 there is still no indication of r.f., the
capacitor will probably not be tuning over the
correct frequency range. Try adjusting the capacitor
clips on L6 to a new position about sin. away.

When the transmitter is finally tuned up, check
that VC4 is not at minimum or maximum capacity
when tuned for maximum r.f. output, if so adjust
L6 taps up or down the line.

The 6.3V low current lamp can be left in
position on the aerial socket as a visible r.f. output

Crystal I 152

L2

Tags marked "MC' denote
earthing connections to chassis

Front
panel

VC1

input

Stand-off
insulators

opin3of V3
via R15

38 A4. h5

Vision from 5K4modulator

R R C
21 23 13

while talking in a normal conversation voice into
the microphone held about 6in. to 12in. away. As
the gain is turned up, the lamp monitoring the r.f.
will begin to flicker brighter, at this point both MI
(reading V3 grid drive current) and M2 should not
kick when the transmitter is modulated. If the gain
is advanced further, Ml and possibly M2- will kick
downwards, this downward kick indicates that the
transmitter is being overmodulated and the gain
must be reduced sufficiently to prevent this. The
headphone monitor should be clean, free from hum,
noise and distortion when the microphone gain
control is set to this band.

The final check on your signal quality and depth
of modulation is best obtained from another

QV,R1

To RLA/2

To L5 via R13
Feed -through
capacitors

To 12V
heater line

To
RLA coil

RLA/1

PL1

"-LE-Tr5a.

rn4vR2

To probe output
socket SK9

Screened leads
to T1

To HTI
on SK5 "C.

R60 Fp4

SK2 141 input

0.
g' n

o
o ....°

Ipo 3
\!.'

C

5145

Power output
to vision modulator'

Feeli-t6.117,24 to
R

Fig. 9-Underside view of the r.f. and sound modulator unit showing components and major wiring. Note that
wiring relating to the following circuits is not shown, or only in part: valve heaters; relay; switches SI and S2;

power supplies; PLI; SK5.

monitor. The power consumed by the lamp is very
small and the operator has a reassuring glow from
the bulb indicating all is well. Note that although
indicating optimum r.f. tuning and output coupling,
the lamp will not indicate whether the aerial is
working, and in fact glows brighter without the
aerial.

Only now, after having obtained some r.f. output
on the 70cm band, should the modulator be
checked. All the valves are required in the sound
modulator and the crystal microphone should be
connected to the input socket SKI. A monitoring
headphone set can be plugged into the jack socket
to monitor the audio modulator, this will only be
possible if the transformer T1 has a third monitor
winding.

Adjust the microphone modulation gain control

amateur station, since, after all, this is the purpose
of the transmitter.

VISION ALIGNMENT
Alignment of the vision modulator is best

attempted using an oscilloscope and a linearity test
waveform, which can either be a composite line
sawtooth or a composite greyscale. The sawtooth
and greyscale are usually generated electronically,
but a greyscale can be generated using a camera.
The greyscale is seen on the screen as vertical
bands of graded bands of black, dark grey, through
to white in several graduation steps. Fig. 11 shows
a monitor display and the line frequency waveform
-each step rises equally.

To generate a greyscale waveform using the
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D. & B. TELEVISION (WIMBLEDON) LTD.
131 KINGSTON ROAD, SOUTH WIMBLEDON,
LONDON, S.W.I9. 'Phone: CHErrywood 3955

"COMPARE OUR SERVICE WITH ANY OTHER"

For the finest service in the Country. We are open from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. -1 p.m. on Wednesdays.
For any information or problems you have, call or phone, we are always pleased to help.

Line output and S Coil specialists.
EXAMPLE OF LINE OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS FROM OUR STOCKS.

ALBA-1301. 1304, 1394, 1484, 1494, 1304, T01974, 1R9874 at
1312 Rewind
1321, T324, 1424, T524, T5240'31 at
1331, MT341, 1352, 141362, T431,1'432 801441, MT442 at
T641, 1644, 1724FM, 1744FM at
1651, T909, T717 _ at

BEETHOVEN -B106, B109, 8208 _at
BUSH-TV32, 1133, TC034A, 136, 1136, TU034, T136/c,

11:1134Y, 1143, 1133, 1V56. TV57, TUOSO, M39, TUG59,
1162. T163, /166, 1167, Rewind or Exchange Unit at.
11:069, 5169, TU069, Rewind or Exchange Unit at

5118 .. at,

TV7$ Rewind Only
COSSOR- R I7A. 930. 931. 933. 934, 935, 937, 939. 938A 939FA,

940. 942, 942A. 943, 944, 946 .. at
945 9450. 949 .

DECCA- DM1, DM2/C, 0M3. DM4, DM4/C. DM3, DM14, D1117,

05135, 05145, DM211C, DM021, DM33/C .. at
DEFIANT -all Rewinds only
DINATRON -All early models Rewinds, 1135, TV30 at
EICOO-TC2116, TU209, 12,0911, T221,1231. 1231F, 1949,14:S267,

11,2671, 1283. T284, T293, 1311, T0C316. 1826. 1327, T330.
1330F. 1331, 1881337 at
r3111272 1344, 1344F, 1348. 1348F, T336 ., at
11312. T313 1313F, 1335 .. at

EMERSON -E700, E701, E704, 0708, Port 0 Rama. E707. E709.
E710, 0711. These are supplied as an exchange unit ..at

ENGLISH ELECTRIC -All these components are rewind only,
Saiolls and line output. although some we can do on exchange
unit basis.

FERGUSON-45T, 4341' .. at
1931, 105T, 1131. 1351, 142T. 1431, 146T, 9901, 9911, 992T,
993T .. at "9941,995T, 9961, 997T, 9901 at.

9981, 9091 _ _ at
2031, 204T, 203T, 2061, 214T, 2331, 2367, 2441, 2461 at
3031, 3071, 315T. 3171 _ at
3061, 3091 nL

403T, 409T, 4161, 436T. 439T, 4051. 4071 _ at
500 Series 604T .

FERRANTI-14T2, 14T3, 14T3F, 1414, .14T41, 1413. 1416,
17K5, 17K3F. 17T3, 17T3F, 17K4, 17K4F, 17E3. 179K4,
17$K49'. 17K6, 1781E5. 170K6, 1714, 17T4F. 1715, 17T0.
These are supplied as Inserts only. at
20111). 21K6, 21E61, 22E3. 24K4. Them are rewinds or
exchange unite.
111101, 11002. T1002/1,11004, 11005, T1011 _ . at
11012,11023. 11024, 11027 _ .. At

0.E.C.-BT1.251, BT1252. BT1252A. 811746, 1111748, 1312210,
B12745, BT.1743R, BT2747 1314743, 1315248. B15317,
BT5349, 813642, BT36431i, 810245, 818246, B18640. All
these are supplied on Exchange Unit basis .. at
BT8742, BT1156. 8T1354.11T2134, BT2155.111183149, BT8248 at

H.M.V.-1824, 16'24A, 14548, 18.25 1826. 1926A, 1827. 1S27A.
1629, 1029A
1940. 1841. 1842, 1843, 1844. 1845, 1946. 1947. 1949 .. at
19.13. 11919 .

1470. 1871, 1872, 1873, 1874, 1875. 1876.. _
INVICTA-T118, TI19, TWO.. ,

T122. 1126 .   
T123, 1124, 1123, T133, T134 ..
237, 2378P, 437
33 338, 539_ .

With INVICTA, PAM or PYE spares please state serial
windier and maker's part number.

HOLSTER BRANDES-All type, available. wyme of these are
rewinds.
P1P20, PVP30, Royal Star " '
QVIOR, Q1;20, QU30 '   
Q1P20, QV-Pil  P1100, P11.0011

MARCONI-All types available, some are rewinds.
60 series, VTC84DA, 142133
07153, VTI53, VT156
VT157, VT158, VT159 VT160

at

at

at

at
at.

at.

at

Al,

AL

at

al

at

at

al

49/7
75/-
44/9
51/9
70/10
57/9
57/9

701-
701-

128/-
103/9

63/.
641-

7218
74/8

MASTERADIO-All types can be rewound, some cap be supplied
on our Exchange Unit Plan.

MOMICHAEL-014T, MIST, MI7LC 81/-
01.21T, M21T1C, 5122C, 51231:19.C., Y72T, M77FIFC .. at 87/9
All typos available, earlier Models. Rewind or Exchange Units.

MURPHY -240-250 . , at 78/6
82/.

13111, V320, 6,09. ii7o to. 1340 inclusive _ at 82/-
1410, V420 97/6
All spares available. Prices on request, O.A.E.

PAM -904, 909. 932. 933, 958 57/9
754, 764, 7650 at 63/9
301, 301A, 301F, 517, 317A, 5170 5171,. 321, 531CA, 52101'.
321F. 360F _

..
at 67/6

With INVICTA. PAM me PIE spares please state serial
number and tuakeec part number.

PETO SCOTT -USA, T016, 179A, TIROL T1418. 1I419.
111716.111719, 111720. These are supplied se inserts only at 38/6

1019
.

. .. .. .. .. .. . M
1021, 1023 .. _ .. .. .. _ at

52/6 1800, 1810 _ , at
1960, 1061, 1968, 2160, 2161 .. .. .. .. at
1962M, 1967, 19670 .. .. .. .. .. at

52/6 All Phileo spares are available, some being exchange unit,
66/- some arc rewind, (older models). Please send S.A.E. tor quota -
73/9 tion on any not listed.

PILOT-CV76. 1178, 0177, CV84, TV84, CV84:12, T182,12,
52/6 DDC87, 42V87, 1187, DDC87/12, 42987/12, TV87/12. These

are supplied as Inserts only .. .. . 44/.
1994, DOC97, TV97. These are aUPpiled as Inserts only.

at 8E/11
:84/11-1

110F, 111, 117, TV107 .t .. .. .. ..
95/5 All other types available, prices on r,iert

PORTADYNE-All types are rewind only .. .. .. at 70/..
68/9
66/9
52/6
69/9
91/5
5719
91/5
91/5

PIE -V[4. VI4C, V4, VT4, V7, VT7 at
tuteri- 17 aeries _ _ at
1711;1)1, 091.7. 0917C. 0517F, (M17CF, CTMI7F, 421M179,
CMTI7T, CWI7, CW17C, CW17CF, CW17F ' at
CT3117S, CW17(.13, at
CTM215. CWW2.19, CTI.,34F .. at
CTM21, CTM21CD, CTM2IF, ymn. 9121() at
1200, V200LB . at
V110, P1110, V30013, 1300F, V3108, 610F, .V210, 1-2101,11.

36/6

1220, 1230. 1410. 1430. 1510, 9720, V600A at
1766 P 'No. 782740 ,
V790 PiNo. 716374 or 1700 P/No. 782643. at
V700.4 Pr No. 79.270 at
V700LRA PIN°. 718374 at
1830A. 1830LBA. 11 LOA _ at

1620A. 170017, 7100, 830b, Mtstiel 1, Model 2, Model 11,

Other Pye spares quotation on request. S.A.E. please. When
ordering Pye spares please state model No. and serial No.
also state if printed or wired circuit..

RAYMOND -All 9/coils and line outputs aye rewind only.
eiscaurroptE-All early models rewind or exchange unit.

114 10.8 for rewind at 70/, .. at
10-4 and 1017 en pp lied as Insert _ at,

R.0.0.--DEEP17 rME. 17111E21 rewind only
7111. 611, 810.. at,

SOBELL--Tt417. 1347 , at
I.T21. T2C. T21 LC', T22 . .

.
. at

TP6147. TI78 at
1171, TI7IC, T172............at
r181. SC34. SC24, 60270 90370 at

IILTRA-1414. 1815. V817, V915, V917. These are exchange
i nits at
14.53, VP14-53. 115-60, .117150,. 1121759, 11753. V1760,

0'111762. 11763, 11764, 101.50, 121.52, 121160 at
11740, 117-71. 117-72. 117.73, 117-74, 117.73 _ at
V17.80, 117-91. 117-42, 117-83 _ at
119.80, 119-94, 119.85 _

All 6!coils can be supplied on the above Ultra i:;nge.

52/8
66/-

$0f-
69/9

67/6
67/6
57/9
91/5
57/9
81/9
84/8
861-
81/8

106/9
97/3

102/-
104/3
121/6

87/6
52/6
91/5

91 /5
92/6
91/5
72/3
47/8
85/8

62/6

67/6
07/6
7916
67/9

72/6
42/9
81/9
42/0
511/9
49/9
42/9

59/9

114/-
80/6

114/-
81/-
87/9
87/9
Ill/.
66/-

97/6

80/8
8019
60/-
72/8

st 81/8
at

This list of line outputs is the most comprehensive and up -co -date list yet published by anyone, if you do not see what you
require, we may nil hold this in our stocks, or if not we can rewind it (or you ... Send S.A.E. all enquiries, and remember ...
All goods if in stock will de despatched the same day.

THE ABOVE LISTED ITEMS ARE BRAND NEW & St.131ECT TO 3 MONTHS GUARANTEE

OUR STREAMLINED RE -WIND SERVICE IS NOW ONLY 7 DAYS
Send S.A.E. for free list of valves, and quality re -built CRT's at bargain prices

TERMS: C.W.O. or C.O.D., Postage on all L.O.P.T.S and S Coils, V-. C.O.D., Se-.
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"WAVE GUINIE AERIALS"
Manufacturers of TV Radio and Ham Transmitting Antennae wish to offer examples
from their range of products. For the amateur enthusiast and the Do -it -Yourself type.

NOW IN PRODUCTION COMPLETE RANGE U.H.F. AERIALS

3 Element BBC Folded Dipole, Channel
I, with a Double Five Channel 9 ITA,

£ s. d.

complete with all clamps ... 7 10 0

or Double Eight Element ITA 8 10 0

S D5 Combined BBC ITA Loft Aerial ... 1 10 0

S D5 Combined BBC; ITA Outdoor
Aerial Wall mounting, complete ... 2 13 6

H & 7 combined BBC/ITA with chimney
lashing equipment ... 4 13 0

BBC Loft Aerial .. 12 9

5 Element ITA Aerial for attaching to
existing mast . .

1 10 0

S Element ITA Loft Aerial ... I 6 0

Double 5 ITA Super Fringe outdoor
Aerial 4 0 0

Double 6 ITA Super Fringe outdoor
Aerial 5 0 0

Cross Over boxes for combining sep-
arate BBC and ITA aerials ... 9 6

U.H.F. AERIALS
5 Element outdoor fixing with Universal

£ s. d.

Mast clamp ... ...
10 Element outdoor fixing with Uni-
vernal Mast clamp
Double 10 outdoor fixing with Uni-

versal Mast clamp ... ...

2

2

6

0 0

15 0

5 0
Double 18 Extreme Fringe Aerial ...
Loft Mounting attachment for these

aerials
Diplexer for combining UHF/BBC ITA
into one cable

10 0 0

6 6

12 6

Special Super Low Loss Feeder for UHF 1 flOd.

per yard.
Mast and Mounting Equipment as required from
our list.
Coax Cable semi low loss 7d. per yard. Super low
loss 112d. per yard.
Please send 6d. stamp for full list of Aerials and
accessories. Terms C.W.O.

PLEASE STATE CHANNELS REQUIRED WHEN ORDERING

WAVE GUIDE AERIALS LIMITED
DICKER MILL, HERTFORD.

"SABRINA"
STILL WELL IN

FRONT

STOP FIDDLING WITH KNOBS . . . ABSO-
LUTELY UNNECESSARY . . . Our Automatic
Regulator ensures constant voltage on TV, even with
Mains of 180'265 v. YES, we know it's wonderful.
"'Have a heart for your Valves and Tube."
S.A.E. details. Conditional Free Trial.

COMPLETELY REBUILT C.R. TUBES
ALL TYPES
12" now ... E.5. 0.0 For
14" to 17" now ... L5.10.0 Single
21" now ... ... E8. 0.0 Tubes

ALL C.W.O.-TRADE SUPPLIED
Special Bonus Scheme for Service

Engineers-Reducing to:
12"-87/6; 14"/ 17"-97I6; 2I "-147I6
FREE Pass. transit & Ins. anywhere in British
Isles or N. Ireland (12 months' guarantee).

ALSO FULL RANGE OF VALVES
(Guaranteed 12 months)

SABRINA C.R. TUBE CO.
Electron Works, North Bar

BANBURY, OXON
Telephone 2390

VACUUM
ELECTRONIC
LIMITED

KEEPS YOU IN
THE PICTURE

WITH THE
FINEST REBUILT CATHODE RAY TUBES

12 MONTHS
GUARANTEE

12"-14" 14.15-0

15"-17"15. 5.0
21" EH 5.0

CASH WITH ORDER OR
PRO FORMA, ADD 12.6 FOR
CARRIAGE AND INSURANCE.

151 -
ALLOWED

ON RECEIPT
OF OLD
TUBE

DELIVERY FREE IN LONDON AREA

WRITE PHONE OR CALL

VACUUM ELECTRONIC LTD.
35. SACKVILLE STREET
LONDON, W.1
REGENT 6404 (5 lines)
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camera, draw or paint a card 12in. x 8in. with
vertical bars as in Fig. 11. When the camera is
focused onto this card which is positioned to
completely fill the raster, a camera video output
waveform, shown in Fig. 11, should be obtained.
Repaint parts of the card as necessary to produce
a video waveform of approximately equal step
amplitude. Once this waveform has been obtained
it can be used to check the linearity of video
circuits, and in particular the vision modulator.

Connect the vision modulator into circuit fully
valved, however before switching on check that
your vision transmission will not be interfering
with any other amateurs. Do not connect the video
to the modulator, switch the transmitter on, and
set Si to transmit vision. The r.f. output will fall
to zero, MI reading zero, and M2 only a few milli -
amps, which is all perfectly in order. The sawtooth
or greyscale test signal can now be connected to the
modulator and terminated at the second vision
socket by a 7551 termination, if the vision is not to
be bridged. A termination can easily be made by
soldering a 7511 resistor into a coaxial plug.

Use an oscilloscope to monitor the grid input of
V8, this should be 1V peak to peak (if necessary
adjust the vision distribution amplifier), and with a
picture/sync ratio of about 70/30. The most
important point is that the sawtooth or greyscale

Power input plug SKS Vision modulation
111 Ill to transmitter

PL2

V10
E88CC

R5

53V
htr's

1-1:E+
line

Front panel
15x 3' `Now'Power indicator lamp

(on heater supply)

must be linear, because this signal is to be the test
standard.

Turn VR3 to minimum gain and monitor the
anode waveform of V9 with the scope. The picture -
to -sync ratio must be the same as at the input but,
of course, pea!: -to -peak voltage will now be much
greater. If the sawtooth or steps are not linear or the
syncs are crushed adjust VR4. Notice that with
VR4 adjusted one way the syncs will crush and
the other way the whites will crush. This control
which sets the grid operating voltage of V9 should
be set midway between these two positions.
Increase the video gain VR3 and readjust if neces-
sary VR4 until the maximum waveform voltage can
be obtained from V9 anode without severe video
distortion.

Monitor the video output of VIO cathode with
the scope and if a d.c.-coupled scope is used note
that the sync bottoms are now at earth potential,
having been d.c. restored to earth. Some slight
readjustment of VR3 and VR4 may be required to
obtain a clean waveform at VIO cathode. The peak -
to -peak output waveform voltage should be about
250V using an h.t. supply of 350V. Alternatively
a d.c. voltmeter between VIO cathode and earth
will give a reading of about 150V.

The transmitter should now be transmitting
vision reasonably free from distortion, the r.f. lamp

Flying leads annotated with pin numbers
for respective valves

Can
negative

rw%

C26L1 LIC22 E

DC Vision mod
restoration gain

Heaters

V8
EF80

R45

C23 C21

Fig. 10-Component layout diagram of the vision modulator chassis.
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should glow and M2 should read
about 40mA and Ml in position
three about 2mA. Do not worry
that the transmitter seems to run
at a lower power compared with
telephony transmissions; a vision
transmitter normally will only
run at about one-third of peak
white power. Peak white d.c.
power input to the QQV03/20A
is about 25W. An occasional
check should be made on the grid
drive position throughout the
transmitter-a fall in drive may
cause a fall in r.f. power output.

Once VR4 is set it will not
require further adjustment unless
V9 is changed. VR3 is the vision
modulator gain and should be
run at the maximum before
distortion occurs. If the video
input to the modulator is always
IV d.a.p., VR3 will not need to
be adjusted. Do not attempt to
overdrive the transmitter by
increasing VR3 too far, otherwise
white crushing and sync slipping
will produce poor pictures at the
received end. The modulator will
clip syncs to a small extent in the
d.c. restorer; this effect is easily
corrected by slightly increasing
the sync picture ratio of the
input.

r
Fig I1-The top diagram shows the monitor display: the bottom

diagram shows the line frequency waveform.

R.F. PROBE MONITOR
Monitoring one's own transmission, especially at

video, is always a tricky problem, since the probe
circuit of Fig. 8 will only give an idea of what is
happening and cannot be used for linearity or
frequency response checks. The diode D4 recti-
fies a small percentage of the r.f. present at the
aerial socket, and the video developed across R57 is
coupled to Vii a Z77 strapped as a triode
cathode follower. The diode part of the circuit is
built next to the aerial socket and does absorb some
of the r.f. power; however, the loss is not too
important compared with other r.f. losses.

The cathode follower VII is not a 7512 drive
impedance and should not be terminated at the
monitor. The output from this valve is only about
V d.a.p. but should be sufficient to provide a

useful video monitor feed. The most useful guide
as to the quality of the transmitted signals is from
a remote 70cm TV receiver.

CHOICE OF OPERATING FREQUENCY
The transmitter as described will only transmit

sound or vision and if a simultaneous sound and
vision transmission is required a separate trans-
mitter will be needed. The sound transmitter does
not need to be the same power as the vision trans-
mitter and can well be lower powered.

As mentioned already, the sound amateurs share
the same band as the television amateurs but in

fact only use the frequencies 432Mc/s to 434Mc/s.
If a contact is required with a sound amateur it
will be useless operating outside this 2Mc/s wide
band, since he will not normally tune outside this
range. Consequently it is useful to have a crystal
that will operate in this band.

However, if the TV amateur starts transmitting
video on this frequency he will quickly lose friends
because the video bandwidth is 3Mc is and the
transmissions are double sideband; the channel
occupied by the vision signal is 6Mc/s wide. The
video transmission carrier frequency should not be
within 3Mc/s of the sound band limits, i.e. the
range 429Mc/s to 437Mc/s should not be selected
for the vision carrier frequency, so a separate vision
transmission crystal will be needed. The amateur
band extends from 425Mc/s to 445Mc/s, so there
is still plenty of room left. If simultaneous sound
and vision are contemplated the sound carrier is
3.5Mc/s below the vision frequency.

The advantages of simultaneous sound and vision
are enormous and its use must be considered, since
operation can be frustrating with pictures only.
The writer has selected for his own transmissions
a sound frequency of 433.75Mc/s and a vision
frequency of 437.25Mc/s. This enables the sound
transmission to fall in the 2Mc is wide sound band
yet keeps the vision spectrum (434.25Mc/s-
440.25Mc/s) outside the phone band.

Allowing the sound channel to fall in the phone
part of the band quite often stimulates the sound
amateurs to build converters to receive your vision.

fr

1
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Occasionally it can be useful to transmit at either
of the band limits-for example, if transmissions
are received and transmitted simultaneously on
70cm or if a received signal is to be retransmitted.
This is possible on 70cm providing the received
and transmitted frequencies are well separated by
15Mc/s and more but it does require a rather
complex aerial system.

EX -GOVERNMENT CRYSTALS
The transmitter has been designed for an ex -

Government range of crystals which are currently
available at about 5s. each and have the advantage
of being easily dismantled for regrinding to a new

4::;(v.:;
The completed transmitter.

frequency. The crystals can be obtained in
frequency jumps of 25kc/s, e.g. 8,000, 8,025,
8,075, etc., and also in 331fltc is steps, e.g. 8,0064,
8,040, 8,0734, etc. The choice of transmission
frequency should be made first and this should
then be divided by 54, the frequency multiplication
of the transmitter.

For example: If 437Mc/s was the selected 70cm
frequency the crystal frequency will be

437,000

54
kc/s=8,093kc/s.

Incidentally it may as well be pointed out that
the output 70cm frequency will not be exactly 54
times the frequency mounted on the crystal due to
the overtone mode of crystal oscillation. The
nearest crystal frequency in the standard 25kc/s
range lower in frequency than 8,093 is one of
8,075kc/s. However, if this crystal is used the
transmission will be about 436Mc/s, which is
1Mc/s lower than the desired frequency. This
crystal can easily be ground to make its frequency
higher by 20kc/s.

CRYSTAL GRINDING
Much has been written about crystal grinding,

etching, etc., and it is very simple to move an
8Mc/s crystal by 30 or 40kc/s. Some means of
either measuring the 70cm frequency or one of the
lower transmitter harmonics will be needed. The

writer used a communication receiver, listening to
the 24Mc/s harmonic. Returning to our example,
an 8,075kc/s fundamental will produce a harmonic
on about 24.225Mc/s and this must be moved to
24.278Mc/s, which is a very small change, conse-
quently the receiver used must be accurate.

The crystal should be carefully dismantled,
removing the three fixing screws and the spring
cover. The quartz is usually held between two
metal support plates and will be very thin. The
grinding medium can be a sink cleaning compound
such as " Vim " with water added. Put the crystal
face down on a flat surface in the grinding medium
and use figure -of -eight strokes, pressing lightly on
to the crystal with one finger. The quartz wafer

should be dried, cleaned and
reassembled after about ten
strokes to check the frequency.
This is perhaps the most tedious
part, but constant checking is
necessary to prevent overgrinding
the crystal past the required
frequency.

OPERATION
No mention has been made so

far as to what aerial to use for
transmitting.

The 16 -element array described
in the 70cm receiving equipment
article in last December's issue of
PRACTICAL TELEVISION Will work
equally well on transmit as well
as receive. This aerial is quite

modest as far as 70cm arrays go but it does have a
useful gain of about 12dB over a dipole.

Before long it is highly likely that a more power-
ful transmission would seem highly desirable. This
can be obtained by two different methods.

Increasing the transmitter power will certainly
improve reception at the receiving end and this can
be accomplished by adding a linear power ampli-
fier after the final stage (V3) of the present trans-
mitter. A linear power amplifier is an amplifier
which amplifies the modulated r.f., operating under
class AB or B biasing conditions.

The great advantage with this method is that no
further modulation of the r.f. power is required. A
linear amplifier is equally effective with sound or
video modulated r.f. The maximum power limit
for a 70cm amateur TV transmitter is 150W peak
white power input to the valve delivering r.f. to
the aerial. Using linear r.f. amplifiers driven by
the transmitter described in this article could bring
the power up to this maximum legal limit.

The second method is to improve the aerial
system. Aerials with power gains up to 20dB are
in use on this amateur band. An aerial with 20dB
gain will give an e.r.p. 100 times that of the r.f.
feed to the aerial. This is not, however, something
for nothing-all the r.f. energy is concentrated into
one direction, making the aerials very directive;
some have beam widths of only 15 deg. If simul-
taneous sound and vision transmissions are
envisaged either an aerial diplexer or an entirely
separate aerial is required.



PREVALENT TROUBLES IN COMMERCIAL

ASINGLE article bearing the above title
appeared in the August 1963 issue of
PRACTICAL. TELEVISION. It opened with the

statement that there are more circuit variations than
one man's memory can cope with, but that a large
proportion of the faults met by a practising service
engineer fall within the general category of " Stock
Faults ". After burning one's fingers once or twice
with a tricky fault, one learns to fly straight to the
offending spot when similar symptoms occur.

What is a "Stock Fault?"
But what is a " stock -fault " to the serviceman,

is a " once -only" job to the set owner. Correspon-
dence that followed the previous article showed that
many readers would welcome an exchange of views,
or a discussion of prevalent faults. This series of
articles is an attempt to dig in greater detail the
ground that was lightly tilled last August. Taking
the television receiver stage by stage, illustrations
from commercial models will be given to indicate
the faults that-in the author's experience-have
been most prevalent, or have given the greatest
worry.

Many readers will recognise the common faults,
and be familiar with their solution. Indeed, there
is a healthy proportion of practising engineers
within PRACTICAL TELEVISION'S family of readers;
they may wish to add to the list from their
experience. The writer will be glad to collate such
information with a yiew to passing it on.

Tuner Unit and Aerial Circuits
To begin at the beginning-the tuner unit and

aerial input circuits. For the past ten years, most
sets have had some sort of tuner unit, capable of
receiving at least one station in Band I and Band
III. Many of the older receivers have fallen into
disfavour, and the advent of u.h.f. has brought a
new crop of tuners on the market.

We are concerned here with the "old stalwarts"
that have survived, with very few changes, since
the old "ITV Conversion" days, and one or two
of the popular types that seem destined to be with
us still for a few years to come.

Popular Makes
Of these "popular" models, perhaps the most

frequently met are the two or three forms of
turret tuner. There are small variations between
the Clix (Edison Swan), Cyldon, Brayhead and
Plessey turrets but they have many points in
common. The construction of a typical turret is
shown in Fig. 1.

Coils are wound on formers mounted on
" biscuits " clipped longitudinally on a skeleton
drum. The method of clipping gives rise to one
fault cause: lugs on the ends of the biscuits insert
in slots in the discs of the drum, and the biscuits
are held firmly by the end springs and, in the
case of Cyldon and Brayhead, strong spring clips
at the centre piece. If coil biscuits have been
removed carelessly the lugs can become chipped
and very slight movement is enough to cause inter-
mittent contact of the plated studs with the
springs of the side panel assembly.

Occasionally biscuits will have been changed,
perhaps alternative or modified types fitted (this
happened frequently during the Band III Conver-
sion period) and the central spring clips incorrectly
fitted, or even omitted altogether. The tightness
and correct positioning of biscuits should always
be checked.

Defects in Coil Formers
Less obvious, but equally troublesome, is the

coil former that works loose on the biscuit mount-
ing. The result may be an intermittent connection
where windings are of fine wire (Band I) but is
more insidious at higher frequencies. The coils
remain intact but the position of the tuning slug
in the former changes with vibration, and the
effect may be to induce " creep." Many a PCF80
has been changed when the original fault was as
simple as this, and the cure consisted of a touch
of contact adhesive at the inner end of the coil
former.

Cracked Formers
A similar fault is the cracked former, especially

the type mounted laterally, as the oscillator coil

t

1
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in Cossor models, Clix and Brayhead biscuits.
The plastic of early Philips coils (whose turrets
are in many ways similar to the above) was brittle
and tended to split when ill-used. Often it is
possible to remove the whole former, leaving the
coils intact, replacing it with another from an
unused switch position.

The Plessey turret, which was the first serious
attempt at scaling down what had become one of
the "standard" items of TV design, had a single
coil biscuit which was held in place by the spring
action of the rear drum disc. Principal faults here

Locator spring and wheel assembly

Spindle support spring (front

Packing washer

Condenser tension
spring

Condenser
bracket

Cam and
sleeve
assembly

Turret
assembly

Bottom screen Mixer coil slug

Fine Tuner
cl4

were the wearing of the slot in the biscuit, dis-
torted disc, and wear at the rear of the turret
casing, where the main spindle was "keyed" into
its aperture.

Contact Spring Distortion
The contact spring problem has been with us

since turrets began. There will always be, the clot
ready with thrusting screwdriver to distort springs
in an effort to improve contact-regardless of the
fact that the fault may well originate elsewhere.

PCF8O PCC84

Wedge spring

Mi;er cot/ assembly Slug locator spring

Trimmer C/2

Trimmer Cl3

Trimmer CS

Spindle support spring

Side
screen

Side panel
assembly

C5*---------Aerial coil slug
(brass, Band iii)

Fig. I-The construction of a typical turret tuner.

Aerial coil slug
(dust core, Band 1")

Aerial col/ assembly
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If the springs have been distorted, and can be
gently eased back to something near their original
shape with a pair of fine pliers, they may be reset
by gently pushing inward from the access slots at
the outside of the side panel assembly while the
turret is switched to a blank position. The turret
is then rotated so that the studs "wipe" the
springs in a direction from the rivet towards the
end. Repeat this gentle setting
two or three times, clean the
springs with a clean brush and
Flectrolube (not carbon tetra-
chloride, which can attack certain
types of plastic that may be used),
then wipe the biscuit studs with a
clean, dry cloth and finally treat ct
them with silicone grease to pre-
vent further oxidisation.

Another fault, apparently
electrical, that has a mechanical
origin, is the frequency change
caused by a slipping fine tuner VA
blade. The assembly is shown, in
an exploded view in Fig. 2. The
cam is a press -fit to the alloy
spindle at " a ". Unfortunately,
there is very little overlap of the
hollow spindle at the inner
surface, and normal re-rivetting
procedure is seldom effective for
long. One method of solving this
is to score the polished surface
a little around the junction of
spindle and cam, and apply a
good quality adhesive, allowing it
plenty of time to set before
moving the tuner. It is worth
remembering that the prime
cause of this annoying fault is

b

a
Fig. 2-Slipping fine tuner blade.

ham-handedness-an attempt to turn the fine tuner
beyond its stop.

A similar kind of fault is caused by looseness
of the screws "b" which secure the front plate. This,
in turn, allows the spring "c" to slacken, and the
fine tuner tends to creep. Beneath spring "c" is a
packing washer and the fork arms sit over a wire
spring, used to hold the spindle firmly.

Slackness at this point is also a fault with the
type of incremental tuner that has its contacts
along the edge of the drum. Also, on this type
of tuner unit, any loose panels or mounting screws
can cause baffling faults by transmitting vibration

to the coils, via the switch wafer. The coils are self-
supporting, and are mounted on the wafers. Their
position should not be disturbed, and the greatest
care must be taken when servicing these units not
to distort or displace coils. Very often it is simpler
to remove the rotor and lay it safely on a soft
material than to probe about between the coils to
reach a suspect component.

R2

Fig. 3-Faults in the oscillator circuit.

Faulty Resistors and Capacitors
Which brings us to suspect components. There

are two very prevalent offenders. One is the
oscillator anode feed resistor (R3 in Fig. 3) and
the other the feed -through capacitor, of which
there may be several (Cl and C2 in Fig 3).

The h.t. carrying resistors in the turret, apart
from R3, are seldom a cause of trouble. But other
faults can rapidly cause damage, to them, and the
tell -tale wisp of smoke causes many a groan of
dismay, as they are difficult to reach.

In most cases it is quicker to remove the rotor
drum completely than to poke around with solder-
ing iron and pliers in a restricted space and risk
causing more damage. Generally, R3 is a 1 watt
or 2 watt component, typical values being 6.81tn,
10ki-1 or 12kn. As the prime cause of its failure

is an electrode short-circuit in the frequency -
changer, take care that the current does not exceed
its rating when the set is switched on again- a
meter will not show this fault, which only crops
up when h.t. is applied.

Normal meter tests are also ineffective in
tracing the intermittent short-circuit due to a
cracked feed -through capacitor. These consist
merely of a porcelain tube inserted in a hole in a
screen, with the inner and outer surfaces of the
tube silvered, the outer silvering being soldered
to the screen. The only cure is to disconnect
altogether and either replace the capacitor (not an
easy task) or substitute it.
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Except under the most stringent conditions, it
is possible to get away with a direct connection
made by pushing a piece of insulated wire through
the hole, and a decoupling capacitor of about
1,000pF connected between the joint at one side
of the screen and the original screen soldering.
Failure of Cl in Fig. 3 is the kind of elusive fault
that leads to loss of gain and is difficult to prove.
As RI is usually of a high value, 220k12 or 4701d2
being typical values, a direct short-circuit at this
point is unlikely to cause a complete burnout.

More vulnerable is the main h.t. carrying
resistor, R5, sometimes mounted on the main
chassis, or the tag strip bearing the tuner unit

Ganged
to

Channel
selector
switch

Tuner
unit

11-4
ITV sensitivity

To

To 1.F
stage

..A

BBC
sensitivity

1
Contrast

A.G.C.

Fig. 4-Contrast and sensitivity arrangement.

connections. This may be a fairly low ohmic value,
between 18012 and 1,00011, but should always be
replaced with at least a 1W component.

A further point where h.t. can be lost is at the
connection to the i.f. coil or transformer. In this
respect, Fig. 3 is not entirely typical. Very often
the transformer is shunt -fed, or the secondary
winding completely isolated and bearing no h.t.
But there are many circuits still in use where the
coaxial cable between the tuner unit and main
chassis has a 200V or so potential between
inner and outer.

Most likely point of damage is at the entry to
the turret, particularly those units which have the
entry doubling back on itself. Quite often it is
possible to replace this lead from the outside by
removing a side panel and connecting to an
equivalent circuit point.

A.G.C. Line Troubles
So much for the higher voltages. What about

the lower voltages, often overlooked, but quite
important? For example, the a.g.c.

Despite the many variations in circuitry which
we shall note at a later stage, the negative voltage
applied to the tuner unit is generally a straight-
forward filtered feed, easily tested with a
voltmeter. Principal fault is usually external, either
open -circuiting or short-circuiting of a clamping
diode being common. However, there are some
circuits which can give rise to misleading
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symptoms. For example, Fig. 4, which is the a.g.c.
contrast and sensitivity layout of the Alba T655.

Here the controlled i.f. stage receives a bias
varied by the contrast setting, while the bias to
the turret is tapped off via separate sensitivity
controls. The setting of the selector switch
determines which sensitivity control applies. There
are thus five points at which a poor connection, a
dry joint, or even a loose mounting screw at the
bracket on which the sensitivity controls are
mounted, can cause varying picture and sound.

To complicate matters, the a.g.c. bias is derived
from the grid of the line output valve and a vary-
ing picture level can be the result of a faulty
PL81, even though width and brightness appear
normal! Circuits of this type should be treated
with circumspection, and it is wise, if in doubt, to
disconnect the a.g.c. line from the tuner unit and
note the effect.

The Fireball Turret
A turret that has come into wide use, and whose

shape seems to tempt some manufacturers to
mount it in an inaccessible position, is the Fireball,
made by A. B. Metals Ltd. This turret has a very
compact construction. The coils are mounted
radially on a ceramic former, as shown in Fig. 5.
This former is retained by a 2B.A. screw and
shakeproof washer to the threaded rear end of the
switch spindle.

Principal cause of trouble is again oxidisation.
The ceramic disc is easily removed, and the plated

Porcelain
disc

Plated dome contacts
(Rotor)

oils

1111

Securing
screw

2BA nut with
spring washer

Spindle
spring

Spring contacts (Stator)

Fig. 5-Fireball turret.

studs can be cleaned with a soft cloth and coated
thinly with silicone grease, but care should be
taken with the contact springs. These are quite
small and do not take kindly to being bent. Best
way of polishing these is with a small paint brush
and methylated spirit, finishing with Electrolube.

Make sure that the free ends of the springs
are seating properly under the lips of their free-
ways, and that they compress correctly. Distortion
at this point causes them to bind on the sides of
the freeway and eventually flatten at the point of
contact. When re -assembling, ensure that the
ceramic disk is offered up with the slots in the
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boss in line with the ridges of the stator assembly
-which are not diametric.

As can be seen from Fig. 5, the fine tuner has
a different kind of action; rotation of the outer
spindle compresses a capacitor vane by the travel
of the cam. A cracked plastic cam can cause
trouble, and the old bogey of loose screws is once
more a prime suspect, especially where indicated
in the diagram.

It is impossible to discuss the subject of tuner
unit faults without a brief reference to aerial
sockets. Although these must be familiar to all
readers, it is worth noting that loose joints at the
places indicated in Fig. 6 have many times led to
wasted investigation of tuner units.

Varying signal level, odd flashes and crackling
or a steady low gain can all result from poor
soldered joints or strained connections at the rivet
or pin end. Again, if at some time the set has been
connected with incorrect polarity, and the aerial
inadvertently short-circuited, both R1 and R2
could have been damaged. Usual value of these
components is 1MO. The decoupling capacitors

Fig. 6-Aerial socket faults.

are generally about 1,000pF, and an open circuit
of C2 will give low gain. The other type of socket,
with its screened outer held only by press -fit con-
tact, can give rise to similar faults when worn.
Heavy soldering is not really the answer:
replacement with a more solid type is to be
recommended, and needs patient filing and drilling
of the rivets of the original before a direct change
can be made.

rush -button Tuner Unit
A type of unit which has given a fair amount

of trouble, although quite recent in design, is the
S.T.C. model PC80. Part of its construction is
shown in Fig. 7. Two BBC, two ITV positions and
one u.h.f. setting are allowed by the push -buttons.
Depression of each button pushes a setting plate
to a different level. This moves a swivel rod
bracket which actuates a plastic bar. In the bar
there are a number of spring blade wipers of quite
delicate construction. These slide up and down
printed circuits making the necessary connections
to the coils. Principal faults are partial or inter-
mittent contact.

In all fairness to the manufacturers, it should
be stated that this often occurs because the tuner
has been clumsily handled. The wiper blades do
not take kindly to adjustment, and the mounting
of the plastic bar requires a tender touch. The
insert to Fig. 7 shows the method of fixture. A
plastic connecting piece holds the crossbar, and
the cap slides onto a pin in the operating lever, at
each end, then clips into place.

Contacts

VB
Spring
blade

Set
screw

Plate

Press
buttons

Plunger

-

1 (C)

IT

Pin

Plastic

Plastic
connecting piece

Fig. 7-S.T.C. PC80 push-button tuner.

(c)

Swivel

411
Coil
core

Plastic

Metal

Insulator

-Spri ng
blade

(a)

Contact with chassis

toggle
Nylon

(b)

Mounting
blocks

(adjustable)

blade

Plastic
sleeve

Fig. 8-Philips motor -operated turret:
(a) contact assembly (b) motor limit switch.

To release the bar, the end moulding should be
lifted at point C, the buttons released, and the bar
skewed sideways until it can be withdrawn. When
resetting, first depress the end BBC button, note
the position of the blades (which can be seen quite
easily by shining a light on the back of the trans-
lucent bar) on the contact pads, and set the screw
A, beside the button for central contacting. Then
press the outer ITV button and adjust the similar
screw at the other end for central positioning.

Look all along the contacts and note that they
should all sit centrally on the pads. Recheck at
all button settings and ensure that the plunger
locking is tight. Finally, reassemble tuner, noting

-continued on page 367
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VICING
EVISION
IVERS

Na. 101: K.B. Qt120/1, QUO and QV30/1

THE 17in. models in this series use Mullard
AW43-88 or Brimar C17AA tubes; the 21in.
models use Mullard AW53-88 or Brimar

C21AA. These are electrostatically focused tubes
with the control applied to pin 4 from R130 slider
wired to the tube base.

Chassis Removal
Remove rear cover, unscrew the recessed grub

screws of the front centre control knobs and pull
off the outer knobs. Remove loudspeaker plug
from sound output transformer on the rear right
side. Remove chassis fixing screws from the rear
of the chassis and withdraw complete unit from
cabinet.

COMMON FAULTS
No Sound or Vision. Valve Heaters Dead

Check mains input to mains dropper and R135,
then PY83 as previously described.

Valve Heaters Alight
Check mains to fuse and metal rectifier again as

previously described. Check d.c. output of FC31
to C103 and C104. If h.t. is present, check again
the valve heaters and ensure all valves are properly
heated and a heater glow is visible in the tube
neck. The point is that some valves may not be
receiving heater current whilst others may be
passing too much. As the tube heater is the final
one in the chain, if this is alight the others must
be and this provides a quick check. If the tube
heater is out, check V10 sound output PCL82. If
this is unheated, check Vii (12AX7) and the tuner
unit valves VI and V2, remembering that if all
these are out, the other valves will be overheated.
In this case V5 (6AL5) is the most likely suspect
and these valves seem more prone to heater -
cathode failure than others.

By L. Lawry Johns

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 303 OF THE APRIL ISSUE

Picture Faults
The effect of a failing U26 (V14 e.h.t. rectifier)

has already been touched upon and the point
already made, that the U26 need not alone be
responsible for a picture that swells up and fades
out with complete loss of focus, when the brilliance
is advanced.

When there are no other symptoms such as lack
of width and/or height, however, a replacement
U26 will always improve if not completely cure
the effect. Checking for low h.t. and the line
timebase valves generally will usually clear up any
further tendency for this effect.

Lack of Width
Following on from this U26 trouble, the already

mentioned steps (without the necessity to check the
U26) apply, of course, when the main symptom is
lack of width, i.e. check V7, V6, V8 and the metal
rectifier and including the R70 4.7kfi screen
dropping resistor, also R66 821(1/ if necessary.

Line Hold
If the hold control R61 is at the end of its

travel, check V6 (PCF80) and then the 6801til
resistor to pin 9 from the hold control.

A less common cause is when the control itself
changes value from 500ka down to about lookn.
When the control is not at the end of its travel
and the setting is extremely critical, or a full lock
is not obtainable at all, attention is directed to C57
(25pF). This assumes the frame is locking normally.
If the 'sync is poor generally, check Vii (12AX7)
and associated components.

Lack of Height
If width is normal but height is lacking evenly

top and bottom, check R108, R148 (both 1M='_),
R144 (1801(12) and both VA1008 thermistors (R143
R145).
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Bottom Compression

If the top appears extended and the bottom
compressed, check V12 (PCL82) and C88 (50µF).

Whenever a PCL82 has to be replaced, it is
always advisable to check the cathode bias resistor
R110 (47051) which can change value when the
PCL82 passes too much current. A low value bias
resistor will cause a new valve to quickly fail, with
bottom compression and fold -up as the inevitable
symptoms.

No Picture
If the sound is in order but

resolved when the brilliance
retarded) note whether the line

there is no raster
is advanced (or
whistle is audible.

in order, check the first anode pin 4 and focus
anode pin 3 voltages of the c.r.t. base. The focus
slider can change value, thus dropping these
voltages considerably.

Also check the anode voltage of the video
amplifier V6 pin 6 which, if high may denote a
failing PCF80, although this would normally have
drawn attention to itself before this occurs due to
its use as the line oscillator.

No Picture Raster Appears When Brilliance Advanced
Again assuming the sound is normal, check V6

and associated components, V4 and its pin 7 and
8 voltages, and if necessary the CG12E diode
.detector and series chokes.

Sound take -off from L35

111. 11 11.

C64
1000pF

C65
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1.3

R79
C66 C67 R75 470kfl
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/ I
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P/B

R89
240
kfl

H:1".+

C76
0.1 F

R84
33k0.

k11

R73 82D.

Fig. 4-The sound if. and audio stages of the models QV30 I and QV70.

If it is audible, and is of normal pitch, check
for e.h.t. at the tube anode and- note if the U26
heater glows-although dust may obscure this. If
there is little or no e.h.t. at the tube anode but
there are healthy signs of voltage at the top cap of
the U26, as evidenced by a blue glow to a screw-
driver blade, or a bright glow in a neon when
brought near, it can be reasonably assumed that
the U26 is in need of replacement-which is also
the case when the heater of the U26 is over -bright
or varies in intensity. If the e.h.t. appears to be

No Sound, Picture Normal
Check VIO and voltages if there is no hum from

loudspeaker; V9 and both GEX34's if there is a
low hum. Check h.t. to V9 base pins 7 and 8.

Distorted Sound

Check VIO and its bias resistor R85 (470f1), then
R81 (10M0) if it is found that the distortion tends
to clear oil a weaker signal.
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HT+
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Fig. 5-The sync separator, frame timebase, c.r.t. and power stages.

Paster Normal, No Sound or Vision Signals

Check the tuner unit valves and supply voltages
and then. if necessary, V3 (9D7) and its pins 7 and
8 voltages. Check R31 (1.8kn) and tuner decoupler
capacitors if this is charred.

Weak and Grainy Picture
Check setting of R68 and then replace PCC84

(or PCC89) on tuner unit. If tuner unit values have
been accidentally transposed, check V1 bias
resistor R5 (10012).

Poor Contacts in Tuner
Clean the silver plated studs of the turret or disc

but do nut attempt to increase the bow of the

R 3
50060

Brilliance

0108 4760
0.05SF

C102
0.15F

8141
150

F

AC
mains 

0133 95a

contact springs of the switch bank or distort them
in any way.

Picture Tilt
Scan coils may be rotated after the clamp screw

has been slackened.

Picture Centring

The shift magnet for locating the picture
correctly in the mask is immediately behind the
scan coils housing.

Vertical Linearity
This control is labelled R119 in Fig. 3 (see 'page

303 last month), and is situated on the bridge next
to the mains adjustment panel.

STOCK FAULTS continued from page 364

that the slide lugs must insert in their proper
places, and all screws should be replaced.

Motor Driven Turrets
Motor -operated turrets of several types have

been used for a number of years. The principle
is simply that of make -and -break switching, with
the actual turret of conventional design.
Departures from the normal are to be found in
the Philips range. Fig. 8 shows the contact
assembly at the rear of the motor -operated turret
fitted to a wide range of models.

The actual setting of the oscillator core is done
mechanically. The coils arc printed circuit panels,
mounted radially on a drum. They are clipped
into place and easily removed by prising at the
stepped end with a screwdriver blade: Contacts of
both rotor and stator can be cleaned easily. But
the trouble comes when the plunger in Fig. 8a,
a plastic rod, fouls its hole and does not reset at

its variable position for different channels. Note
that a spring blade is used to hold the insulating
cap against the metal part, which in turn rests on
the plastic. Note also that the prime setting is with
the swivel bracket and its set screw at the front of
the turret, whereas the coil adjustment is at the
side, as indicated.

The fine tuning control is quite separate to the
motor assembly, and consists of a drum with
locked screws which depress the swivel bracket
according to the setting. To tune, it is necessary
to depress the fine tuner knob until its blade
connects the appropriate screw which alters the
plate setting. Usual trouble is that over -adjustment
results in the plate riding hard one way, prevent-
ing fine adjustment.

The motor limit switch is illustrated at Fig. 8b.
Note the elongated holes in the mounting blocks
and spring blade, and check that the arm holding
the nylon toggle is not bent. Check also that the
rear drum is secured by its axial screw.

PART 2 WILL APPEAR NEXT MONTH
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A MONTHLY COMMENTARY

Underneath the Dipole

BY ICONOS

YEAH! YEAH! YEAH! Three
months or so ago I mentioned

in these columns that I thought
the popularity of the Beatles was
on the ebb. Nay! Nay! Nay! I
should have realised that the
absence of the name of this quar-
tette from the top of the pops in
disc sales was no indication that
in other fields their success would
be unmaintained.

Their long term of popularity
in public performances, television
features, glossy magazines and
newspaper comment, has broken
all kinds of records, even the
discs. Enthusiasm of the teen-
agers at " live " concerts almost
drowns the amplified voices and
guitars of the Beatles, whose
clothes, shoes and, of course,
hair -do's, are copied and worn in
large quantities. Their very name
has a value as great as "Brand
X ", whether applied by a variety
of manufacturers (under licence,
of course) for a variety of
products.

Television has played its part
in America as well as Europe in
promoting the acceptance of the
Liverpool beat. Television will
also follow up with the presenta-
tion of other youthful musical
groups in attempts to beat the
new sound barrier. There is no
doubt that all of them will be on
discs, and as the Beatles are
getting in the groove, who will
come out on top?

Candid Cameras
The Beatles have attained their

second breath, so to speak, per-

forming with a relaxation and
friendliness magnified by micro-
phones, TV and film cameras
which are handled in a highly
skilled manner, and with sur-
prising mobility. Live television
with small vidicon cameras and
microwave links- are sometimes
used, in conjunction with video
tape recordings.

In the course of time, the more
sensitive Plumbicon camera will
be developed for the same pur-
pose. 16mm film cameras with
their own striped magnetic sound
on the same film as the picture,
are often used, mainly limited to
one camera, along the lines so
successfully used in Candid
Camera, both here and in the
USA.

Another development has been
the utilisation of several 16mm
cameras with very accurately
crystal -controlled speed of film
travel, capable of synchronising
with a separate magnetic sound
recorder. Each camera can be
started and stopped as required,
to economise in film and avoid
the use of large film magazines.

On the sound side, radio linked
microphones, highly directional
" gun" mikes, radio linked syn-
chronising pulses and other
technical gimmicks, may be use-
ful in keeping down weight and
bulk of equipment, as with the
cameras, but the complications
have to be overcome. It is not
easy to operate a mobile multi -
camera system which can achieve
the editorial flexibility of the
bulky and heavy Telecam film
camera systems used in many
European studio stages, on which
multiple camera filming for tele-
vision is carried out.

Zoom Lenses
Zoom lenses are popular and

useful when attached to 8mm
cameras for " happy holiday "

photography. The use of the
zoom for almost every shot is
fascinating to the 'person
operating the camera and dazzling
to the home audience, unless it is
adjusted and left in a long shot or
close-up position, instead of being
treated like the slide of a trom-
bone-excepting, of course, when
the moving zoom is operated
occasionally and with great care.

The depth of focus is not so
good as with straight normal
lenses, and " split " focus on a
zoom lens between a person in
the foreground and one who is
some distance away often results
in lack of sharpness, especially
when the light is poor and lens
aperture large.

The same thing happens with
16 and 35mm filming, utilising
zoom lenses, especially if the
zoom has a 10:1 ratio, and colour
film stock is used. In Candid
Camera filming, the zoom opera-
tion is sometimes carried out
from long shot to close-up with
very great speed, the few frames
of lens zooming being eliminated
in cutting by the editor.

This cannot be done with a
television camera, excepting for
capturing from long shots extreme
close-ups for sporting events at
the right moment, when a goal is
scored or a wicket falls. Never-
theless, the zoom lens is a most
useful optical device, replacing in
some cases the elaborate arrange-
ments necessary for " tracking"
a camera.

'.Becket"
How long can a cinema film, a

theatrical show, or a television
play sustain the interest of the
audience? Stage plays seem to be
roughly standardised at 2+ hours,
including two fifteen minute
intervals, feature cinema films are
getting longer and longer (from
11- to 3 hours), and television
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plays are occasionally reaching
the 90 minute time.

It is interesting to compare the
timing of the TV version of T. S.
Eliot's Murder in the Cathedral,
which is to be 90 minutes, com-
pared with the 22 hours for the
newest film on the same subject,
entitled Becket, based on the play
by Jean Anouilh. Starring Richard
Burton as Becket and Peter
O'Toole as Henry II, this film
was made in a most spectacular
manner, with magnificent settings
and dramatic situations which
hold the attention all through.

The BBC did not build Canter-
bury Cathedral on a studio
exterior " lot ", but a great deal
of it has been acted and recorded
on video tape in the Cathedral
itself including the Crypt. This is
a case where the film and TV
treatments of the story of Becket
will help one another; just as
other classics do, including, for
instance, the works of Dickens.

Stage and screen have periodi-
cally produced versions of the
Becket story, which has been
regarded for many years as a
classic of the theatre.

88C-2
What pleasant 625 -line pictures

are obtainable from BBC -2! It
has often been said that the
American standard of 525 lines
with sixty fields, was far superior
to Britain's 405 lines on fifty
cycles. This is right, if the
American domestic TV receivers
are correctly adjusted. Another
opinion is that the 60 field per
second pictures gives far less
flicker, particularly when the
brilliancy is turned up. This is
probably true, too, especially if
the ambient light in a room is
kept up, with relatively higher
brightness on the c.r. tube

Nevertheless, the comparative
information and detail on the two
standards are relatively the sanie
when BBC -2 is compared with

PRACTICAL TELEVISION

the American 525 lines at 60c/s.
When colour television arrives in
Britain-which will still be a
long time ahead-room lighting
will have to be kept lower to
obtain a good quality coloured
picture.

In the meantime, I think that
a better 625 -line black -and -white
picture, certainly with less flicker,
will be noted by experimenting
with the different positions of
room lighting relative to the TV
screen. I rather like the idea of
inserting a dimmer in the light-
ing, which could be a tapped
transformer, or similar device,
instead of a variable resistance-
or nothing.

ITV Reactions to BBC -2
There is no doubt that the

BBC -2 625 -line transmissions will
have a " dimming " effect on
some of the ITV contractors.
Though the viewers with techni-
cal interests are likely to jump on
the wide -band wagon, the neat
little u.h.f. aerials will also
become a status symbol on many
a chimney stack, indicative of the
superiority of the Joneses to the
Browns (or vice versa).

Even the most non -technically
minded people at the receiving
end are likely to pay increased
attention to the excellent pictures
they can obtain on this channel,
provided they are within range of
the BBC -2 London area trans-
mitters and have taken the trouble
of having aerial systems properly
orientated towards the trans-
mitter (or to a reflection which is
preferable).

It will be some time before
BBC -2 penetrates into other areas
but will in 1965 follow the order
in which the original BBC TV
network developed many years
ago, to which will be added relay
stations out of the range of the
main transmitters.

This will affect in a similar
manner the competition with the
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ITV contractors in the midlands,
the north and Scotland. It is
probable that Anglia, Westward,
Border and Grampian regions will
be without a third channel for
BBC -2 for four or five years.

While BBC -2's effect on the new
pattern of reception may reduce
the T.A.M. ratings of the ITV
stations when the third channel
arrives, it will also be offset to
some extent by the steady
increase in TV receivers-and, we
all hope, in TV licences.

BBC's Chairman
The BBC have carried on for

some time without a Chairman
since Sir Arthur fforde resigned
for health reasons, and Sir James
Duff has been acting as Chair-
man.

Great interest has been
expressed in the newspapers on
the question of who will be
appointed to this formidable and
responsible position. The appoint-
ment of one of the existing
Governors will not necessarily
apply as all Governors automati-
cally retire when the present
Charter expires in July. The
choice, like that of the Chairman
of the ITA, will probably be the
Prime Minister's. In the past, for
many years, the Chairman has
been of an academic type and has
carried out the colossal responsi-
bilities very well indeed.

Since the BBC has had compe-
tition from the ITA and its con-
tractors, the situation has become
much more difficult, involving
problems of good taste with
which both of these organisations
are faced. He will have to match
up in some ways to Lord Hill,
whose authorative Chairmanship
has been highly successful. It will
have to be somebody well known,
able to appreciate the highly
complicated organisation of the
engineering and programme side,
and a man to make quick
decisions.

GUITAR PLAYERS PLEASE NOTE ...
.. that inside every copy of the May issue of Practical Wireless is a Blueprint for a

35W Guitar Amplifier which, together with an accompanying article in this same issue,
provides complete details for the constructor to build this P.W. project.

For anyone who doesn't happen to play the guitar, however, the May issue also contains a variety
of constructional articles including a Six -band T.R.F. Receiver and a method of Wireless Communi-
cations Through the Ground. Special for the short wave enthusiast is a new regular feature "On the
Short Waves" which begins with this issue of Practical Wireless, which is on sale NOW, price 2/-.
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110 ° Scanning Circuits
BY G. K. FAIRFIELD

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 321 OF THE APRIL ISSUE

DUE to the very low frequency of frame
scanning, the deflector coils appear to the
frame output transformer as an almost

purely resistive load.
It is not possible,
therefore, to achieve
any resonance action
such as occurs with
the line scan circuit,
so that the increase
in scanning current
required for 110 deg.
working involves,
quite simply, an
increase in scanning
power required.

The major diffi-
culty, therefore, lies
in obtaining an
increase in peak
anode current from
the low voltage h.t.
supply found in
modern a.c./d.c. tele-
vision receivers.

HT,1-
Frame

deflector
coils

8

Effective
h

potential

Bias
potential

This second article shows how the frame scan
current may be increased by a suitable value

currents required for frame deflection.
In a given design for 70 deg. or 90 deg. scanning

this will be sufficient, but to obtain a higher peak
anode current then either a lower impedance (and
therefore larger) valve must be used or the h.t.
value correspondingly increased. We can effectively
obtain a higher h.t. if the grid bias is obtained
otherwise than by a voltage drop across the cathode
resistance shown in Fig. 7.
A Practical Circuit

A simple solution to this problem is to make use

Bias Arrangements
This situation is aggravated by the fact that in

order to correct for valve and transformer distor-
tion fairly critical bias conditions may be necessary
in the frame output stage (see the article " Scanning
and Synchronisation, Part 3-Frame Scanning
Circuits ", by the present author appearing in
PRACTICAL TELEVISION for November, 1957).

The usual way of obtaining this bias is by
including a resistor in the cathode circuit as shown
in the diagram of Fig. 7. Now if the h.t. supply
reaches a minimum value of 180V when the
receiver is operated off d.c. mains, and assuming
15V bias is required to achieve the correct biasing
point with perhaps a further 10V dropped across
the resistance of the frame output transformer, then
only 180-15-10=155V is available across the output
valve responsible for producing the large peak

Fig. 7 (left)-The normal bias arrangements of the
frame output circuit.

Fig. 8 (below)-A practical circuit for an alternative
method of obtaining bias.

Frame
output

transformer
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of the sawtooth waveform existing across the line
or frame output transformer and by rectifying this
provide the necessary. bias potential required.
Circuit details are shown in Fig. 8. Since very
little Current is drawn from this bias source no
damping will occur across the frame circuit. For
the same reason a small germanium diode can serve
as the rectifier.

The smoothing capacitor shown will have to be
fairly large if modulation of the bias supply at
frame frequency is to be avoided. It is worth
mentioning, however, that a controlled amount of
ripple may be beneficial in improving the linearity
of the timebase circuit and in practice a smaller

TELEVISION

Fig. 9-Beam shadowing with a wide -angled tube.

value of smoothing capacitor may well be chosen.
If the bias is derived from the width coil tapping

on the line output transformer then a much smaller
capacitor will be needed and a value of 0.5 or lauF
may be used.

Temperature Compensation
It was mentioned earlier that the loali impedance

for the frame scan circuit is almost purely resistive.
This leads to a difficulty associated with the
increased scanning power neces-
sary and this is the change of
coil resistance with variations in
power requirements and linearity.
These changes are accentuated
by the use of voltage negative

Fig. 10-Deflection coil arrangements
to eliminate beam shadowing.

feedback circuits for linearisation.
The feedback tries to keep the
voltage across the load constant
so that an increase in resistance
produces a decrease in scanning
current.

Original length of
deflection coils

WM,
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able to reach the screen at all. The effect can be
overcome if the deflection centre A is moved
nearer to the screen at B as shown by the full lines
of Fig. 9.

We can bring this about in two ways. Either
the width of the deflection coil assembly can be

A Be(

New shortened length
of deflection coils

(a)

This may be counteracted by including in series
with the coil a temperature dependent resistance or
thermistor mounted close to the coil. The
resistance of this component, which is initially a
few ohms, falls with increasing temperature and by
careful choice of valves the total load resistance of
the combination can be maintained almost constant.

Deflector Coil Design
The increase of picture scanning angle can have

several unfortunate effects with some deflection
coils originally designed for 70 deg. and 90 deg.
working. The most serious of these is cut-off or
".shadowing " of the corners of. the picture. How
this can occur is shown in Fig. 9. The centre of
beam deflection lies at point A and if the deflection
angle increases beyond a certain maximum then the
bearn will hit the shoulders of the tube and is not

Extremes of beam
deflection

Special flared deflector
coil assembly

(b)
shortened (Fig. 10a) or the deflection coils can be
flared to take them further up the neck of the
cathode ray tube (Fig. 10b).

The first of these alternative leads to reduced
deflection sensitivity, requiring much more scanning
power in the coils for a given deflection.

To wind a flared coil fitting further up the tube
neck is not easy since it is necessary to prepare
fairly elaborate trumpet -shaped winding jigs and
position the coils very exactly round the tube neck.

A second difficulty lies in the raster distortion
that occurs with designs of this type. Specially
tapered windings are used to assist in overcoming
this, but the final correction is carried out with
several small magnets disposed about the tube neck
and rotated to correct the " pin -cushion" distortion
present.

In general it is advisable to purchase a complete
-continued on page 375
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AN
Baby Alarm
FEEDING A MICROPHONE
SIGNAL INTO THE AUDIO
STAGE OF A TV RECEIVER
VIA A TRANSISTOR
AMPLIFIER.

SOME experimenters may have already tried
connecting a microphone to the audio stages
of a television receiver in an endeavour to

superimpose the sound of distress in the infant's
bedroom upon the programme sound. Direct
connection of a microphone is rarely successful
owing to the relatively small gain of the audio
section on the one hand and the low level micro-
phone signal on the other. This article describes
how the microphone signal can be boosted before
it is fed to the audio section.

Triode -Pentode Audio Section

The majority of television sets employ a triode -
pentode audio circuit as shown in Fig. 1. Here the
signal from across the load of the sound detector
is applied to the grid of the triode and the triode
steps up the audio to a level suitable for driving

From sound
detector

0.05uF

0.05pF

500 ;

e

10Mfl.

10kfl

220k0.

PCL82

r== .=1
1614F 8.pF

1.

9

By Gordon J. King

the pentode output stage and loudspeaker. The
triode employs "grid -current" biasing by the
10MS2 resistor between grid and chassis and the
pentode has normal cathode biasing by the 330t/cathode resistor.

Slightly different arrangements will be found
between sets of different make and model, but all
models using a triode -pentode valve will have a
circuit almost exactly as shown in Fig. 1, plus,
possibly, some form of negative feedback, depend-
ing upon the type of valve used. The PCL82
has separate cathodes, but some triode -pentodes
have just a single cathode common to both sections
and a slightly different circuit, of course.

For average sound volume the triode receives
at its grid about 50 to 100mV of audio signal.
The sound detector produces a signal across its
load several times stronger than this, but this highlevel is used only when the volume control is

turned full up, and this not very
often provided the set is working)
correctly and the viewers have
average hearing.

Now for a baby alarm to be
fully effective even the slightest
murmur from the infant should
be audible over the programme
sound, irrespective of the setting
of the volume control. This
means, then, that the alarm
channel must always be at full
gain.
Fig. I-Circuit of typical television
sound output stage using triode -
pentode PCL82 valve. The connections
terminated at 1, 2 and 3 ore extra to
the circuit for connecting the baby

alarm amplifier.

This presents several problems
such as signal/noise ratio and
hum level, bearing in mind that it
is neither desirable nor possible
to position the microphone close
to the face of the baby. Of course
it would be a bad thing for the
alarm channel to superimpose
hum and noise (other than that of
the infant) upon the sound of the
programme.
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NORTH(13ERNX TUBELTD.

CHANGE
& TUBES,

6A DENISON ROAD, LEEDS, 3
Tel.: LEEDS 84676

SUPER SCREEN TV TUBES
with full 12 months' guarantee

12"-14" 70° £4. 5.0

15"-17" 70° £4.15.0

21* 70° 16.15.0

17" 110° £6.10.0

19* 110° £7. 0.0

21" 110° £8.10.0

Carriage & Insurance 10/- extra.

Quantity and Trade Discounts
are available.

PADGETTS RADIO STORES
OLD 101.% N. 11 %LI,. KNO%% Li.lt DILL

LIVERSEDGE, YORKS.
Telephone: Cleckheaton 2866

TV Sets 141n. Tested good Tubes 80/,
carriage 10/-. Only want cleaning. Well
packed but only sent at owner's risk.
171n. Pye "Continental" Model tested,
good tube, VS. Carriage 10/-.
Reclaimed tubes. Six months' guarantee.
141n. CRM 141-2, MW 36/24-44, AW 36/21;
also 12in. Mullard, 17/-. Carriage 7/6.
17I0. tubes. CRM 171-172. MW 43-64-69,
30/-. Carriage 7/6.
ARMY SET TYPE 19. Complete sets 32/-.
Less Transmitter valves 807. Less valves
for spares, but with 500 mic-amp. meter,
12/8. Used, but have no dry rot, au untested.
Carr. B.R.S. on any set 10/-.
P.M. Speakers, Guaranteed ex T.V. sets.
Sin. round, 8 x 41n. Rola and Plessey. Philips
51n. round, all at 3/- each. Post 2/-. 6 for
20/-. post paid. Goodman* 7 x 4in., 5/-,
post 2/-.81n. round. 6/-. post 2/-.
Valves Removed from T.V. sets. Tested
on a Mullard Valve Tester and are 100%
as new. Three months' unconditional
guarantee. POST FREE.
ECI.80 2/- 20D1 3/- PL38 8/-
ECC82 3/. 20L1 5/- PY80 5/-E51 2/8 33P3 5/- PY81 4/-
EYBF80
EB91

4/6
9d.

20P4
20P1

8/6
5/- PCPCF80 4/5/-8

EF91 9d. U801 8/6 PCC84 4/6
6F1
8F14
6F15
6LD2O
10C2
10F1

1/-
5/.
5/-
51-
5/-
11-

1.1281
U232
U329
KT38
PLB1
PL82

5/-
5/-
5/-
6/-
5/-
5/-

B36
N37
6U4
6P25
61T25

4/-
5/-
5/-
3/6
5/-

10P13 5/- PL83 5/- 3/-
10P14 5/- PL33 4/- P280 51.
EF80 1/6. or 10/- per doz. Grade II EF80
for test purposes 4/- per doz.
New Valves Ex Units. POST FREE.
8K7 1/6, doz. 12/-. 6K8 2/6, doz. 22/-.
6V62/6,2113. doz. 22/-. 807 U.S.A. 8/-. PP3/256
(PX4) 5/-. AC2PEN (PENA4) 2/8. 5U4 3/-.
8V6GT 4/6. EF91 1/9. ELM 1/9. 6F6 21-.
5Z4 5/6. 5Y3 4/6. 8X5 4/6. EF50 1/-. 6/- doz.
ARP12 1/6. 6 for 5/6, box of 50 19/..KT66
ARTP2 2/-. ART4 2/, APP37 2/-. AR8
IT4 2/-.954new boxed 1/3.
13 Channel T.V. Sets. 14in. untested 30/-.
Carr. 10/-. 17in sets untested, 50/-. Carr.
10/-. Well packed, sent at owner's risk.
New Regunned Slim Line 99° Tubes.
(Seconds) small pin head mark on glass.
Perfect picture otherwise. Fully guaranteed
39/-. Carriage and ins. B.R.S. 7/6.
TV Tubes. Completely Rebuilt and Refaced
12 months guarantee. Sizes up to 171n.
Special trade price of 75/-. Carr. and ins.
17/6.
Personal Ear Phone, 2/11. Post Free.

NEW VALVES!
Guaranteed Set Tested
24 -HOUR SERVICE

IRS, 195, 1T4. 3S4, 3174, DAF91,
DK91, DL92, DL94. SET of 4, 14/-.
DAP98. DF96, DK98, DL96. SET of 4. 22/-.
0A2 13L35 8/- PCL82 613
1D5 4/9 DL92 4/3 PCL83 7/9
111.5 3/9 DL94 5/- PCL84 6/6
1S5 3/3 DL96 5/6 pL36 7/9
1T4 2/3 EB91 2/3 PL81 6/8354 4/3 EBC41 6/3 pL82 5/-3V4 5/- EBF80 5/3 PL83 5/-5Y3GT 4/3 ECC40 6/9 PL34 5/35Z4G 6/9 ECC81 3/3 py32 6/66K7G 1/3 ECC82 4/6
6K8G 3/- ECC83 4/6

py33
pygo 8/8

6Q7G 4/3 ECC84
6U7G 6/6 ECC85 8/- pyg2
6V60 3/6 ECF80 5/9 py83
6X5GT 5/- ECF82 5/9
12K7GT 3/3 ECH42 713
12K8GT 8/6 ECH81 5/3
12Q7GT 3/3 ECL80 5/9
12SN7GT 5/6 EF41 6/6
25L6G 4/9 EFS) 3/9
35L6GT 6/8 EF85 4/9
35Z4GT 4/6 EF86 5/9
85A2 8/6 EF89 413
CL33 8/6 EF91 2/9
DAC32 7/9 EL41 7/-
DAF91 313 EL84 4/6
DAF96 5/6 EY51 5/6
DF33 7/6 EY86 5/-
D F91 2/3 EZ40 5/-
DF96 5/6 EZ80 319
DH77 3/6 EZ81 3/3
DK32 7/6 MU14 3/9
D K91 3/9 PCC84 5/3
DK92 6/9 PCC89 7/6
DK96 6/- PCF80 5/3
DL33 6/9 PCF82 6/-

4/9
5/6 PY81 5/-

9
5/4/6
Si-
9/-

U191 8/3
U801 15/-
UABC80 5/-
UAF42 6/9
UBC41 6/-
UBF80 5/6
UCC85 61-
UCH42 6/9
UCH81 5/9
UCL82 7/3
UCL83 7/9
UF41 6/3
UF89 5/9
UL41 6/6
U1,84 5/9
CUB 10/8
UY21 7/3
UY41 4/3
1.1Y85 4/9

Postage 6d. per valve extra. Any Parcel
Insured Against Damage in Transit 6d. extra

Any C.O.D. Parcel 4/3 extra.
Office address, no callers.

GERALD BERNARD
83 OSBALDESTON ROAD,

STOKE NEWINGTON,
LONDON, N.16

FIRST-CLASS RADIO
AND T/V COURSES...

GET A CERTIFICATE

After brief, intensely interesting study
-undertaken at home in your spare
time -YOU can secure a recognised
qualification or extend your knowledge
of Radio and T.V. Let us show you how.

FREE GUIDE
The New Free Guide contains 120
pages of information of the greatest
importance to both the amateur and
the man employed in the radio
industry. Chambers College pro-
vides first rate postal courses for
Radio Amateurs' Exam., R.T.E.B.
Servicing Cert., C. & C. Telecoms.,
Grad. Brit. I.R.E. Guide also gives
details of range of diploma courses
in Radio/T.V. Servicing, Electronics
and other branches of engineering,
together with particulars of our

remarkable Guarantee of
SUCCESS OR NO FEE
Write now for your copy of this
invaluable publication. It may well
prove to be the turning point in your

career.
FOUNDED 1885 -OVER

150,000 SUCCESSES

CHAMBERS COLLEGE
(Incorp. National Inst. of Engineering)

(Dept. 462), 148 HOLBORN
LONDON, E.C.I

HAVE YOU EVER

SEEN T.V. TROUBLES?
That is "Pin -Point T.V. Troubles in 10
minutes" we mean! Thousands of Practical
Television readers already own and use "TN.
Troubles" every day. Designed for use by
amateur or expert, this amazingly practical
manual shows you how to find the trouble in
any T.V. circuit FAST!
A simple cross -Index tells you where
you'll find cause of trouble, handy check
charts then help you accurately locate
the EXACT trouble spot! You will elimi-
nate hours of aggravation, cut out waste
time, because this new Coyne system will
help you get right down to the heart of
the trouble In minutes.
Over 700 trouble spots are covered in the
340 cross-index pages. Included are 50 time
saving check charts as well as 290 diagrams
and photos together with explanations of
circuits and designs.
YOU CAN USE THIS BOOK RIGHT ON
THE JOB -NO NEED TO MEMORISE!
This Pin -Point Book was designed espec-
ially for on -the -lob trouble shooting. You
simply turn to the indexed section, locate
thp circuit description and check -charts,
and in minutes you have the trouble spot
located and ready for repair.
NO COMPLICATED THEORY OR
MATHEMATICS. Just practical circuit
description, service methods and trouble
shooting techniques to help you make
faster t.v. repairs.
EVEN AN EXPERT CAN SAVE TIME

BY USING "T.V. TROUBLES"
Here Is a way to reduce "thinking time",
All the logical reasons for each problem
are stated In black and white -you use
your skill to take It from there!
Don't miss out any longer. Time wasted
now locating t.v. faults could be saved by
quick reference to this lightning fast t.v.
problem answer book. Send for your trial
copy now, then when you decide to keep it
(as we are sure you will), pay only 5/- per
week until completed.

The price? Only 39/8 plus postage 1/6.
FREE ELECTRONIC DATA HAND-

BOOK WITH EVERY ORDER

IRONCLAD GUARANTEE
This book must be able to earn you more
than its cost within two weeks or your
money refunded!
Free 88 page oscilloscope book will be in-
cluded if you send cash with order.

FREE TRIAL OFFER!
LltNIS ONLY Si- PER WEER!

To SIM-TECH TECHNICAL BOOKS
Dept. WX3.

West End, Southampton, Hants.
 Please send "T.V. Troubles- fora full I -eve,
days' tree trial. If not delighted I may return the
manual, post paid without further obligation on
my part. Otherwise 1 will pay cash of 6/- woekiy
until paid.
 Tick here it enclosing full price of 41/. Cobh h
includes 1/6 postage). You get free Oscilloscopi.
Book. flame 7.dsy money back guarantee. Oversca,
customers please send full amount (includin;
Ireland).

Name

Address

City
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Transistor Microphone Amplifier
The solution to signal/noise ratio and gain was

discovered in a small transistor microphone
amplifier, as shown in , Fig. 2. This is a simple
"earthed emitter" circuit with the microphone
signal applied to the base via a microphone trans-
former. The amplifier is powered from the h.t.
line of the receiver via a potential -divider network
comprising RI and R2. With an h.t. line of about
230 volts, approximately 10 volts d.c. occurs across
R2. Although this voltage has already been
smoothed by the receiver smoothing circuits, extra
smoothing is given by a 1,000uF electrolytic
capacitor Cl. This ensures that the amplifier does
not introduce extra hum into the grid circuit of the
audio section.

As the amplifier will often be coupled to an
alternating current/direct current type of set where
the chassis is connected to one side of the mains
supply, extra special care must be taken to isolate
the microphone feed circuit, for even the slightest
a.c. voltage transferred to the microphone could
prove distinctly unhealthy to the restless infant.

0071 base

Microphone

5000pF
330v AS

C2.9.

5000pFCA..
330V AP

R4
1313kla

0071

c>
13.1

Screened
microphone
transformer

IF) 5
100k1:1

R2
4*
k

Alarm
On/Oft
Switch S

RI
68k0

Fig. 2-Circuit of the baby a arm amplifier. The
Oa1 transistor is powered from the h t. line of the
receiver via potential -divider RI and R2. Extra
smoothing is given by Cl. For double safety, two
isolating capacitors C2 and C3 are used in the
microphone circuit. These must be no larger than
5,000pF and rated at 330V a.c.

COMPONENTS LIST
Resistors:

RI 681d2
R2 4-7k0.
R3 56kS/
R4 6.8kS2
R5 100ka

Capacitors:
CI I,000pf electrolytic I5V
C2 5,000pF 330V a.c.
C3 5,000pF 330V a.c.
TI Microphone transformer (Radiospares).
Trl 0071 transistor
SI s.p.s.t. toggle switch

This design incorporates features that render it
absolutely safe in use.

Safety First
Firstly, isolation is given by the A -B and C -D

windings (primary and secondary) of the micro-
phone transformer T1. Secondly, isolation is
provided by capacitors C2 and C3. Two series -
connected capacitors are used so that in the remote
event of one capacitor breaking down there will
still be another in the circuit maintaining adequate
safety. As an added precaution, the outer screen
of the microphone cable can be connected to a
true earth, such as a rising water main; but make
sure that a true earth is used.

The amplifier is designed for a moving coil
microphone of about 20 to 100n impedance (the
actual value is not important), and it should be
connected to the primary of the microphone trans-
former through a thin, coaxial cable. The type of
cable used as television downlead from the aerial
in areas of high signal is ideal and not very costly.
This cable can be obtained with a cream, plastic
covering, and if it is necessary to run it to the
bedroom on the surface of woodwork, such cable
is far better than that with the more conventional
brown, plastic covering.

The amplified signal is developed across the
collector load resistor R4, and is fed to the audio
stages of the set through the coupling capacitor C5
and the "buffer" resistor R5. This latter component
prevents the signal being distorted by the
rectifier effect of the collector/base junction of the
transistor, and it also avoids the programme signal
from being loaded excessively.

Connections to the Set
There are three points of connection from the set

to the amplifier, marked 1, 2 and 3 in Figs. 1 and
2. Reverting to Fig. 1, it will be seen that a
connection is made from set chassis on 1, from
the slider of the volume control on 2 and from the
h.t. line on 3.

The h.t. connection in particular must be well
insulated. The connection to the volume control
should be through screened cable, and a length
of the coaxial microphone lead can be used here
quite successfully. It will be understood, of course,
that the amplified microphone signal is applied
direct to the grid of the audio triode, meaning that
full microphone channel gain will always exist
provided the volume control is not turned right to
zero, for then the grid is shunted by the 0.05uF
coupling capacitor. While this will not "kill" gain
completely it will considerably mute the alarm
signal. If required, this can be overcome simply by
connecting a 47k() resistor between the slider of
the volume control and the 0.05µF capacitor. Such
a resistor would not normally affect the operation
of the volume control on the programme sound, and
in some sets it may already be fitted.

Amplifier Construction
The transistor microphone amplifier is best made

up on a piece of kin. laminated plastic board
measuring about 2in. by 5in., as shown in Fig. 3.
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The components may then be secured to the board
by threading their lead -out wires through small
holes drilled with a No. 55 drill.

The wiring may then be completed on the
reverse side of the board, and the broken -lines
in Fig. 3 show this. Note that where wires cross
a length of insulated sleeving must be threaded on
to the conductors to avoid short circuiting, which
could easily damage the transistor.

The screened cables on the microphone circuit
and on those connecting 2 to the set should be
secured to the board by small soldering tags, the
latter retained by 6B.A. nuts and bolts.

After the wiring is completed
and the circuit has been checked
several times, the amplifier can
be mounted on the inside of the
cabinet (if of wood) by drilling a
hole in each corner of the board

Fig. 3-The transistor amplifier can
be built on a laminated plastic panel
measuring about 2in. by Sin. The
components are all mounted on one
side, and the connections are on the
reverse side with the lead -out wires
threaded through small holes (drill

No. 55).

and using wood screws and stand
off pillars to prevent the circuit
from touching the cabinet side-
a practice which could incite a
pick-up.

If it is not possible to fix the board to the
cabinet, then it must be secured by stand-offs to
the chassis or to a chassis member, ensuring that
the circuit is kept well clear of the metal chassis
and set circuit. The amplifier should also be kept
as far as possible away from the a.c. and power
circuits of the set, including the frame and
line output stages, where the heavy signals here
could get into the amplifier and superimpose a hum
or whistle on the sound.

As it will not be desirable to keep the amplifier
on at all times, a simple on/off toggle switch should
be interposed between the lead from RI to the
h.t. positive line. This switch can be fitted to the
rear cover of the set.
Components

All the components for the microphone
amplifier are readily available from most radio
stores. Radiospares Limited markets a suitable
microphone transformer and 1,000µF capacitor for
Cl.

One of the ex -Government or surplus moving/
coil microphone inserts can be boxed in such a
way as to fit in with the nursery furnishings. Such
a microphone is usually reasonably sensitive for
this. application; but other microphones and inserts
all ready and made up can be used if required.
There is usually no problem here.

A high impedance ceramic or crystal microphone
could be used (less microphone transformer) but
this is not particularly recommended owing to the
noise and hum picked up on a high impedance line
from the amplifier to the microphone. An ordinary
coaxial cable tends to become microphonic under
high gain conditions, and although on the face of

O

it it may seem less costly to use a crystal micro-
phone and no transformer, in practice this is not
always the case after one has found it necessary
to spend out on extra special cable to clear hum
and noise. If a high impedance microphone is
used, however. mains isolation is still essential.

Operation
The device is best checked by removing the

aerial from the set (or turning to a vacant channel),
turning the volume control halfway on and check-
ing how well noises from the baby's room are

trio Microphone

Thin coaxial
cable

2
Panel size

laminated
plastic

O

reproduced in the set. At this stage the microphone
should be adjusted for the best position by using
a ticking alarm clock as a substitute for the infant
-the infant almost certainly at this time being in
its "noises off" condition.

Signal may then be applied to the set and the
alarm breakthrough ratio assessed. In most cases
the alarm signal will always be well above the
programme signal.

110° Scanning Circuits
-continued from page 371

deflection assembly from a reliable manufacturer
rather than attempt the rather lengthy trial -and -
error routine which would be necessary for the
constructor in arriving at the compromise solution
required.

The above remarks must not lead the reader to
understand that a special design of coil is needed in
all cases. This depends on the mechanical design
of the coils, thickness of the cathode ray tube wall
in the shoulder region and width of the electron
beam which depends, in turn, on the e.h.t.
available.

The designs discussed in this and the previous
article can be carried out with the equipment at
the reader's disposal and may or may not result in
a special coil design of the type described above
being required.
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Your

Whilst we are always pleased to assist readers with their
technical difficulties, we regret that we are unable to supply
diagrams or provide instructions for modifying surplus equip-
ment. We cannot supply alternative details for constructional
articles which appear in these pages. WE CANNOT UNDER-
TAKE TO ANSWER QUERIES OVER THE TELEPHONE. The
coupon from p. 380 must be attached to all Queries, and a
stamped and addressed envelope must be enclosed.

BUSH TV22
This set is in excellent condition and I would

like to replace its present tube with one of a
larger size. I wonder if you could advise on this
matter and describe any circuit alterations that
would be necessary.

Also is it possible to convert this receiver to
ITV operation.-M. J. Milson (Loughborough,
Leicestershire).

We would advise you to obtain a TV24 cabinet
(which should only cost a few' shillings) and fit
a Mullard MW31-74 which is a 12in. tube. This
would entail only mechanical alterations.

To carry out the conversion to ITV you will
have to purchase the Bush TC184 tuner unit,
which is still available from some advertisers at a
price of about 10s.

DECCA 444
After losing the picture on this receiver, I

changed the line output transformer for a new one,
on advice I received at the time. When the new
component arrived there was no position for an
EY51. A valveholder was incorporated, however,
and so I fitted an EY86 which produced a picture
with a lfin. gap at the bottom of the screen and
a tin, gap at the right-hand edge.-G. Hartley
(Hull).

The new transformer is designed to take the
EY86. The lack of width and height should lead
to a check of the h.t. voltage. If the d.c. output
voltage from the rectifier is less than the a.c.
input voltage, the rectifier is probably worn and
should be replaced.

ALBA 717
When first switched on, the picture will fill the

screen but only with the width control advanced
almost fully, and with the frame hold also hard

against one stop. When the set has warmed up,
picture height gradually reduces until after about
forty minutes there is a gap of 2in. at the top and
I Jin. at the bottom of the screen. This situation
remains for the rest of the time the set is
switched on.

Another fault which is present all the time is a
vertical white line down the left-hand side of the
screen.

I have tested and found to be in good order, the
PCL82 and ECL80's in the frame panel and the
PY32 rectifier. Also I have replaced the EY86,
PL81 and PY81 valves, all without clearing the
faults.-T. W. G. Marshall (Cardiff).

These symptoms indicate either that the line
timebase falls in efficiency as the result of a fault
in an associated component which develops with
time or heat, or that the. h.t. voltage falls after a
while. This latter could be caused either by a fault
in the rectifier which, again, does not develop
immediately, or by extra heavy loading due to the
development of a line timebase fault.

A few voltage tests should prove these possibili-
ties. Alteration in value of a component between
the oscillator and the amplifier could be
responsible and would probably account for the
vertical line mentioned: But also have in mind the
possibility of a booster diode circuit fault. Check
the booster diode and the associated reservoir
capacitor.

MURPHY V410

This set reproduces a perfect picture but the
sound on both channels is drowned by buzzing
which increases with increased volume. Adjust-
ment to the contrast control will eliminate the
buzzing but also leaves a negative picture on the
screen.-J. Greenwell (Glasgow, S.W.2).

Check the screen grid decoupling capacitor of
the 30F5 sound i.f. valve, which is between the
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GUARANTEED LINE OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS

FREE POST AND PACKING except C.O.D. 5/-
51- A1.1...1111 \ \1 I. ON 1 Ol It 01.1) I...O.P.T. IF \ I 11111:\

01101,1(1 \1L. HP:PLACEMENT 1..0.1..1.
AI.BA-T301, '1394, T484, T494, T504, TR1974.

T312 Rewind . 1 at 75/-
1'321. T324. T424 T524, T524FM 1 at 44/9
2331, MT341, T352. NIT362. T431, T432. MT441. NIT442 1 at 51/9
T641. T644. 1724FM. T7I4FM 1 at 70/10
T655. T909. '1'717 .. 1 at 57/9

RUSH-TV32, TV33. TUG94A, T'36, TV96,_TDO38, TV36/c,
TUG36/o, TV43, TV56, TV57, TUG58, N159.
TUG69, 1"1/62, TV83, TV66, Tve7, TUG68, M89. TUG69,

Rewind 1: : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
1

eatt 710 6-/-TV80
TV85 1 at 103/9

COSSOR-R17A, 930. 931, 933, 834, 936, 247. 938, 938A,
939FA, 940, 942. 942A. 943. 994. 946 .. 1 at 60/-
945. 946B. 949 . . . 1 at 83/6

DECAUA-DM1,__DM2k. DM3. DM4, 1M4/C, DM5., D.1114.
DM17. 444. 555, D6155 1 at 72/8
DM36. DM45, umuic. DMG21. D1I22/C 1 at 74/6

DEFIANT-All Rewinds only.
EKCO-TC208. TU209, T209/1, T221. T231. T231F, T249.

TC267, TC267/1, P283. T284, T293, T311, TGC316, T326,
7327. T330, T330F. 2331, TCC237 . 1 at 50/-
TMB272, T344, T344F, T348, T348F..T356.. 1 at 66/-
TC312, T313. T313F, T335 1 at 73/9

EMERSON-E700. E701, E704. E708, Port O'rama E707,
5709, E710, E711 1 at 50/-

FERGUSON-43T, 454T,
988T. 9887' _ 1 at 52/6
23T, 204T, 205T, -266T, 214T. 235T, fiT, 2.4:4T, 246T .. 1 at 69/9
207T. 305T. 315T, 317T 1 at 91/5
306T, 308T
406T, 408T. 416T, 936T. 438T. 405T, 407T, 500. Series
604T 1 at 91/5

FERRANTI-14T2, 1423. 14T3F, 14T4. 14T4F. 14T5, 141'6,
1710. 17K3F, 1723. 17T3F, 17K9, 17K4F, 17K5, 171314.
17SK4F, 1716, 17SK5, 17816. 1724, 17T4F, 1725. 171'6, 1 at 47/6
These are Re -winds. 20T413, 2I16, 21K8V, 2211.3.24114

T1012. T1023, T1024. T1027 .. .1T1001. 21002, T100211. T1004, 21035 T1011 at 52/6

13G.E.C.-ST1251, BT1252, BT1252A BT1746, BT174.,
BT2250, B1'2745. BT2745R. B'r2747, 13T4743, BT5248,
BT5347, BT5348, BT5643. BT5643R, BT8245, BT8246,
BT8640 All these are supplied Re -wind. 1 at 70/-BT8742. BT1156, BT1334, 13T2154. BT2155. sT8199.

at 67/-
II..MA'.-1824, 1.824A, 1824S, 1825, 1826, 1826A, 1827, 1827A.

1829. 1829A. 1840, 1841. 1843. 1843. 1844, 1895. 1846. 1897,
1 at 8718

1865, 1869
1870, 1871, 1872, 1873, 1874, 1875. 187.6. 1: 811

INVICTA-T118, T119. 1120 .. 1 at 57/9
T122. T128.. . 1 at 61/9

7'124, T125, T133, T134 .. 1 at 64/6
237.
537, 538, 539 1 adi 61/5
With INVICTA. PAM or PIPE spares :please state.
serial number and makers part number.

KOLSTER BRANDES-all types available, some of these
are re -winds.
PVP20. PVP30, Royal Star .. .. 1 at 106/9
QV1OR. QU20, QU30 1

at
at 97/3

102/-
at 104/3

PV100. PV100/1
..

1 at 121/6
MARCONI-All types available, some are re -winds 68

Series.
VRC84DA, VC153 _ 1 at 67/6
VT153, VT155, VT156 1 at 52/6
VT157, VT158, VT159, VT160 at 91/5

MASTERADIO-All types can be relwounit.
PILOT-CV78, TV76. CVTT, CV84, TV84.CV84/12, TV84/12,

DDC/87, CV87, TV87. DDC87/12, CV87/12, TV87/12
Re -wind.
110F. 111, 117, TV107 . 1 at 63/11
All other types available, prices on request.PE-V4. VT4. V7, yr;1 at 52/6
All other models available.

ItEDENTONL-All early models re -wind.
T11, 10-6 (or re -wind at 70/-) _ 1 at 114/-

lt.G.D.-DEEPI7TME, 17TME21. Re -wind only.
710. 611, 610 . . 1 at 1141-

SOBELL-TS17, T347, T171. T171C, T172 1 at 81/-
T21. T21C, T21LC, T2^, TP8147, T178 1 at 87/9
T181. SC34, SC24. SC270, SC330 . .. 1 at 66/-

ULTRA-V814, V81.5. V817. V915. V917 1 at 97/6
14-58, VP14-53. 3715-60, V1750. VR1752. V1753. 1117611.
VR1762 _ . 1 at 63/6
WR1762. V1763, V1764, V21-50, V21-52, 1121-60 1 at 80/9
V17-70, 1117-71, V17-72, 1117-73. V17-74, V17-75 1 at 60/-
V17-80. V17-81. 3717-82, V17-83 1 at 72/8
V19-80, V19-84, V19-85 _ 1 at 81/3
V23-80. V23-84 ..

..
1 at 70/-

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED. RETURN POST SERVICE
SUBJECT TO STOCK.

Rewind Service 7 days.
Trade Supplied. -.A.E. all enquiries.

WITWORTH T.V. SERVICE
32a All Saints Road, London, W.I I.

214;nep/L-t:517
Ltd

ELCOT LANE
MARLBOROUGH - WILTS

TELEPHONE: 657 and 658

WIDE BAND
UHF AERIALS

for BBC2 now
and ITV 2

FIVE STAR QUALITY AERIALS
* Anodised elements for protection. * Modern
plastic moulding techniques used for convected
reflector and parasitic elements giving longer
life. * Staggered spaced elements for maximum
performance with all channel band width.
* Multi -element reflector giving high back to
front ratio. * Maximum efficiency of matching
by using laboratory developed collector plate-
without any other matching device.

Model Description Gain
DB

B/F
Ratio

DB

Retail
Price

OF/H3 3 -ELEMENT, HEAD ONLY
with CLAMP

7.0 18.0 31/6

OF/H5 5 -ELEMENT, HEAD ONLY
with CLAMP

8.25 19.5 36/6

OF/H7 7 -ELEMENT, HEAD ONLY
with CLAMP

10.5 244 41/-

OF/H10 10 -ELEMENT, HEAD ONLY
with CLAMP

12.5 26.0 47/-

OF/H12 I2 -ELEMENT, HEAD ONLY
with CLAMP

13.5 28.0 51/.

OF/H14 I4 -ELEMENT, HEAD ONLY
with CLAMP

15.0 29.0 55/-

OF/H18 18 -ELEMENT, HEAD ONLY
with CLAMP

16.25 30.0 70/-

OF/H22 22 -ELEMENT, HEAD ONLY
with CLAMP

17.0 31.0 85/ -

PLEASE STATE LARGE OR SMALL CLAMP REQUIRED
1..1: 1' %RE 997.t. Open all day MON-SAT inc.
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HERE'S A IOW COST WAY VALVES SAME DAY
tf.11-frEf,

TO GET INTO T.V.

SERVICING FAST!
If you are a man who wants to get ahead in
television. you will probably be interested
in this new revolutionary type television
training programme now being introduced
for the first time.
Knowing that early success will usually spur
a man on to greater achievement you learn
how to make the easiest T.V. repairs first.
Since the easiest T.V. repairs are the ones
most often found on service calls, you are
ready to make money right after the first
lesson. Then as you progress you will
discover how to handle every kind of
trouble found in all makes of T.V. setl
Here for example are some of the items
covered in the course:
1. Simple adjustments to correct poor

pictures.
2. Circuit faults Indicated by a poor

pattern.
3. Finding bad valves by observing

picture faults.
4. Antenna principles and practices.
5. Facts about the T.V. signal to help

you in repair work.
6. All about Cathode Ray tubes.
7. How to tell what is at fault.
8. Explanation of television circuits.
9. U.H.F. converters and tuners.

10 -Television test equipment and align-
ment.

11. Advanced trouble shooting by picture
analysis.

This is a teal home study course that has been
bound into one giant 8 x Ilin., 192 page manual
to reduce cost.
Compares favourably with some courses
costing very much more! By creating a
mass market through large volume sales
and eliminating individual letter writing
we are able to pass on these savings directly
to you!
The course features over 325 different line
drawings, circuits, servicing charts and
Illustrations" o simplify the text and make
Your study more enjoyable. Soon you will
be well on your way to becoming a first-class
television repair technician!
YOU TAKE NO CHANCES WHEN YOU
DEAL WITH SIM-TECH
You must be convinced that this is the best
value you have ever seen in television
training. otherwise you can return the
course (or have your money refunded if sent
with order) after you have examined it in
your own home for a period of seven full
days.
The price? Only 88/. per course, plus postage
and packing, 1/6.
Free 71 -page book on Television Faults
will be Included if you send cash with
order.

FREE TRIAL OFFER
Terms only 5/- per week if you wish.

To SIM-TECH BOOK COMPANY Dept. AT.6
West End, Southampton, Hants.

sPlease send your Television Course for a fell
even days' free trial. If not delighted I may return

the course poet -paid without further obligation on
my part. Otherwise I will pay cash price of 87/6 or
6/- weekly until 87/6 plus 2/6 service charge, total
40/. Is paid.

Tick here if enclosing full price of 37/6. (Same
7 -day money back guarantee). NOTE: Customers
who Bend cash with order get in addition a 71 -page
book on TELEVISION FAULTS.
Overseas customers please send full amount (in-
cluding Ireland).

Name

Addrew

City enmity

SETS 1R5, 1S5, 1T4. 3S4, 3V4, DAF91, DF91, DK91, DL92, DL94.. Set of 4 for 15/.
DAF96, DF96, DK96, DL96 4 for 23/6

LYIGT 81- 6SL7GT 5/6 DAC32 9/3 EC082 7/- PCF80 5/9 U78 3/9
1D5 6/6 6SN7GT 3/9 DAF91 3/9 ECL86 9/- PCF82 6/9 11191 8/6
1H5GT 8/3 6U4GT 9/8 DAF96 6/- EF39 3/9 POEM 8/- 17281 8/6
1N5GT 6V6G 3/9 DCC90 6/9 EF41 6/6 PCF66 8/- U282 11/9
1R5
1S5

4/93/9 6V6GT
6X4

8/6
3/

DF33
DF91 2/6

EF42
EMI.)

4/6
4/3

PCF806 14/-
PCL62 6/6

U291
U404

-
5/9

1T4 2/6 6X5GT 5/6 DF96 EF85 5/- PCL83 9/- U801 15/9
1U5
3A5
3Q4
364
3V4
51/4G

5/-
6/9

4/10
4/9
5/6
4/6

7B7

7C6
7H77/9

7H77/-7Y4

7/
7/6
5/9

5S7

12/9

D1176
DH77
DK32
D K91
DK92
DK95

3/63/6

4/96/9

6/6

EF86
EF89
EF91
EF92
EL33
EL41

6/3
4/-

2/9
2/6
7/6
7/3

PCL94 8/6
PCL85 8/6
PEN4DD

19/8
PENA4 6/6
PENB4 17/6

UABC80
UAF42
UBC41
UBC81
UBF80
UBF89

5/9
8/-
6/3
7/3
6/-
6/9

5Y3GT 5/- 10C2 12/3 DL33 7/3 EL42 7/9 PEN36C R/- UBL21 9/9
6Z4G 7/- 10F9 10/- DL35 6/9 EL84 4/9 PEN383 9/6 17092 5/6
6A8G 5/6 12AT6 4/3 DL92 4/9 EM34 7/11 PL36 8/9 U0084 8/6
6AL5 2/6 12AT7 3/9 DL94 5/6 6/9 PL81 7/- UCC85 6/9
6AQ5 6/- 12AU7 4/9 DL96 6/- EM81 7/9 PL82 5/6 UC F80 8/6
6AT6 3/6 12AX7 EABC80 5/3 EM84 8/3 PL83 5/6 UCH42 7/6
6BA6 12K7GT 4/3 EAF42 8/- EMd7 8/9 PL,84 5/9 UCH81 6/6
6BE6
6BG6G
6B116

5/312/6 12K8GT 8/9
12Q7GT 4/3
19BG6G 13/6

EB91
EBC33
EBC41

2/6

7/5/-3

EY51

E Y86

6/-

5/6

PX4 9/-
PX25 7/9
PY32 9/-

UCL82
UCL83
UF41

7/6
9/-
7/3

6BJ6
6C1360

5/6
26/6

20F2
20P4

11/-
12/6

EBC81
EBF80

5/9
5/6

EZ40
EZ41

65/
7/6

PY1,3 9/-
PY80 5/3

UF92
UF89

4/9
6/3

6F1 56 20E5 14/9 EBF83 7/9 EZ80 4/- PY81 5/9 UL41 7!-
6F13 4//9 25L6GT 5/9 EBF89 EZ81 4/6 PY82 4/9 UL44 15/-
6F14
6F15
6K7G

6/61/6

25U4GT 10/8
30L15 8/6
30PL1 8/-

EBL21
ECC40
ECC81

8/37/6

3/9

GZ32
KT32
KT61

8/6
5/-
7/6

PY83 5/9
PY88 7/9
R17 15/-

UL46
1.1-L84
UU7

8/6
6/3
6/6

6K7GT
6K8G 4/4/-3

30PLI3
30PLI4

9/-
12/3

ECC82
ECC83

4/9
7/-

KT63
KTW61

3/9
4/9

T13134 7/9
TH21C 9/6

UY21
UY41

7
4/9

6K8GT 7/9 35A5 14/. ECC84 6/3 TH233 5/9 UY85 5/-
6L6G
6LD20
6P25

5/9
5/3
6/6

35L6GT 7/9
35Z9GT 4/11
AZ31 6

ECC85
ECFSO
ECF82

6/36/3

6/3

MX40
N18
PC95

8/6
4/10

9/-

U22 4/9
U24
1125 18/6

VP4B
VP41
W76

12/6
4/9
3/8/6

61..28 9/6 B36 4/6/6 ECH35 6/- PC97 7/6 1.12ti 9/- W77 2
6Q7G 4/9 CCH35 12/3 ECH42 8/3 PCC84 5/6 U37 17/- W729 18/8
6Q7GT 7/9 CL33 9/8 ECH81 6/- PCC85 6/9 U47 8/6 X3 5/8
6R7GT 9/6 CY1 12/6 ECL80 6/3 PCC89 81 -U50 4/6 X1609 17/6

HEADERS RADIO Post 6d. per valve
extra.

Any Parcel Insured
Against Damage in

24 COLBERG PLACE, STAMFORD HILL Transit 6d. extra.
LONDON N.16 STA. 4587 Any C.O.D. Parcel 4/3

extra.

B.B.C.2 (625 LINE) TV AERIALS

44'
EXTERNAL. MAST
MOUNTING Alt RAYS

5 element, 36/-: 9 element. 45/-.
WALL MOUNTING with CRANKED
ARM. 5 element. 51/6: 9 element. 60/-
C11131SM' ARRAYS with LASHINGS,
etc. 5 element. 63/6: 9 element, 72/-.
LOFT ARRAYS. 3 element, 24/-.
7 element, 32/8. Also available for
Window Fixing, 2/6 extra. Co -ax. Plugs,
1/3. Low Loss Co -axial Cable. 1/6 yd.

BBC ITV F.M. AERIALS
11.11.0. (BAND 1). Tele-
sscipopl3ccoly.ft. 21/, External

I.T.V. (BAND 3). 3 Ele-
ment loft array, 25/-. 5
Element, 35/-. Wall
Mounting, 3 Element, 35/-.
5 Element, 45/-.
COMBINED B.B.C./I.T.V.
Loft 1 +3, 41/3: 1+5, 48/9.
Wall mounting 1 +3. 56/3:
1 +5, 63/9. Chimney 1+3,
63/9: 1 +5. 71/3.

F.M. (BAND 2). Loft S/D. 12/6. "H"'
30/-. 3 Element. 52/8. External units
available. Coax. cable 8d. yd. Coax.
plugs 1/3. Outlet Boxes 4/6. Diplexer
Crossover Boxes 12/6. C.W.O. or C.O.D.
P.P. 3/-. Send 6d. stamps for illustrated
lists.
K.V.A. ELECTRONICS (Dept. P.T.)
3e, Godstone Road, Kenley, Surrey,

CRO. 2527

Just Published!

RADIO,

TELEVISION AND

ELECTRICAL REPAIRS
With over 470 Illustrations

by R. C. Norris
Postage 2i -

THE RADIO AMATEUR'S HAND-
BOOK, 1964 ed., by A.R.R.L., 361..
Postage 216.
A BEGINNER'S GUIDE TO TELE-
VISION, Pub. Newnes, 616. Postage
6d.
COLOUR TELEVISION EXPLAI-
NED, by W. A. Holm, 111-. Postage I /-
H OW TELEVISION WORKS, by
W. A. Holm, 351-. Postage I1-.
TAPE RECORDING AND REPRO-
DUCTION, by A. A. McWilliams,
42/.. Postage I f-.
SHORT WAVE AMATEUR
RADIO, by 1. Schaap, Postage I1-.
UNDERSTANDING TELEVISION
by I. R. Davies, 3716. Postage 2f-.
DISC RECORDING AND REPRO-
DUCTION, by P. J. Guy. 42/..
Postage
COMPLETE CATALOGUE V -

THE MODERN BOOK CO.
BRITAIN'S LARGEST STOCKISTS

of British and American Tech nical Books
19-21 PRAED STREET

LONDON, W.2
Phone: PADdineten 4195

Open 6 days 9-6 p.m.
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valveholder and the upper coil. It is a 0.001/AF
capacitor and should be changed for a Hunts W99
component, fitted in exactly the same position.

PYE SPI7

Sometimes a normal picture is received when
this set is first switched on; sometimes a picture
which is stretched vertically appears. In the latter
case, the picture reduces to a normal size after
about two minutes.

After a further hour of operation the picture
begins to cramp at the bottom of the screen,
leaving a 11 in, gap. This fault gradually worsens
and is accompanied by decreasing width. At this
stage adjustments to the line hold control become
necessary to keep the picture stable.-C. W.
Hallett (Croydon, Surrey).

We advise you to check the PCL82 and PCF80
valves at the back of the receiver, both of which
appear to be slow heating.

G.E.C. BT2253

The horizontal hold on this receiver is very
critical. Constant adjustment to the hold control
is necessary to keep the picture steady.-A.
Mullan (Mallusk, Co. Antrim).

Replace the Z329 (EF80) next to the N308
half -way up the right-hand side. If this is not
effective, check the 330kf2 resistor to pin 2 and the
3.9pF capacitor to pin 8.

BUSH TV83
Could you indicate the cause of persistent line

hold slipping on this receiver? Sometimes this
occurs only a few minutes after the set has been
switched on; more often it begins after two or
three hours' operation.

The hold can be restored by adjustment of the
control, but of late this has become extremely
critical.-P. T. Griffith (Pontllanfraith, Blackwood,
Monmouthshire).

You should replace the upper right side ECC82
valve. If necessary, check the discriminator diodes
associated with the centre sync transformer.

DECCA 333
I wish to replace the metal rectifier in this set

with a silicon diode. Could you inform me of a
suitable type and any circuit alterations that will
be necessary?-R. C. Neale (Garlings, Margate,
Kent).

A suitable component for this application is a
Radiospares type REC51A, which should be
obtained from a dealer. This supplies 500mA at
250V but must be fed from the a.c. supply
through a 2011 surge limiting resistor of 5 or lOW
rating.

ULTRA 9/15
Permanently on the picture of this set is a hori-

zontal white line, approximately fin. in depth.
This line oscillates up and down by about 1/8in.

This fault is slightly different from one which
occurred some time ago, and which I cured by
replacing the 20P3 frame output valve.

In attempts to cure this present fault, I have
replaced two 20L1's (V8 and V19) and a 20P3
(V20). I have checked the voltages, which appear
to be normal. Capacitors C91, C90, C85, C92 and
C98 have been checked o.k.-J. Print (Watford,
Hertfordshire).

This symptom is definitely one of frame timebase
trouble. If the line occurs at the bottom of the
picture, it indicates that the frame amplifier is
unable to produce the full power necessary for
maximum scan amplitude. This is often caused by
a low emission frame output valve, bias trouble
on the valve, !ow heater volts, low h.t. volts, short-
ing turns in the frame output transformer or
trouble in the bias capacitor of the valve. All these
points should be investigated.

PHILIPS 1754..

To obtain the correct lock, very critical adjust-
ment of the frame hold is necessary, with the
control set at a point approximately mid -way in its
travel.

There is also a sound -on -vision fault which
causes the picture to jump frequently.

Valves in the frame timebase are all in good
order.-M. Leach (Headington, Oxford).

We would advise you to check the 220k12 anode
resistor of the sync separator and the high value
resistors associated with the frame sync clipper.
Check the video amplifier electrolytics if necessary.

With regard to the sound -on -vision fault, if this
is not due to misalignment, check the h.t. line
electrolytic capacitors and that decoupling th:
sound output stage,

ULTRA V7I2
This set has recently developed the fault of

frame slipping. particularly just after switching on
from cold. After a period of operation the fault
occurs intermittently. Also the frame height has
reduced, with the top and bottom of the picture
distorted. The frame height control P4 will not
correct the latter fault.

I have fitted a new 6K25 frame generator valve
(V8) and a new III -46 frame amplifier valve (V9).
I have also renewed the 0.5/4 capacitor, C29.
None of these changes have effected any improve-
ment.-J. M. Goodall (High Barnet, Hertford-
shire).

With reference to the frame slip fault, check V4
(6L19) and its associated components. Regarding
the latter fault, you should check C30 for leakag-
and C31 for capacity. Also check R35 if necessa-

H.M.V. 1869

From time to time, a black, horizontal line
appears at the bottom of the screen. This is never
permanent, the line jumping up by about an inch
for periods of a few seconds to a few minutes.

I have a duplicate set of valves for this set, so I
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can eliminate the possibility of a valve fault.-H.
Alder (London, N.W.2).

If the top centre PCL83 is not responsible for
the erratic jumping, check the 50pF bias electro-
lytic capacitor associated with. pin 7 and the
wiring of the valve base.

PHILIPS 1768U

Normally this set is reasonably free from hum.
However when tuned to the BBC channel and a
white caption is superimposed on the picture, a
very loud hum develops which completely
obliterates all other sound.-D. E. Williams
(London, S.W.6).

We advise you to replace the 10µF electrolytic
capacitor which decouples pin 8 of the PCL83
sound output valve, if the trouble has only just
started. Also ensure that the aerial input is

properly attentuated to avoid overloading, that
the BBC coil core is properly aligned and that the
PCC84 and centre ECL80 valves are in order.

SOBELL T347

I have recently replaced the tube in this set
and would like to know if the focus magnet has
to be connected anywhere. Since the replacement,
the picture is shifted upwards leaving a black band
at the bottom of the screen and cutting off the
top of the picture even with the height control
fully clockwise.-S. H. Brown (Braintree, Essex).

The -T347 uses an AW36-20 or an AW36-21
which are both electrostatically focused tubes.
The method of shifting the picture is to adjust
the clamp magnet immediately behind the
scanning coils, rotating the clamp and the insert
magnet by means of the knob which determines
the degree of shift.

TEST CASE -18
Each month we provide an interesting case of television servicing

to exercise your ingenuity. Theseare not trick questions, but are based
on actual practical faults.

" The receiver would give a normally good
to picture at most times  but during certain

periods, mainly on the BBC channel, two short,
horizontal, bright lines would appear towards the
top left-hand side of the picture. These were not
present at all times and rarely seen on the ITV
channel.

It was also discovered that the lines could some-
times be eliminated by very careful adjustment to
the frame hold control, and that they appeared as
shown in Fig. 1 when the height was reduced. It
was then seen that, in addition to the two lines at
the left of the picture, there were also a pair of
lines at the right of the picture and also two dots
between the two sets of lines.

What was the cause of this symptom and what
steps could be taken to eliminate it?

See next month's PRACTICAL TELEVISION for the
solution to this Test Case and for another problem.

SOLUTION TO TEST CASE 17
(Page 328, last month)

Since the sound and vision breakthrough occurred
only when the volume control was advanced, the
trouble was caused by the audio signal getting into
the vision circuits and the vision signal getting
back into the audio circuits.

Misalignment can also cause similar effects, but
here they would remain even when the volume con-
trol is turned right off. Thus, the alignment can be

Screen

.Lines Dots Lines

Fig. I-The fault symptom ,of this month's Test Case.

absolved from blame when operation of the volume
control distinctly affects the symptoms.

In the case in question, the trouble was eventu-
ally pin -pointed to internal coupling within the
case of a dual electrolytic assembly, one section
being used to decouple the vision circuits and the
other section the sound circuits. Replacement of
just one capacitor section solved the problem, but
to be on the safe side the complete dual capacitor
was replaced.

r
QUERIES COUPON

This coupon is available until May 22nd, 1964, and must
accompany all Queries sent in accordance with the notice
on page 376.

PRACTICAL TELEVISION, MAY, 1964

Published on the 22nd of each month by GEORGE NEWNES, LIMITED, Tower House, Southampton Street. London, W.C.2, and printed
in England by WATMOUGHS LIMITED. Idle, Bradford; andlLondon. Sole Agents for Australia and New Zealand: GORDON & GOTCH
(Atria), LTD. South Africa and Rhodesia: CENTRAL NEWS AGENCY. LTD. East Africa: EAST AFRICAN STANDARD LTD. Subscrip-

tion rate including postage for one year: To any part of the World 21.9.0.
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LAWSON BRITAIN'S CATHODE RAY
TUBE SPECIALISTS

LAWSON TUBE WITH NEW SILVER
ACTIVATED SCREEN AND

100- "MICRO FINE. ALUMINISED

75

LIGHT
OUTPUT

50

15

SIMILAR TUBE REBUILT
OR RECUNNED BUT NOT
RESCREENED

BRILLIANCE CONTROL

O.D. or C.W.O.
12' .. £4.10.0
14' . . £5. 5.0
15%17' £5.15.0
19'-21" £7.10.0

Carr. and Ins. 7/6.
Refundable10/. it old tube
returned.

It MONTHS' FULL RE-
PLACEMENI GUAR-
ANTEE AND Errrn.6
INSTRUCTIoNs NCIu
kNERY TL BE.

OUR PRODUCTS
LAWSON TUBES are the Products
of the Commonwealth's largest cathode
ray tube manufacturers. All tubes
are designed to give very much
improved performance in all TVs
(especially older sets). Their new high
resolution electron guns by Mu/lard, Mazda, GEC, Cossor, etc.
(suitable for 625 or 405) give crisp, needle sharp definition
and focus. Brilliant new silver activated screens ensure much
improved brightness and contrast. Exclusive "Micro Fine" con-
troaed thickness aluminising give., 50 % more light output. Silicon
vacuum pumping plus depth formed cathodes ensure very long life.

Each tube is 100% BRAND NEW (glass excepted, and
guaranteed an exact replacement for the original

OUR SERVICE
THE LAWSON CRT organisation is specia.sy designed to
give a world wide CRT service, from the largest stocks of all
types of CRTs in Britain. We can supply the EXACT tube you
require by return, .t matters not if you live at No. 10, the Outer
Hebrides or jar away New Zealand, or if you want 1 tube or
1,000 our long experience, vast stocks and special CRT containers
ensure rapid and safe delivery anywhere

LAWSON TUBES 2 PEACHFIELD CLOSE, MALVERN, WORCS. Malvern 2100

BENTLEY ACOUSTIC CORPORATION LTD.
THE NEW VALVE SPECIALISTS

EXPRESS SERVICEIn, 38 CHALCOT RD. LONDON,
(output 250v. at 1 amp.N.W. I MULLARD SY100 MIDGET SILICON RECTIFIE1

c.0 D. ORDERS RECEIVED BY 3.30 P.M. . EITHER
All goods Primrose t o larger than a shirt buttonnY LETTER. PLONE OR WIRE, DESPATCHED Nearest cube

Chalk Farm advertised are 9090 7/6 eachSAME AFTERNOON
in stock

0A2 4/6 6200 6/:
09.2 6/- 62W7 61-
(5'/.406 4/3 /3'9 10/9
1.'5 0/3 40.060 18/-
110 6/t Ho W.
1E5 4/- 401% 4 24/.

410 9/2
114 2/3 /IFI fin
2021 5/6 6013 0/9
344 3/9 61,23 6/8
36.5 6/9 61'25 1419
396GT 71- 1117G 4/6
364 4/8 2K70 1/3
3V4 5/3 4K80 11/6
311401 NC 61125 86/-
3040 4/6 /11.1 10/-
3V4c 7/, 61.60 0/6
5Y3GT 4/8 61701 411
533 7/. 6L18 10/-
3340 7/- 61.1120 5/1
6.67 8/9 61.28 11/6
gag am 697E 4/6
6AC7 3/- 6870 6/9
6AG7 9/9 611401 8/6
4AQ5 5/9 6V6G 3/9
4AT6 319 034 3/9
nAuti 818 435 4/6
6AV6 5/6111301.2 8/3
411A6 4/6 7136 12/6
611E6 4/8 7B7 7i-ou16ort 13/6 705 1/8
62116 5/8 706 6/9
62.16 5/8 7117 6/9g2y74 7/6 787 18/6
g11117 8/6 787 14/6

13/- 71'4 5/-

82Wo
910
1001
1202
10E1
101.1111
100 Is
10014
12At14
12AD6
12*(6
112A117
12A116
12ATI1
12/106
12A
122.46
122E6
122/17
1283
1.2AQ5
19111
20131
2002
201.1
2001
2003
2004
2005
257AG
25120
278U
30015
30018
3075
30F1.1

916 30E1.12 11/-
17/6 301.15 9/3

9/3 .10P4 12/3
12/3 30012 7/C
1.0/- 301'19 12/3
9/6 34101.1 6/1..
sal 31101.13 9/4,

11/6 6/P1.14 12/6
6/9 33IZ 8/3
9/6 351.6G1' 6/9
8/- 35W4 419
6/- 3333 16/4
1/- 333401 4/6
4/6 337401 5/9
5/9 301.1 0/6
6/8 49t5 6/6
5/9 .01.6C r
4/9 33(0 14/6
6/9  2 6/6

10/- 416.2 6/6
7/1 90A1/ 67/8
6/- 90AV 67/6

10!- 9001 161-
11/6 900E 42/-
18/6 1400V 42/-
12/6 15022 16/e
12/- 1052184/11
18/6 806A 12/6
12/3 5763 7/0
6/6 7475 2/9
7/9 Al:OPEN 4/9

210 A331 6/8
9/. A7A1 6/8

10/6 836 4/9
5/9 CI.33 11/6
918 ('131 5/9

 rrulf or humuesa:-Caah with order or C.O.D. only.
Postage dd. per Item. Orders over 43 post free.

3/6 extra. Any parcel Insured against
damage in transit for only 6d. extra. All orders
d -*patched on day of receipt. Callers welcome
Hop. -Eli. 8.30.5.30. gets.. 8.30.1 p.m.

0.6E96 6/9 ELY.214 5/9 E1.34 8/6
1/1.141 12/8 13085 E1.36 9/9
111'60 6111088 101- E1.41 1/6

"96 518 l',.'it.:(0.91.19 113/1; PE:11:44 87/1(0(00 6/. E1.83 bit
21:8m4

(1.847., 4/1
7/1

101321 9/9 ..do. -/3
13.1133 6/3 ELIO 2/b
E01142 E1.65 5/6
6101181 5/9 EL3IIO 27/-
E01183 6/1.. F.L820 16/4
E01:1144 916 E1.8e2 1811

EtCCio8122.

1/ E144/-- ("" 20 16
E01.93 9/2 (111114

E0I.86 8/1 EM 71

13EFF3'76

(Hsu
A Etd81

EF311
F3185
E5184

EF40
EF41 EM87 16/2
F.I42 EY51 5/6

ig7003 ::;r831 ;//113
(FOIL 6/b gys, 6/6
616'85 4/6 EV86 5/1.
EF86 6/- (188 8/9
E089 £340 5/3
13191 8/- EZ41 6/-
2E92 2/6 EZ80 11/-
E103 4/9 EZ81 4/-
13E97 11/8 0233 17/6
EF98 10/- 0334 10/-
110183 1/9 GZ37 14/6
EF154 7/9 HAB080 9/8
EF404 20/6 316309 25/-
E (32 5/9 111'112 8/3
£1.37 6/9 111112A 8/9

Di- 9, 10/-
1)14101 261-
01110071b/11
0E92 6/6
L:90 6/8
1)1.08 19/-
01.72 16/-
0L90 6/9
DM70 3/.
D1871 9/9
D1S6 7/6

241-
(850EBUF 241-
(880Y' 10/-
E1801, 19/6
EA30 1/1.
EA 6080 616
1/AF42 7/6
2B34 1/-
21141 4/9
E1391 2/3
60033 8/6
£0041 6/6
£0081 5/9
108080 5/6
EBF83 7/8
EBF89 8/b
£01.21 8/-
£070 4/9
£081 27/6
0709'2 6/6
£034 21/7
13.040 7/-
10 081 8/6
£0082 4/6

r83 4/8

3/2
bit

8/9
8/i
3/1
5'-

17/1
1.116
18/6
6/3
71-

6/9
8/6

(1330 4/-
5136 29/1
8141 7/6
ET44 5/-
KT/11 8/6
(TO 3/0
KTI0i 12/1
(Ts" 28i -
(TWOS 4/6
h T will: 8/6
KTIV49 511
81111.D612/6
sili7'4 17/6
s". 12,14 4/6
.0340 8/E
1...7 23/3
7,76 JP -
1. 100 26/2
P2 101.
PABC80 6/9
P086 10/3
P088 14/7
PC95 11/8
PC97 1/9
PC084 6/6

PLX.1161 6/9
PCCbS 10/6
Pt,V89 7,6
000159 10/6
P01080 5/6
PC8112 6/8
PC1084 8/6
PCF88 7/9
P0'F806 17/6
P0L82 6/6
PCL83 7/9
P01.84 7/-
PC1,80 7/6
1101:46 8/1
1101.88 12/6

We require or prompt bash settlement all types of
valves, loose or boxed, but MUST be new. Offers

made b return.

1'133

01.38
('1.01
PILS2
PLs3
01.s4
01,500
Pais4

0 N. 4
1'1 31
01(32
1'1'33
PY60
0161
P142
1'1W
P188

1,00
1'4801

0E343 1/. 1:10 91- 001,02 7/9 0A73
PEN 45131, 112/14 7/8 001.83 8/6 0A79

15/. UF41 69/ 0481
114.2 7/6 0018
0E60 6/8 0022
1 (47 6/8 0020
1(30 9/.00'28
l'Es9 N.. 0049

12/..1,16
0E540 4/3 U19
1'E10301. 022

11/3 C74
025

8f-

111t1?

1118

1019

8041
6081
81125
T41
111233
TVatir

42/6
6/9

12/8
8/0
7/6

31 6/9
1:31 19/6
035 16/6
1 37 29/-
1 4.8 16/6
170 4/6
1.191 9/6

6/- 251 9i-
(1/- 0282 1213
8/6 C 301 11/3
8/9 0494 6/-
5/- 1.-301 16/8

4/9
69
718
6/6
7/-

261/6

9/6
6/6

2/-
27/

9/.2
6/9

11/8

16/-
619
9/8
5/3
11/1.

16/9
6/8

04020 6/6
UABC80
UaF42 7/-
U241 10/6
02041 8/3

8081 613
1:B1,80 6/9
U86'39 6/9
1111L21 9/9
111.192 6/3
170004 8/9
11085 6/8
15CF60 8/9
00221 8/3
U0/342 7/-
1'01181 6/6

3/.
3/.

23,.
kb,
12/1
25/,

01,41 6/9 OCAS 18/.
11.44 28/801:36 21h
UL48 8/6 0041 8/-
01.84 6/- 0044 8/
U 814 15/2 0043 9/-
05134 16/10 0015 22/,
UM80 8/3 0066 26;-
11.6 9/- 0070 111,
008 11/100:1 11/.
CY IN 10/801.72 8 /.
I:191 8/- 0073 16i -
U Y41 4/6 0074 8/-
U Y63 fa/- 01175 8/.
VP4 1416 0076 8/0
1E106 5/6 0077 12/.
V11150 4/9 0078 8/-
W107 10/6 0081
0.729 17/4 0081D 41-
X41 15/- 0089 18/-
1. 66 7/8 0083 6/-
178 20/6 0084 8/-
179 27/- 00170 8/0162 5/. 00171 9,-
2:66 7/8 OC1'71 17/6
Transistors 81A1100 719
and diode. MATIOI 8/1
AF'117 6/6 MAT120 712
0A7o 3/. 14AT121 81

.40 "owls are new find quality Wanda only 1f..1
subleet to u akera' full guarantee. We do not 6=011
manniactureri seconds or rejects, Willa are oP n
described as ''riew and tested" but .blob have I

limited and unreliable life. Complete catalogue
over 1000 valves actually in stock. with resistors.
condensers, transformers, microphones, speakers
metal rectifiers with terms of business, 61. cat 5,,
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THEVISION TUBE SHOP
We have the following

Unused, Guaranteed Tubes
in Stock now

AW36-20, 21 £5. 2.6
AW36-80 E5. 7.6
AW43-80, 88 L6. 7.6
AW43-89 £6.12.6
AW47-90, 91 £7.10.0
AW53-80 E7.12.6
AW53-88 E7.17.6
CI4BM, FM £5. 5.0
CI7BM, FM, HM £6. 7.6
CI7LM, PM, SM E6.12.6
C2I HM, SM, TM L7.17.6
CME 1402 LS. 7.6
CMEI702, 1703 E6.12.6
CME 1705 £7. 7.0
CME2IOI E8. 7.6
CRM93 E4. 2.6
CRMI24 14.12.6
CRMI4I,2,3,4 ES. 7.6
CRMI52, 153 E5.17.6
CRMI71,2,3 £6. 7.6
CRM211,212 £7.17.6
MW6-2 L6.17.6
MW22-16 14. 2.6
MW3I-16, 74 £4. 2.6
MW36-24, 44 ES. 2.6
MW4 I -1 L6.12.6
MW43-64, 69 16. 7.6
MW43-80 E6. 7.6
MW53-20 17.12.6
MW53-80 £7.12.6
T90IA £6.12.6
I4KP4A, 14IK ES. 2.6
17IK, I72K, I73K E6. 7.6
690IA E6.12.6
7201A, 7203A LS. 2.6
7204A £5. 5.0
7401A E6. 7.6
7405A E6.12.6

All tubes tested before despatch
and guaranteed for 12 months.

CARRIAGE 7,6, via B.R.S. or
12,6 via passenger train.

TERMS E2 down (plus carriage)
balance LI per month.
Midland Stockists: -

Amateur Electronics Co.
240 Lichfield Road, Aston,
Birmingham.

Shop Soiled Tubes (unused)
(Subject to Availability)

I4in. CRM141, 2 67f6. Others 57f6
I7in. CRMI71, MW43-69, 43-64,
75f- Plus Carriage. Guaranteed

for 12 months.

TELEVISION TUBE SHOP
48 BATTERSEA BRIDGE ROAD
LONDON, S.W.I I. BAT 6859
South of the Bridge. Open Sats.

until 4 p.m.

It VEIN: 4/- per line or part
thereof. average live words 10 line,
minimum Mil,. Box No. 1/- extra.

erl i,0111011i must be prepaid
and addressed to Advertisement
Manager 'Fraetical Television".
Tower House, Southampton St.,
London. W.C.2.

SETS & COMPONENTS
" HEATHK ITS " can now be seen in
London and purchased on H.P. Free
Brochure. DIRECT TV REPLACE-
MENTS LTD., 120 Hamilton Road.
West Norwood, SE27, GIPsy Hill 6166.

TUBES! Rescreened, realuminised!
70° 90° 110° 14.15.0, carriage 1216. Also
BRAND NEW 15.15.61 All famous makes.
Years g'tee, lust regunned tubes NOT sold!
NEW BOXED VALVES! 12 months'
guarantee.
BYI00, EY5I, EY86, ECL80, PY800 .. 71-
EF86, EFI83-4, PCC84, PCF80, DK96 716

PL8I, U.25, PY32, 0.I91, PCL82, 30CI...
FREE lists-valves/tubes/transformers.

Return of post service.

P. BEARMAN, 43 Leicester Road,
New Barnet, Herts. BAR 1934 (Any time)

EXCEPTIONAL VALUE: Picture
tubes, brand new, Mazda 191n., CME
1901, Mullard 19in., AW47-90/91.
£41101.; Mullard 19in., AW59/90,
£6/10/-; carriage (Insured) paid. 12
months' guarantee. Note: All brand
new. We also supply most other sizes
completely regunned at £4117/13,
guaranteed 12 months. TOMLINS. 156
Lewisham Way, New Cross, SE14. TID
3657.

THE PRACTICAL TELEVISION
625 UHF AERIAL

Page 264, March issue, 1964

ALL the bits and pieces available,
precision produced. If you know one
end of a screwdriver from the other
you can produce a professional aerial
at low cost. Send us a S.A.E. for list,

AERIAL SUPPLY
165 BEOLEY ROAD, REDDITCH

Worcestershire.

DIRECT TV REPLACEMENTS LTD..
largest stockists of TV components in
the U.K. Line Output transformers.
Frame Output transformers, Deflector
Coils for most makes. Official sole
suppliers for many set makers. Same
Day Despatch Service Terms. C.O.D.
or C.W.O. Send S.A.E. for quotes.
Day and night telephone: GIPsy Hill
6166, 126 Hamilton Road, West
Norwood, SE27.

TUBES AERIALSVALVES
U.H.F. aerials. Bands I, II & III aerials.
U.H.F. transistorised boosters, I.T.V.
boosters, Regunned T.V. tubes, Valves. etc.
New and second-hand T.V. sets. Transistor
Radios and all types of Electrical Appli-
ances. Quotations without obligation.
Co -axial cable, fluorescent light fittings,
all at special prices to the trade and Home
Engineers. S.A.E. for

G. A. STRANGE
BROADFIELD, NORTH WRAXHALL.
nr. Chippenham, Wilts. Tel. Marshfield 296

TELEVISION TECHNICIANS

LINE OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS

SCAN (ORS, Elf.

LABORATORY TESTED

ALBA: T301, T304. T394, T484, T494, etc... WS
BUSH: TVI1A, 11B, 12A 12B. TVO12A,

129, TRONA. 12B 44/--
TV026, TV32, TV33, TV034, TVO34A,
TN, TV36, TV036, TV36C, TVG36C,
TV43 88/6
TV53, TV56, TV57, TV58, TV62, TV63,
TV66, TV67, etc... 94/-
TV80 with EY51 . 109/-

COSSOR: 930 and 1931, 933-4..5, 937, 938A,
and F, 939 and A and F .. 61/6
943T. 940-946, 949, 945B 5816
954E, 947, 949 .. 68/6

DECCA: D17 and C 88/6
DM2C, D913, DM4/C 74/ -

D515, DMI4, DM17, 444, 555 74/ -
DEFIANT: TR1453, TR1753 .. 58/6
DYNATRON:
EKCO: T893, TC8102, T8105, T8115.

TRC124, TC138, T8I88, T8193 54/-
TRC139. TC140, T141. TV142 .. 78/6
T161. Tc162, T164, T165, etc. 78/6
TC208, TV209, 1251. 1221, T231F.
'248, T283, T284, T293. etc. .. 58/6

FERGUSON: 103T 105T, 113T, 135T, 1451 65/6
9411.9531 Inclusive 58/6
99I1 -997T inclusive .. 68/6
3o61108T

FERRANTI: 14T3, 14T3F, 13YA .. 47/6
17K3 and F, 1713 and F . 17/6
17K4 and F, 178K4 and F 47/6
17T4 and I, .. 47/8
1415, 178K5, 17E5 . 47/6

0.E.C.: BT1251, BT1252, B11.746, BT1748.,
914643, BT5147, BT5246-48 88/6
BT4743 .. 48/6
BT5348-BT5.643Rinclusive .. 48/8

and 88/8
ILLY.: 1824 and 1 to 1831 inclusive 88/6

1840, 1841. 1842-1848 . 66/6
All models available.

INVICTA: T118, 1119, T120 54/ -
All other models available.

H.B.. LFT50, LVT50, LFT60, MV60 108/6
All models available.

MARCONI: All models available.
MASTERADIO: Most models In stock.
McMICHAEL: Most models In stook.
MURPHY: V200. V202C 56'-

V240, V250 94/6
PETO SCOTT, HMCO: Most models in stock.
PAM: 908, 909, 952, 953, 958 54/ -
PHILIPS: 1768U, 21681.1 104/-

1100V, 1200V 74/-
122012, 1236V, 1238V 74/-
114UF, 114UM, 115U 74/-
143712, 1446U .. 74/ -
Most models In stock: -

PILOT: Most models in stock.
PYE: CTM4, FV4C. FV4C01.,

V4 VT4, V7, VT7
LV30, EV1, FV1C
C8I7F, CTM17F, CW17 ..
CWI7C, CW17CF, CW17F, etc.
Most models In stock.

RAYMOND: Most models In stock.
REGENTONE: All models available.
MIX.: 6017T, 7017,1254, etc.

Most models in stock.
SOBELL: T817, 1346

Most models in stock.
STELLA: 8T5721U

8T8617U, 8T8621U
8T8917U .

8T6414U, 8T6417U
81831413

ULTRA: 86 series, 185 aeries. with U25, etc.,
complete .. .. 78/6
Most models In stock.

VIDOR: CN4217-CN4231 Inclusive 64/ -
Post and Parking 3/6. C.W.O. Only

Also: Used O.P. Too.. Scan Coils, etc.
ALL GUARANTEED 90 DAYS

1.411 enquiries

54/-
54/-
68/6
68/6
68/6

58/6

64/-

104/-

.. 104/-

.. 104/-
,4/-

WYNDSOR TELEVISION

TECHNICAL DIVISION

ST. ALBANS RD., BARNET, HERTS.
BAR 1769
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SALVAGED VALVES TESTED ON

A MULLARD HIGH SPEED VALVE

TESTER

',P
D36
B329
DI
D63
1)77
DAN91
11114
1)041
DDL4
DF91
D/177
DK91
EA50
ER34
E1141
ESC))
ESC41
ECC33
11(3;34
ECC81
ECCte2
ECL80
EF50
EF80
ENE
KT3SC

KT2,41
1.63
N308
N329
N339
N369
N379
P41
P.11
PCC84
PCPS°
PC1.82
PCIAS
PEN45
PEN46
P L33
P1.81
PL82
PLO)
PL84
PY31
PY81
PZ30
SP41
SP42
SP61
US'
11351
U329
UP42
VP4
W77
283
266
277
2101
2719
4TPB
((AL)
6A516
1U3W7
fiB X6
6C6
6116
61,12
6E13
6J5
6J7
61625
6P28
8D3
t, D6
10E1
101.13
10P14
12E117
201,2
2019.
201.3
201.5
2516
30C1
:I0C15
:SOLI
30PLI
30PLIS
52
42
13

2/8
2/6
4/-
2/8
216
2/6
4/-
2I8
2/8
8/6
4/-
9/-
9/-
1/3
1/3
1/3
2/8
4/..
2/6
2/6
41-
4/-
4/-
1/3
2/8
1/3
1/3

2/62/6

2/6
4/-
4/-
4/-
4/-
4/-
2/6

5/-
2/6

6/-
4/-
5/-
2/6
2/6

5/-
4/-
4/-
4/-
4/-
9-
2//6
1/3
2/6
1/3
4/-
4/-
4/-
2/6
9/-
2/6
2/6
26
1/3
1/3
2/6
2/6
2/6
1/3
4/-
2/6
9/-
4/-
1/3
1/3
2/6
2/6
2/6
2/8
1/3
2/6
9/-
4/-
2/6
4/-
4/-
2/6
4/-

2/4/-6
5/-
5/-
5/-
9/-
41-
2/6
2/8
2/6
4i -

EXAMPLES
I I,L CATALOGI E 94.

VALVE HOLDERS

American Octal 5/- dos.
Nova] ......94. each

RESISTORS
Card of IW Resistors, 72 values

covering complete 10% range.
24/- per card,

Full range of separate Realstors.
Condensers, etc.

VARIABLE CONDENSERS
3.50pf concentric trimmers 3/- do/

GEC CRT'S (SALVAGED)
SPECIAL OFFER

125. O.E.C. 7102 .. 10/- ea.
Personal Callers Only

55 MIen, 16 51/ca, 10 Dies INCRE-
MENTAL OR TURRET TUNERS
LESS VALVES. EX -RECEIVERS

12/6.
We can often supply for the
actual net you want the tuner to
It. But cannot guarantee what
channels are fitted.

TRANSFORMERS
CRT Roost Transformers,
2V, 4V, IV, 10V. 13V.
State which required 12/8 ea.
Heavy Duty Output Trion -
formers. 6 ratios from IS 1

to 411: 25/- ea.
Miniature Output Trans... 3/9 ea.
standard Output Trans.
iorruera, Multi -match .. 10/- ca.
Transistor Driver: 1.1 CT 10/- ea.

3.6-1 CT 12/6 ea.
Transistor Output: 6.6-1 CT 10/ -ea.

9.24 CT 10/- ea.
Microphone Transformers,
ratio 65 1 35/. ee.

1.1. TRANSFORMERS
Standard 465 kelki 12/6 per pair
Midget 465 Sc), 16/- per pair

AUTO TRANSFORMERS
250W
100W
'(OW

67/6 ea.
.. 27/6 ea.

20/- ea.

TRANSISTORISED FAULT
FINDER

Enables faults to be located
quickly. Consists of a two.
transistor. multi -vibrator in a hoz-
Complete with battery. 32/6

CRYSTALS
GENUINE MULLARD. Booed.

0A5 6/- 0A81 3/-
0/170 S/- OAS5 3/-
()A79 3/- 0,191 8/6

TRANSISTORS

OCtl(W 48/- 0072
0119 48/- 0075

0c76
114 14 11/- 0(75
04'45 10/- tit sit
0070 6/6 (14.232
0(771 6/6 012170

8/-
8/-
8/.
8/-

18/-
17/6

TERMS: C.W.O. or C.O.D.
Orders under tr. P. & P. VS.
Open till 11 p.m. most days.

3d. stamp for list or 9d. for full catalogue
Dept. PTA

Arion Television
Maxted Road, S.E.15 NEW X 7152

SETS & COMPONENTS
( continued)

EKCO-FERRANTI L.O.T's
U25 TYPE. (SHROUD)

Sample 14'-. 3 For 30',
6 For E3.17.6.

Why not try our Sample Parcel
I-L.o.p. Shroud Value 14'-
3 -Pre-set Controls 9'9
I-Med. Vol. Control 3'6
3-.01 Condensers 2'3
-Trans. Ear Piece 44 -

Total E1.13,6

ALL YOURS FOR 21f -
TERMS C.W.O. - C.O.D. EXTRA.

Send for our Full Spares List.

Diamond (Mail Order) Products
(Dept. P.T.) BMC DIA,

LONDON, W.C.I.

EKCO-FERRANTI L.O.T.s
U25 Type

PERSPEX HOUSINGS to suit above
I6/- each. Post Free.

Quantity Prices: 6 at E4; 12 at E7 Ss.

BOYLAN ELECTRONICS
Church St., Warrenpoint, N. Ireland

TV SPARES
Fully Guaranteed Makers Parts.
Telephone orders sent same day.

Line Output Transformers
a -Maker's Correct Parts;

b -Cheaper Replacement Part
Ekco T221, 23 I, 311, 284, TC208, T310, T331
1327, TU209, T248, TC267 and Ferranti
T1001-5, b-52'6; a -62f6. I4T3-6, 38/6.
Murphy V240,250, 62'6; V270,280, 79'6.
Pye V4/7, UT4,7 and Pam 906-53, 52'6.
H.M.V. 1840-9, 2805-5902, only 62'6. Bush
TV53 , b-69'6; a-79'6; TV24C, TV80 etc.,
b-7916; a-89'6. Philips 1768U 92'6;
1114-5, 1437-46, 89'6.
Masteradio T917, TE7T, T409-12 etc., 75t,
Alba T301, 304, 394. 484, 494, 49'6.
Cossor 930-8, 5816; Ferg. 992-8, 62'6;
Baird P2014 7, 21147, 59'6.
L.O.P.T.s. FOR ANY MAKE and Model
supplied. USED trans., often available,
ask for quote. SCAN COILS.
Ekco T221, T231, etc. Pye VT4-7, both 50'-.
Used I4in. ex -Rental 13 Ch. sets: Pye
Ferg. Sobel!, 101- each. MIN Lots of 20.
Lots of 6 for ES. (Callers only.)
110 Con. Kit, 125'-; 625 LOP 90/,
Please state clearly whether Maker's correct
part (a) or cheaper replacement part (b)
required. Ekco-Ferranti plastic housing
available. IS'- each.
Free Insurance and Quantity discounts
Callers Welcome. Open all day Saturdays
Terms: C.W.O. or C.O.D. Post & Pack 4 -

TELEVISION CONSUMER
SERVICES LIMITED

Post Orders to 
8 CRAY PARADE, MAIN ROAD

ST. PAUL'S CRAY, KENT.
Tel.: Orpington 30566.

Callers to -
112 CAMBERWELL ROAD, S.E.S.
After business hours, Phone: RODney 7917

(Autophone)

SETS & COMPONENTS
( continued)

R. & R. RADIO & TV SERVICE
II NI N.It hl -.I STREET, HACUP, LANTs.

Telephone 465

SPEAKERS. Ex T.V. in good working
order, all styes, 3 ohm, 6 x 41n., 7 x 41n.. din.
round, Bin. round. 7/6 each. P.P. 2/3.
Sound Output transformers, 3/6, P.P. 1/-.
.1111.11.11 rimers. most makes available, 8/,
post 2/-.
Fireball Inners, 18/8. Post 2/-.
As available, query first, 13 channel tuners
complete with sound and vision strip,
on one chassis size, 611n. wide, 3fin. high,
141n. front to rear, 38Mc/s LF., less valves,
otherwise working, 30/, post 3/-.

SALVAGE VALVES
All Tested before dispatch

EF80 1/6 PCF80 4/. 5/-
ECL80 3/- PC084 41- lop' 2/6
ECC82
ECC83
EF91

3/-
3/-
2/6

PL131
PY81
30P4

5/-
3/6
7

6F14
6F15
10P13

5/-

5/8
30F5 7/6 20P4 6/620L110P14 5/ -

Many more types available, s.a.e.
Most types of transformers available at
bargain prices, state set model number
with enquiries.

Terms C.W.O.
Single valves 6d. post, 6 or more post free.
ALL GOODS SOLD SUBJECT TO SATIS-

FACTION OR MONEY REFUNDED.

FOR SALE
VALVE CARTONS at keen prices.
Send 1/- for 59.111p'e and list. J. & A.
BOXMAKERS, 75a Godwin Street,
Bradford 1.

EXCEPTIONAL TRANSISTOR Port-
able Tape Recorders, value £5/19/6,
complete with crystal microphone.
earphone. spools, tape, batteries.
instructions, presentation box (extra
tapes, 100ft. 4/8), ideal gift, £5/19/6.
Satisfaction guaranteed. Postage
packing 2/6. TOMLINS, 158 Lewis-
ham Way, New Cross. SE14. '

1,000 TELEVISIONS, all snakes, from
£3 working, 10/- not. Callers only
9- till 6, including Sets, 39 White-
horse Lane, Stepney, London.

TELEVISIONS: Large quantity 01
trade-in televisions available for sale
Mostly working, Sizes up to 19in
From £2 each. Call. write or phone
SULTAN RADIO, 29, Church Road.
Tunbridge Wells. Kent. Phone 90523.

VALVES, COMPONENTS, RI155, Sig-
nal Generators, Tapedecks, Books
S.A.E. TATHAM. 13 Oxford Road
Harrow. Middlesex.

METAL RECTIFIERS
RECTIFIERS -CONTACT COOLED
14RA1282 (FC101) type '250 v., 250 mA; 13/6
121110283 type 250 v., 300 scA 17/6;
350 mA 19/6; F.ri, 13/-: 14'116, 7/6.

RECTIFIERS -FIN TYPES
Equiv. for RM4 12/6; 1015 17/6; 14A98910/6;
141.66 16/8; 14A97 19/-; 14A100 22/6; 14A949
20/-; LW7 17/6; Lwn 20/-; EE6 20/,
T.V. silicon 7/6; with Inatro. rest. cond. 9/-.
MULTIMETERS from 89/6.
Stamped envelope for full latest selection earl
bargain or. ere.
Under El P. & P. 6d., over 21 Poat Free.

No (' 0 0.

DURHAM SUPPLIES
175 Durham Road. Bradford 8. Yorkshire

( Contin ued 'text page)
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AERIALS

TV AERIALS
B.B.c.2. ((.11.1'.)

4 Element Grid Reflector/Folded Dipole
and directors.

:in. Tube Elements for maximum gain and
bandwidth.

Element 33/. 14 Element 44/.
Complete with universal mast clamp. Field
tested. Complete to install. Money back
guarantee. Hundreds already installed.
Free installation instructions and price list
of Band 1(2/3/4 aerials and equipment,
send S.A.E.

C.W.O. or C.O.D.
ELECTRONIC INSTALLATIONS

81 Garstang Road, Preston, Lanes.
Tel: 5159.

Trade enquiries welcomed.

WANTED

WANTED: Service Sheets and
Manuals. No quantity too large,
highest prices paid. SULTAN RADIO.
29 Church Road, Tunbridge Wells,
Kent.

New Valves Wanted . . . EY51.
EY86, PL81 PCC84, PCF80. i'CL82.
PCL83, PY81, R19, 30P19, 1.125, etc.
Best cash prices by return. DURHAM
SUPPLIERS, 175 Durham Road. Brad-
ford 8, Yorks.
A PROMPT CASH OFFER for your
surplus brand new Valves and Tran-
sistors, R.H.S., Beverley House.
Mannviale Terrace, Bradford 7.

SERVICE SHEETS purchased.
HAMILTON RADIO, Western Road.
St. Leonards, Sussex.

WANTED: Back P.T.V. issues, Aug.,
Sept. '59; Jan., Feb., Nov. '60; April.
Oct. '61. For cash. Details s.a.e. Box
No 37.

MISCELLANEOUS

CCTV
MAKE YOUR OWN SCANNING

COILS
Details only 616 post free of scanning and
focus coils for closed circuit television
cameras. Simple jig winding. Formers use
easily obtained materials. Send 616 to:

HARRIS
66 Walliscote Rd., Weston -super -Mare

Post orders ONLY

BOOKS & PUBLICATIONS

FIND TV SET TROUBLES IN
MINUTES from the great book The
Principles of TV Receiver Servicing.
10/6 all book houses and radio whole-
salers. If not in stock from Dept. C
Secretary, 32 Kidmore Road. Caver-
sham, Reading, Berks.

SERVICE SHEETS

SERVICE SHEETS, Radio and TV
4/- each. List 2,-. All orders dis-
patched on day received. Also
Manuals for sale and hire. S.A.E.
please. SULTAN RADIO. 29 Church
Road, Tunbridge Wells, Kent.

S.E.S. SERVICE SHEETS for all T.V.
Radio and Tape Recorders etc. List
1'6 plus S.A.E. Sun Electrical
Services, 38 St. Georges Road.
Hastings, Sussex.

SERVICE SHEETS
coVinued)

SERVICE SHEETS, also Current and 
Obsolete Valves for sale. JOHN
GILBERT TELEVISION, lb Shep-
herd's Bush Road. London W6. Tel:
SHE 8441. Nr Goldhawk Rd. Station.

SERVICE SHEETS, Radio TV. 5,000
models. List 1/-. S.A.E. inquiries:
TELRAY, 11 Maudland Bk., Preston.

SERVICE SHEETS
For all makes of Radio and Television -
1925 -1963. Prices from
Free fault-finding guide with all Service
Sheets. Please send S.A.E. with enquiries.
Catalogue of 6,000 models, 116.

Special offer of 125 Radio TV Sheets
covering many popular models, 211..
All types of modern and obsolete valves.
Radio and TV books. S.A.E. lists'enquiries.

HAMILTON RADIO
Western Road, St. Leonards, Sussex.

SERVICE SHEETS (30,0001 81- each
with S.A.E. DARWIN, 19 George St..
St. Helens, Lancashire.

SERVICE SHEETS
41- each, plus postage.

We have the largest supply of Ser-
vice Sheets for all makes and types
of Radios, Televisions, Tape Recor-
ders, etc. in the country, and can
supply by return of post.
To obtain the Service Sheet you
require, please complete the at-
tached coupon:
From:

Name:

To: S.P. DISTRIBUTORS
44 Old Bond St., London, W.I
Please supply Service Sheets for the
following:
Make

Model No.:. Radio/TV
Make:

Model No.:........___ Radio/TV
Make:

Model No.: Radio/TV
I also require list of Service Sheets
at 1/6.
I also require list of Manuals at (r -

(please delete items not applicable)

I enclose remittance of
MAIL ORDERS ONLY

EDUCATIONAL

THE INCORPORATED PRACTI-
TIONERS in Radio & Electronics

I.P.R.E. i Ltd., Membership Con-
ditions booklet 1/-. Sample copy of
I.P.R.E. official Journal 2/. post free.
Dept. C Secretary,. 32 Kidmore Road.
Caversham, Reading, Berks.

SITUATIONS VACANT
RADIO & TV Exams and Courses
by Britain's finest home study School.
Coaching for Brit., I.R.E.: City and
Guilds Amateur's Licence; R.T.E.B.:
P.M.G. Cert.. etc., FREE BROCHURE
from British National Radio School.
Russell Street, Reading.

PUBLIC APPOINTMENTS

RADIO & TELEVISION
SERVICING

Civilian Instructional Officer, Grade III,
required for Vocational Training super-
numerary duties at H.M. Prison, The
Verne, Portland, Dorset.

The successful candidate will be required
to carry out relief duties at Home Office
(Prison Department) establishments in
England and Wales.

Salary £1064 to £1 147 plus £54 environ-
ment allowance per annum.

Prospects and pensionable employment -
44 -hour week and holidays with pay.
Quarters not provided. Candidates must
be at least 30 years of age on 22nd May 1964.

Qualifications: Full apprenticeship plus
at least five years' practical experience in
radio and television or/and electronics
servicing. City and Guilds Certificate (or
equivalent) is desirable. Teaching experi-
ence would be considered an additional
advantage.

Write to:
ESTABLISHMENT OFFICER

Home Office, R.433/165,
Horseferry House, Dean Ryle Street,

London, S.W.I.
Closing date 8 May 1964.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
IF YOU ARE a Self employed TV
Service Engineer wishing to increase
your profits by at :east 25'; and
receive free technical informatton,
send s.a.e. for details to BOX No. 36.

96 pages of factual tabulated
data . . .

"Practical Wireless"
Radio and Television
Reference Data

Compiled by 1. P. Hawker.

Contains full details of colour codes:
everyday formulae, for calculating the
values of biasing components, potential
dividers, resonance, gain, etc.; aerial
dimensions: a quick frequency -wavelength
conversion table; stations and frequencies:
common symbols and abbreviations; notes
on amateur radio and a list of call -sign
prefixes; communication receiver I.F.s:
mathematical data including logarithm
tables: wire and cable data; battery equiva-
lents: valve, transistors and picture tube pin
connections, bases, ratings and equivalents,
including se ected CV types.

96 pages, illustrated, 62 pages of tables

10s. 6d. FROM ALL BOOKSELLERS
. .. or, in case of difficulty I Is. 6d. by post from

GEORGE NEWNES LTD., Tower House,
Southampton Street, London, W.C.2.

NEWNES


